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PART I 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Extending the utility of an existing water supply in any river basin 
suggests a management-planning approach under three general guiding 
principles: (1) minimize depletions wherever possible (thereby main-
taining a greater manageable quantity with subsequent potential to satisfy 
more uses); (2) generally preserve, protect, and improve water quality 
(thereby retaining its utility for use by a wider variety of potential users); 
and (3) make carefully considered allocations (thereby assuring multiple 
duty, more optimal sequencing, and shifts in use to conform to current 
and projected social preferences). There are many technological and 
managerial techniques that can be employed to implement these principleso 
Similarly I there are many economic, political, legal, educational, and 
social mechanisms that can aid or deter in achieving technologically 
possible efficiencies. 
This report examines the concept of extending utility of water in a. 
given hydrologic complex; considers the conditions for achieving greater 
utility in both a physical and socio-economic sense; and discusses some 
of the things that might lead to better utilization from a regional or 
public perspective. 
Nature of Non- Urban Use 
In the pa~t, some superficial inferences have been drawn about 
quantities of water that could be made available through better water 
care. These normally stern from efficiency indices determined from 
individual users and/or individual uses. Projections as to possible 
I-I 
f /. 
water savings have often failed to fully consider and appreciate that uses 
vary greatly in what th~y do with water and what they. do !£ water. 
Be,cause of this, indices of what constitutes efficient use cannot be 
.J 
applied with a uniform meaning for different uses. These non-homogeneous 
uses (such as consumptive, hydropower, boating, and aesthetic use) are 
I ' 
made simultaneously and in sequence throughout a transient but unified 
hydrologic flow system. Ofttimes simple extrapolations from individual 
user situations are made to regions without fully considering the sequen-
tial nature of uses where loss fromoneuse becomes supply for another. 
. ! 
This "dynamic-unity" characteristic complicates the economic 
evaluation of increasing water utility as well as the employment of 
pricing schemes to encourage greater us efulness. Costs and benefits 
al;lsociated with individual investments to increase utility can seldom be 
restricted to the individual enterprise. The hydrologic impact from a. 
particular use is automatically accompanied by some economic and/or 
social impact beyond the point of Use. The indirect effects are generally 
difficult t~~~ace, but often an individual benefit from water use may be 
offset by a public disbenefit when all the impacts are assessed. For the 
market and price system to operate, there must be homogeneity of the 
product Or factor being bought or sold. Therefore, to make use of 
economic approaches in extending water I s utility, these externalities 
must be internalized, or these non-homogeneous and noncommentiurable 
co sts in various uses must somehow be made commensurable. 
Since every river basin is different, ,'yith different 'configurations, 
proportions, and numbers of water using entities, the problem of 
increasing utility of an existing water supply becomes highly "site-
specific. n For example, a low irrigation efficiency in the Twin Falls 
region of Idaho provides a return flow supply much mor.e uniform in 
, . . . 
flow rate and temperature, of high quality. and at a location convenient 
for other uses including an excellent fish hatching operation. On the ~. 
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other hand, low irrigation efficiencies in the Grand Junction area of 
Colorado permit large quantities of deep percolation waters to come in 
direct contact with highly saline formations where a substantial pickup 
of minerals takes place al water makes its way back into the Colorado' 
River. Thus, in the Idaho example l()w efficiencies in irrigation may 
result in greater utility for other uses, while the Colen'ado example has 
just the opposite effect. This "site-specific" aspect of extending utility' 
becomes extremely important iii the development of national programs 
aimed at increasing the utility of water. While the guiding principles 
stated in the opening paragraph of this summary apply,ihe relative 
importance of each and their combiningpropor,tionswillbe different for 
.. , ~ ... . 
every river ba~i~,and associated physiographic and demographic con-
figurations. This would imply ,then, that public polic::ies to promote 
. . ;>' I",', -:.' .~' . 
optimum utility "of water resources, whetllerthey relate to physical, 
. .: ".. .' . 
institutional, legal, political, educational, or social mechanisms, must 
be so framed that adaptation can g~ve prop~r consideration to local and 
regional planning spaces. 
Thus,biterpretations of how water supplies mighi'be augmented 
(in effect) by ine:reasing efficiencies in use are complicated ,by the multi- . 
dimensionalnatur~ of use and cost vectors as well a', 'by' the complex 
, 
space and time configurations ot'water resou~ce systelns. While it may. 
. .' 
seem axiomatic that if water can be used more efficiently, additional 
. ". . " 
supplies would. automatically becC)me available fOr other uses, this may 
or may not be,true. The consequences of an efficiency change would 
have to be tr~ced, and evaluated beyond the boundaries of the user making 
the change. 
One othet premise that should be recognized inc6ilsideratiori of 
extending water I s utility is that all watE!ris in use and that all uses have 
. ,.,.... 
some social value. The notion that there is a fixed ordering of water 
use preferences and a well-established and comrnonly.a.C:cepted point of 
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. 4emarcation between "beneficial" and "non-beneficial" uses is a shibboleth 
. . 
. ()flimited usefulne~s in U. S. society today. In an earlier, period when 
little social value was placed on amenity uses there could be more uni-
versal agreement about use priorities which were based largely on water t s 
value in some kind of productive activity. It made sense to talk of ttwaste-
water" as that class of uses for which society placed no (or negative) 
value and Itsavings" to indicate the actual or potential transfer of water . 
.. in such uses to a different use in the "belleficialtt class. Today it is 
. virtually impossible to identify an unused water supply that is not valued 
by some sector of.odety in its present use. Thus, the problem of 
'increasing the utility of water does not consist of making water useful 
where it was fo~merly useless. Increased social efficiency in the use 
. , - . 
ot water consists of a reallocation to uses having higher values in the 
~ggregate when all social costs and benefits have been. compared. Never-
theless, there are many situations where improving individual water use 
efficiencies would facilitate the achievement of greater· social ~tility. 
, .'. 
In considerations of extending utility, as p.erspeCtlye enlarges from 
individual to multiple or aggregated uses, there are some fundamental 
. . 
points to be observed. The dynamic-unity characteristi~ in a physical 
sense and the non-homogeneity of costs and uses in an economic sense 
have been touched upon already. In addition there are some rather 
f1(l~damental legal and institutional differences that exist between the 
concept of an individual user and .that of aggregated uses. Water is 
generally considered to be th~,property of the public. avaUable for 
individual beneficlal uses' witll provisions for safeguarding both public 
interest and individUal rights. Certainty oftne right is a basic necessity 
of any water law •. Consequently. water ,is normally viewed as a right of 
property to which protection is afforded by provisions of federal and 
st • .te constitutions. Intlividuals can and do make independent decisions' 
about utilizing water.. The individual right to own and manage prope~ty 
becomes reflected ill the way individuals incorporate water management 
1..;4 
. : 
into their total resource management opportunities. The individual 
user strives to employ the resources at his command in order to optimize 
net returns from production (or achieve some objective for which water 
is an essential ingredient). 
While federal policy is aimed at' increasing water I s utility on a 
broad scale, federal programs to bring this about must consider the most 
elemental legal water using entity- -the individual. Generally, public 
programs for better water management employ. individual incentive and/or 
regulatory measures. These are introduced under the assumption that 
practices that increase water use efficiency in 'particular uses extend 
that same advantage to regions in a linear way. For reasons described 
previously, however, there.£!!!. be no simple and direct correspondence 
between individual ~ utility and that of aggregated ~ multiple users. 
Therefore, in the hope of making a more lucid-and realistic exposition 
of the potentials for extending the utility of non-urban water supplies, 
this report separates the discussions of individual and aggregated uses. 
Individual Non-Urban Water Uses 
For almost all kinds of water uses, individual users would like water 
of specified amount and quality, unconditionally available at the point of 
use. Except, perhaps, for preservation or aesthetic uses, to approach 
this ideal requires storage, regulation, distribution, quality conditioning, 
and labor. There are costs associated with changing an unregulated and 
erratic supply to one which is regulated and controlled to conform to 
demands both in time and location. Institutional arrangements are often 
necessary to provide common regulating and conveyance facilities for 
shared use. The compromises arrived at in the design, financing, con-
struction, and operation of works for joint use will transmit certain 
constraints on amounts, quality, and timing of water delivered to the 
individual. Once the water is delivered t6 the individual user, however, 
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he is reasonably free to manage his water in combination with other 
resources under his control to best achieve his production or satisfaction 
goals. 
From an individual user standpoint, maximum utility of water is 
a;,ttairted when water is incorporated as on,e of the elements of the resource 
mix in such a way that maximum economic gain or social satisfaction is 
achieved. In this context the individual user may substitute cheap wate'r 
for other relatively more costly inputs (such as labor). Consequently, 
the individual user will normally provide just enough water care to achieve 
his desired production or satisfaction goals. This may result in effi-
ciencies being considerably less than technologically and managerially 
possible. Whether this is acceptable or not from a public standpoint 
depends largely on the external or peripheral effects induced elsewhere' 
as a result of the individual water care exercised. 
Irrigation us e 
Irrigation is for the purpose of supplying the transpirational needs 
of growing crops. The objective therefore is to place water in proximity 
to plant roots in amounts and at times to preclude retardation of plant 
growth. Since irrigation is a depletive use, volumes of water con-
sumed in the process are removed from the resource system and no 
further reuse potentials can be exercised nor multiple uses served • 
. Consequently, it is desirable from a water use efficiency standpoint to 
obtain maximum production per unit of water transpired. Only that water 
placed and stored in the root zone will be effective in production. Deep 
percolation and surface runoff can only serve a useful function to the 
individual.irrigator if such waters carry harmful materials out of the 
root zone of the crop~ The method selected to distribute and introduce. 
the water into the root zone depends greatly on site conditiol1s of the 
individualfarm. When these are properly assessed, application methods 
and managerial techniques can be selected that permit very high pro;. 
portions of the water diverted to be consumed. 
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For an individual irrigator to upgrade his water management he 
must recognize some advantage in doing so. 1£ his supply is adequate 
and there is no opportunity to expand acreage, his advantage may' only 
come through saving of labor resulting from the' new water conserving 
practice. This saving of labor would have to be balanced against the 
cost of measures for more positive water control, however. Where 
better water management and control leads to increased production or 
improved quality of product, water conservation may result as an 
incidental by-product. On the other hand, if there is opportunity to 
expand productive acreage, the irrigator may substantially increase the 
utility of his diversion entitlement by adopting conservation measures 
which reduce amounts being lost to deep percolation and runoff and using 
such quantities to satisfy the consumptive requirements of the expanded 
acreage. Where high efficiencies have already been achieved and avail-
able supply is closely matched with consumptive needs (with proper 
consideration for leaching requirement) there is some opportunity to 
consider :modifications in cropping pattern to obtain more production pet:' 
unit of water consumed. Perhaps m<;>re promising, however, are the 
opportunities for increasing yields using the same amounts of water but 
using better c'rop varieties, fertilizer, better moisture co~trol, and 
improved cultural practices. 
, 
From the public vantage, the important question is: What changes 
in individual irrigation practices result in the greatest public benefit 
with respect to making water available toa greater number and variety 
of uses? Making additional supplies available through increased irrig-
ation efficiencies may be largely illusionary. Changing individual farm 
water use efficiency has little effect on amounts of water transpired for 
a given crop and acreage. Since evapotranspiration is a constant (essen-
tially), high seepage,' deep percolation, or surface runoff losses are not 
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critical in a basin wide context as water leaving an individual farm via 
these routes sti11 remains in the manageable supply of the basin. There 
are exceptions to this general premise lar gely'deterrnined by physical 
features and ordering of use patterns within a basin. If the irrigator is 
at the "end of the ditch" (no possible downstream use of wastewaters) 
increasing the efficiency of use could result in lower diversion require-
ment and could permit additional depletion to take place upstream. There 
are situations also where seepage and deep percolation losses are so slow 
in reaching a groundwater body or surface stream that they are (in effect) 
removed from the management pool over what might be considered an 
economic time period. Higher irrigation efficiencies to reduce such 
losses in these instances would be in the public interest. 
There are several g.ood reasons f.or genera11y encouraging higher 
. efliciencies in individual uses. Water leaving an individual farm as 
surfaceer subsurface losses or wastes moves in a rather diffuse and 
gkmerally uncontr.o11ed manner back to the system from which it c<;!.:me. 
Before this IIwastewater ll can be co11ected and rediverted, it has generally 
underg.one some additional depletion through evaporation and transpiration 
incidental to the primary use for which the original diver.sion was made. 
If such consumption has l.ow economic .or social value, then perhaps 
society bears a cost in term.s of a benefit foregone because of the 
incidental consumpti.on occurring. High efficiencies and red1Jceq per .. 
colating waters in sorhe case.s may result ih less minera~ 10ac:1ing, also, 
thereby maintaining the water in a quality acceptable to more users. 
LR:W efficiencies may entail higher than necessary costs in recapture 
and re-regulation for subsequent uses. Once the investments have heen 
made to get water diverted and under regulation and control, it makes 
1itt~e sense to discard large proportions back to the system s1,1ch tnat 
subsequent users begin the recapture and control process all over again", 
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These reasons are generally sufficient to warrant public concern 
about achieving higher individual efficiencies in irrigation practice even 
though the amounts of additional water provided is probably not nearly 
so great as commonly imagined • 
. Recreational and aesthetic uses 
Water has been identified as the focal point for outdoor recreation 
and enjoyment. Many recreational activities require water in the activity 
itself~ such as pleasure boating of all kinds, fishing, swimming, water-
fowl holding and production, aquatic animal production, skating and 
surfa.ce ice activities, etc. The quality of many other recreational 
activities is enhanced by the availability of water or its proximity to the 
activity. For example, camping, picnicking, hiking, nature study, 
photography, scenic driving, vacation homes, and developed resorts are 
all made more attractive through their proximity to lakes, streams, and 
waterfronts. These diverse recreational and aesthetic water uses vary 
~ 
greatly in the nature of the water use and in how the use in turn affects 
opportunities for legitimate uses of water elsewhere. 
In a natural river basin setting,the quantity, quality, and regimen 
of strea:rrtflow, in conjunction with associated biologic and physiographic 
characteristics and configurations, determine the amount and kind of 
recreational and aesthetic water use opportunities. Physical interventions 
or ·perturbations by man's activities create new hydrologic equilibriums 
which in turn alter the water-related recreational and aesthetic potentials. 
I 
Some potentials may be diminished or eliminated, others created or 
enlarged when water is stored and regulated in connection with other 
economic developments such as hydropower', irrigation, and flood control. 
A classification of water-related recreational activities and the minimum 
requirementsior the activity to exist needs to be developed. A kind of 
"duty of recreational water" classification is needed which incorporates 
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characteristics of flow and flow channel, quality, directly associated 
land and facUities requirements, and indirectly associated biologic and 
topographic requirements. 
The evaluation of opportunities and programs for extending water's 
utility requires a weighing of all use potentials in such a way that social 
utility will be (hopefully) optimized. The major problem is in determining 
the value society' places on many of these recreational and aesthetic 
opportunities. Although there is difficulty fn reducing these values to a 
common denominator .in a monetary sense, the water cost in a physical 
< < < 
sense should be determined along with opportunity cosb associated with 
the various tradeoffs. Charging user fees to at least cover costs of 
publicly provided outdoor recreation has been strongly recommended. 
Perhaps many of the valuation problems in comparing competing alter -
natives would diminish if users paid for recreational opportunities • 
. Recreational uses associated with large water surface areas, such 
as power boating and water fowl hunting, will incur high water costs in 
the form of evaporation. As pointed out previously, depletive uses are 
particularly critical to considerations of~xtending waters' utility since 
the water is removed from the system and unavailable for reuse or 
multiple use opportunities. In addition the dissolved solids must be 
concentrated in a reduced flow downstream thereby depreciating its 
usefulnesso The use of monomolecular fihns to retard or suppress 
evaporation may be a practical way to reduce the water cost as sociated 
with shallow-water vegetated areas. The deteriorating effect of winds 
(a factor limiting successful suppression on open water surfaces) may 
be minimized by vegetation growing in shallow-wate.r areas. Sincethe 
arnount of water presently being consumed by such s;hallow-water vege-
tated areas is so large, a 25 - 30 percent reduction in evaporation could 
be significant as a means of increasing net water' supply. 
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,. FroIn the standpoint of getting Inore production per unit of water 
transpired in waterfowl areas, consideration should also be given to 
selecting plants for Inore efficient food production as well as habitat. 
A net saving of water consuIned by phreatophytes Inight be achieved 
through InanageInent of selected plant species rather than by perInitting 
cOInpletely unInanaged plant growth. 
Since' evaporative losses have the effect of increasing the concen-
tration of Ininerals in the reInaining water, a quality benefit accrues 
autoInatically froIn a consuInptive use decrease. Of course, certain 
recreational activities add Inaterials which affect the subsequent quality 
and hence utility'to other users. Aside froIn debris and wastes that get 
introduced into the water by recreationists, power boats add loadings 
froIn fuel and oil spills and residues. HUInan wastes froIn those who 
hike, caInp, snowInobile, picnic, fish, and hunt, as well as those froIn 
vacation hOIne dwellers and developed resorts have potential for added 
loadings which iInpair water quality. Traditional Inethods of sewage 
disposal Inay be quite inadequate in Inountain areas of shallow soil, 
fractured bedrock and solution channels, and steep gradients. Greater 
recreational use of water in these settings Inay need to be accoInpanied 
by considerable attention to water quality protection. The iInportance 
of this is intensified because the headwater location places such uses 
first in the using sequence. Hence, what recreation and aesthetic uses 
do with and to water in the watershed portions of a drainage basin get 
translated to all other users throughout the systeIn. 
This leads to the final aspect of extending utility in recreation and 
aesthetic uses which has to do with allocations that perInit Inultiple duty 
positioning within the sequence so as to IniniInize detriInental iInpacts 
on others and encourage shifts in water uses as reflected by social pre-
ferences. The potentials Inust first be identified according to how the 
specified requireInents concerning water in specific uses Inatch the 
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characteristics of the. supply at various points in the systeIno The actual 
opportunities are highly site-specific in a particular drainag~. However .. 
where options exist it would be wise to place high depletive users. and/or 
high quality deteriorating users in the lower portions of the use pattern. 
The kind and nature of the tradeoffs required in arriving at a 
specific set of recreational opportunities are inextricably associated 
with considerations of'achieving broader public objectives. 
Achieving reasonable diversion requireInents 
As a general rule,there is need to evaluate Inore critically what 
constitutes reasonable beneficial use in every non-urban water using 
activity. ConsuInptive requireInents for agricultural uses have been 
quite adequately deterInined and verified by experienceo The objective 
should be to squeeze down on diver sion entitleInents to Inake theIn Inore 
in line with what is IIreasonable" beneficial use. Users Inust be required 
to seek their increased production and/or satisfaction froIn liInited (hut 
adequate if properly Inanaged) water supplies. 
There are several ways to bring such changes about. Educatio:nal 
prograIns Inay deInonstrate to individual users the wisdoIn of Inaking 
Illore efficient use of supplies to which they are entitled and of the 
pertinent technologies which Inight be applied. They Inight also enlighten 
the individual as to his influence in a broader water COSInOS and how uses 
elsewhere may effect his private world. EconoInic incentives to individuals 
can be eInployed to stiInulate desired improvements. Such incentives can 
be effective in speeding up adoption of improved practices and methods. 
However, individual econoInic incentives should only be employed where 
the public costs are clearly balanced by a public benefit. Perhaps the 
tnost effective device for bringing diversions. in line with a more tightly 
defined beneficial use is through more stringent adIninistrative allocations. 
Additional manpower in state water adIninistrative offices tnay be ne.eded 
to assure compliance with beneficial use standards. 
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Aggregated Non-Urban Water Use 
.~, .,' The introductory discussion on the nature of non-urban water uses 
stressed the need and importance of making interpretations of potentials 
for extending the utility of water in river basin'lperspective or within an 
appropriate system of sequential users. Planning of optimal sequential 
use of a water resource is still in its infancy. It is severely handicapped 
by lack of good analytical tools and planning methodology as well as 
effective institutions to plan and implement. The planning framework 
should include not only new water development but the reallocation and 
reconditioning of existing supplies. 
Water resource systems should be planned concurrently with related 
regional economic and land use plans. It is unlikely that water resource 
planning separate from general regional economic resource planning will 
be very effective. Conversely, regional development plans that do not 
take into account the opportunities for improved use of supplies presently 
in use will be correspondingly inefficient in their resource utilization. 
Extending the utility of water innon-urban (or any other) use depends 
heavily on the efficiency of planning. Until comprehensive economic 
planning comes closer to reality, technological measures to increase 
individual water use efficiencies may be largely pointlesso 
Considerations of extending the utility of water as between and 
among us er s of all kinds would conform to the same guiding principle s 
of (1) minimizing depletions wherever possible, (2) preserving, protect-
ing, and improving water quality, and (3) making carefully considered 
water allocations. As with individual uses, the opportunities and 
approaches for extending total utility of existing water resources are 
many and varied.. The implementation of technological or managerial 
techniques to achieve greater utility among an aggregation of users 
becomes much more heavily conditioned by what is legally, socially, 
economically, and politically possible. 
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Market and pricing influences on water utility 
Conventional wisdom implies that water is a homogeneous economic 
cotnmodit/ for all uses; a production input. This being the case. if the 
market operated. the price per gallon would be set by the marginal 
productivity resulting from the input of one gallon. It is frequently 
lamented that this market does not operate; but that if it did. the highest 
utility* of water would be achieved. That this market does not operate 
is blamed on public constraints such as water-rights laws and subsidies. 
The water market doesn1t operate quite this simply because water 
has a public utility* characteristic as well as a commodity characteristic 
(value per unit volume). A user needs not only to purchase a unit of water 
on a particular day, but needs some assurance that there will be a supply 
when needed over a long-term future. Water supply is really two com-
modities: water-rights and water volume. The former is a continuing 
right to draw on the common supply; the latter is a quantity of water to 
be used once. By and large. water-rights laws do not seriously limit 
the market transfer of water rights. but such a market for water volume 
is more difficult. The water -rights laws have the principal effect that 
as sociated investments cannot be separated inequitably from the water-
right value. Except where water rights are irrevocably associated with 
a specific piece of land. the water-right market operates quite freely 
*Definitions (from Webster l s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 
1970): 
Commodity. 3. an element of wealth; an economic good. 
Utility. 1. quality or state of being useful; usefulness. 2. Economic 
power to satisfy human wants;--opposite to disutility. 3. happinesl:?; the 
greatest good or happiness for the greatest number, --the foundation of 
utilitarianism. 4. short for public utility. 
(In this paper the economic definition is meant. ) 
Public Utility also Utility. A business organization, such as a 
public service corporation, performing some public service and subject 
to special government regulation. 
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within this equity guaranteeo If these existing values are compensated, 
water rights may usually be purchased. 
Prices of water in contrast to water-rights are usually set admin-
istratively by water companies or districts. However, there are 
examples where water quantity markets do exist provided the basic 
water-right equities are not voided. This can happen if there is adequate 
storage in close proximity to a market and adequate transfer facilities 
exist. In Northeastern Colorado flood waters are stored by water-right 
owners in literally dozens of "blow-hole" reservoirs on the western 
fringe of the Great Plain and a "quantity" market operates quite freely 
during each irrigation season. Water in storage may be exchanged by 
draft instruments so that deliveries can be made from the most proximate 
reservoir even though the water actually purchased may be stored at a 
remote site. The extent to which such a market develops elsewhere 
depends on storage and transfer facilities. Such markets, partially 
developed, may be found in many places. They are quite separate, but 
nevertheless, within the "water-right" market and ownership structure. 
Besides the costs consisting of the unit margin~l productivity value and 
the loss of productivity of associated capital, costs of physically moving 
water to new uses must also be included in economic comparisons with 
the value of some new use. If buyers at such prices exist, ~hen the 
market will operate and irrigators will increa~e their efficiencies in 
order to sell water. 
Another difficulty in applying commodity market economics to 
water is of a structural nature. Multi-purpose facilities are planned, 
both physically and financially, to supply a forecast market.-Once 
operational, market-induced shifts in use are not easy except unde.r the 
relatively unusual circumstances mentioned in the previous paragraphs. 
Perhaps project plans could be improved to permit more market options 
after physical implementation. Comprehensive planning also allocates 
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w~ter supplies based on projected values and needs. This, too, places 
Qpstacles to future market flexibility. Perhaps the auction should be 
h~ld during the planning phase. The problem is that the potential bidders 
a"en1t yet viable. 
Another reason why the water market does, not operate perfectly 
is because, in some instances, all or part of the costs are borne by the 
public. This may occur, as mentioned earlier , either because the public 
deCides to pay part of the cost for social reasons (as in irrigation), or 
th~t collection of payment would be difficult (as in recreational use). 
Often part of the costs are not paid at all but are absorbed by soci~ty in 
the form of depreciations in the value of the resource (pervasive external 
costs). If a different allocation of costs than now exists is desired as a 
means of increasing utility, the remedy lies in changing or removing 
p'\lblic subsidies and in collecting for uses where collections are not p,()w 
made. This means that ways must be devised for allocating costs equitably 
am.ong multiple uses. The public could pay for those costs that are attri-
bq.table to public use or that are justified as subsidies for social objectives 
and let the market operate beyond that. Basically, user charges should 
include the prorated direct internal costs of providing the water services 
which the users enjoy, plus such indirect costs Cl,S can be allocated. 
Efforts should be made to find ways to internalize costs now tJ;"eated a~ 
externals. Charges should be made to all beneficiaries includi:p.g user's 
for dilution, recreational and 9-est1wtic purposes, and flood protection. 
One charge which would be difficult to apply would be cost of qUFllity 
deterioration from non-point sources. One which would be difficult to 
evaluate would be aesthetic enjoyment. 
In complex public-financed water <;levelopment projects charges for 
'¥fJ.j;.er often vary according to use. Urban users pay the highest charges, 
~,,,!'!ii!" . 
irri'gation ha:s lower charge rates, .and usually no direct charges are 
levied for water use in recreation or aesthetic uses. As m.entioned, the 
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reasons for differential rates are complex; partly because policy is to 
favor generation of particular kinds of activity (for example, irrigation); 
partly because of the difficulty or impracticality of collecting charges 
(as fol' recreational use); and partly because economies of large scale 
permit essentially "dumped" products. 
Where, then, is the market? It must be largely in the planning. 
and project implementation stage among those who divert from the system 
(consumers and non-consumers) and largely in the comprehensive planning 
stage between those who divert and those who make in-place uses (con-
sumers and non-consumers, i. e. recreation, aesthetics, flood control, 
dilution, etc.). While there may be shifting of use under specific projects 
as they are implemented, the supplies are largely allocated by the plan-
ners, based on projections of demand and value. Utility, then, depends 
on the degree to which the planner is able to estimate demands and values 
and his ability to keep the market options open as late as practical. Only 
part of the direct costs of water development can be divided among the 
users on any rational basis whatsoever. The remainder are joint costs. 
which must be apportioned rather arbitrarily. These costs probably 
should be apportioned according to the total value or utility of the use, 
or in such a manner as to favor achievement of agreed-upon social goals 
having a high priority. If a more rational pricing were to be accomplished, 
improved information on the value of water for various uses would be 
es sential. All costs, including external ones, should be included in the 
planning analysis for decision making, even though some may not be 
charged to the users. 
There is a widely stated conviction that the price of water should 
be raised in order to reduce its waste. Certainly increasing price for 
a use will usually reduce the amount so used. However,· all costs (except 
those borne by subsidies) are normally being assessed presently against 
the user to meet repayment and .operating costs •. Public subsidies 
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supposedly pay for values accruing to the public in general but often 
difficult to trace specifically. If one excludes accumulation of profits to 
. . 
water companies or districts who presently set charges in accordance 
with repayment, operation and maintenance costs, there appears to be 
'. \ \ 
two remaining ways that price could be increased. These are: impose 
a tax on the use of the vvater or reduce the subsidies where they exist. 
If the subsidies are indeed justified, then reducing them is the same as 
imposing a tax on the primary users whose water costs must rise. The 
problem of price increases becomes one of distribution or equity in 
which the increased price for water becomes a kind of "mineral ~:xtraction" 
tax rather arbitrarily imposed on particular users of a particular resource. 
No rationale has been made for singling out particular water users and 
the water resource for special tax. 
Decisions among water use alternatives have traditionally been 
based on benefit-cost analysis measured primarily in income production 
efficiency contrasted with financial costs. Such decisions are. of course, 
tempered by political feasibility. Multiple goals and uses have not been 
effectively dealt with. Effective techniques ate lacking fot effective 
inclusion of aesthetic, recreational, and unique natural value uses in 
analytical schemes to determine optimal utility of water. 
Such devices as low interest rates and charging disproportionate 
shares of project costs and inadequate considerations of social losses 
have often provided irrigation water at less than the real costs of devel-
oping it. People gain, however, in lower food costs, increased recre-
atiqnalopportunities, and increased economic development of an area. 
It is because of these intangible benefits that stibsidies to irrigation have 
be~n justified. 
Education and social factors 
Changes in water use and major water development projects usually 
require changes in people's values, in water institutions, and in public 
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attitudes and policies. The interests of som.e individuals and groups are 
often threatened. Proposed changes or developm.ents have often failed 
through lack of adequately inform.ing people and involving them. in the 
decision-m.aking considerations. Plans for change should be preceded by 
identification of basic social values in the specified area that pose con-
straints to the proposals. Educational program.s should be directed to 
tnaking the proposed changes com.patible with value system.s, attitudes, 
and general public interests. 
Institutional and legal constraints 
Most states have water laws establishing rights based on beneficial 
'Use. Som.e states recognize priorities between (in decreasing order) 
urban, agricultural, industrial, and recreational uses. Actually, these 
priorities probably have little im.pact on water use allocations and may 
be largely academ.ic since they do not void nor interfere with either the 
proces s of em.inent dom.ain or the operation of the m.arket. 
The doctrine of beneficial use has been difficult to apply quantitatively 
in conflicts over water use. This is largely because of a lack of adm.in-
istrative resources and the conservatism. of the courts. Water needed for 
a specific task usually has been defined liberally, and better inform.ation 
on specific needs would both hasten and refine this process. Because of 
significant local variations in water needs for specific uses, attem.pts to 
define beneficial use uniform.ly on a national basis would be naive and 
probably counter-productive. Another facet of the law which can operate 
to lim.it the utility potentials for water use is the liberalism. of courts in 
interpreting diligence. This perm.its a water riight holder to tie up water 
use for inordinately long periods before exercising his entitlem.ent. 
Federal agencies particularly, .but also state agencies ,have been accorded 
special privilege in m.aintaining a water right in good standing long after 
due diligence should have been exercised in achieving beneficial use. 
Water rights are usually granted in perpetuity and there would probably 
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be consiclerable benefit in changing this practice to require periodic review 
and permit reallocation to achieve higher order s of utility. 
Water c.ontrol and management institutions vary greatly in size, 
fU1Ilction, and services rendered. In the older irrigated areas water 
cliverted from streams is frequently managed by small mutual companie s 
concerned with a single ditch or canal. There may be hierarchies of 
institutions within la~ger institutions. A small company may manage 
a lateral within a larger mutual company operating a diversion works 
and canal which in turn purchases stored water from a reservoir company 
within a larger conservation district. Water charges rnay cover only 
maintenance on major canals and different systems. have overlapping 
jurisdictions, competing interests, and often different priorities for 
limited water supplies. In a few instances- ... as in Wyoming--specific 
quantities of water ar e tied to specified areas of land. Often transfer s 
or exchange of wate.r are difficult, but this is usually because of the 
deliberate legal proces s of maintaining equity. 
The hierarchical arrangement of small companies within larger 
ones may not be all bad. Management of a facility in close proximity to. 
the affected user s is good. The disadvantage of small companies is their 
lack of managerial efficiency and ability to finance needed improvements, 
especially storage works--which are particularly important in increasing 
efficiency. Such large overarching entities may be formed, still leaving 
the smaller companies the task of purchasing and distributing water. 
The opportunity to provide new works beneficial to all and to establiElh 
mechanisms for facilitating market transfer of water and water rights 
is the most powerful motive for improving irrigation institutional 
organizations. Unfortunately the latter purpose may be inhibited rather 
than facilitated for organizations established primarily to assure repay-
ment of project costs based on present benefit-cost criteria. 
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--" ~. Water quality was not included as a part of early state water-right 
legislation, which was based on quantity. With increasing pollution, 
quality has become a recognized factor and fed~ral policy at least in 
principle prohibits further degradation. The resulting problems have not 
been resolved, nor have the implications on agricultural use of water even 
been realistically considered. 
General Conclusions 
It appears that the utility of non-urban water supplies can be 
significantly increased. Three general principles guide how this might 
be done: (1) reduce depletions, (2) preserve or' improve water quality, 
and (3) make carefully considered allocations assuring increased multiple 
duty, more optimal sequencing and shifts in use to conform to greater 
demands for higher value uses. Opportunities for extending utility 
become highly site - specific. 
By far the largest part of depletion is directly related to the area 
of land under irrigation plus the surface of storage reservoirs. Physical 
measures to improve on-farm irrigation efficiencies will not significantly 
affect depletion, except as incidental consumption is reduced. Certain 
methods of irrigation could reduce amounts of water normally lost 
through evaporation from bare soils--for example, plastic mulches and 
. trickle irrigation on widely spaced row crops. Local circumstances and 
economics would dictate the extent to which technologies could be imple-
mented but practicalities suggest that net increases in supply through 
reductions in soil evaporation would be difficult to measure. The utility 
of water consumed in irrigation can be increased,however, by more 
efficient agricultural practices which i:ncrease production per unit of 
consumption. On the recreation and aesthetic side, large depletions 
occur through open water surfaces and phreatophytic vegetation. While 
considerable water could be made available to other uses by eliminating 
these, major breeding and resting areas for waterfowl would be elim-
inated and waterfowl and aquatic fur bearing populations would be reduced. 
There is evidence, however, that improved management of marsh 
vegetation could result in better food and cover while perhaps even 
permitting some reductions in depletion. 
Utility of water is inversely related to its quality, but the sensitivity 
to quality variations differs greatly depending on the use •. Much more 
needs to. be knewn about the change in utility due to changes in quality. 
Certainly, nen-depletive uses can be greatly extended by preserving 
quality. If justified, the reconditiening ceuld be carried to the peint of 
desalting. This is largely a question of ecenemics. So. far it has usually 
been less cestly to purchase the rights to. water of a specified quality 
frem a lewer order user than to. recenditien quality-depreciated waters. 
There are also. seme psychelogical difficulties in the use of recenditiened 
water, particularly utilizing reclaimed sewage. Seme econemic uses, 
and seme kinds of recreatien and aesthetic uses are relatively nen quality-
depreciating and non depleting. If these are judicieusly located in the 
use sequence er if cests ef reclaimed water can be justified, such uses 
ceuld be greatly extended er perhaps even multiplied. 
Mere carefully censidered allecatiens will depend primarily on 
iInpreved cemprehensive plans in relatien to water reseurces and their 
im.plementatien, and secondly upen such things as increased standards 
ef beneficial use and diligence. 
An integrated and unified approach to. water management, which 
incerperates water reuse and water reconditiening as cem.ponentsef the 
aggregate available supply to. a region, prebably effers the greatest 
potential fer achieving substantial imprevement in utilit~r ef water. A 
framewerk fer analyzing water supply augmentation as ultimately limited 
by depletive (evaperative) lesses and quality limitatiens in specific uses 
has been eutlined (Hendricks and Bagley, 1969)0 This expleratory study 




treatment and brackish water desalting in a tot~lly managed context. To 
indicate the potential increase in supply made possible through different 
reuse schemes the methodology was applieq. to,the Wasatch Front region 
of Utah. Assuming all water not presently in municipal and industrial 
use was first diverted to irrigation, and then reuse, advanced waste 
treatment and desalting were employed in that order, the firm supply 
could be increased (in ~~ffect) by a factor of 1.6 to. 2. O. 
A subsequent study (Bishop and Hendricks, 1971) added the economic 
dimension to the previous analysis to determine optimal allocations of 
water from primary supplies (surface or groundwater), secondary 
supplies (municipal and industrial effluents, irrigation retu:t'n flow), or 
supplementary supplies (imports, desalted water). Using the Salt Lake 
County area as a case study, Bishop and Hendricks employed their 
optimal allocation model to see how projected demands for 1980, 2000, 
and 2020 might be met. The approach permits examination of all 
possible combinations for satisfying the aggregate system demand with 
the agg:r:egate available supply and indicates at which points to time 
certain treatment measures need to be phased into operation. These 
concepts and associated systems analysis methodology offer substantial 
promise in the development of planning-manag'ement schemes for extend-
ing the utility of water. Piecemeal planning may legislate against water 
reclamation and reuse, however, even if economically justifiable. 
Amending basic principles of water-rights law, except to accelerate 
administration, is unlikely to have a substantial positive effect. 
The allocation process also includes marketing, pricing and subsidy, 
and other policy factors. If utility is indeed the greatest power lIto satisfy 
human wants II then the degree of utility achieved by ope:tation of the 
market and pricing system will depend on the degree to which subsidy 
policy reflects "human wants. II There are several reasons why a water 
market can operate only in a limited way to allocate water resources 
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-efficiently. In the past, allocation has been made primarily by the ad hoc 
process of appropriation; in the future the market, and the planning 
process (to a much greater degree), will play the significant roles. All 
uses must have equal access to these processes, but this is now severely 
hindered because of lack of information about values in alternative uses, 
evident and intangible costs and benefits, and external costs, to say 
nothing of deficiencies in the planning process itself. 
By improved allocation through planning and marketing processes 
plus institutional changes and limited legal ones, coupled with quality 
maintenance, the utility of non-urban water supplies can probabl, be 
multiplied significantly. A great many uses can be satisfied before ulti-
mate depletion occurs. Whether or not this can happen will depend on 
willingness to pay, improved skill iIi planning and management, public 
policies and financial practices closely reflecting values, arid public 
under standing. 
Recommendations 
The consequences of individual water actions have impacts that 
reach out with varying degrees of regionality and in sorrie cases nationally. 
While the goal is increased water utility. there is no homogeneous mea-
stire of utility. Moreover. the utility of a particular action depends on 
whose interests are being assessed. An individual's loss may be a 
region's gain. Even a region's loss may accomplish a national gain. 
Water problems are highly site-specific. 
Blanket application of any technical recommendation s would in 
most cases entrain' some incidents that would be counter productive. 
Even if productive in an individual case, the effect on the system 
~ould be counterproductive. Therefore, in considering each tech-
nical recommendation, some general qualifications must be made: 
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1. Specific site conditions must be evaluated. 
2. The related induced effects on the remainder of the system 
should be appraised. 
3. The demographic region and social group within which 
utility is to be assessed must be specified. 
4. Some process must be devised for deciding values among 
non-homogeneous utilities. 
These assessments may be quite simple in many cases. In 
. other s they may be highly complex. 
Recommendations are arranged under the following topics: 
General Recommendations, Facilitating Rural and Development 
Planning, Imprqving Aesthetic and Recreational Uses andOpportunities, 
Improving Water Rights and Their Administration, and Improving 
Economic and Social Management of Water. Research recommen-
dations are included under each topic. 
General Recommendations 
A. System Perspective 
Public agencies should base judgments of efficiency in 
all non -urban uses on an analysis of the relevant individual 
system, system of sequential but multiple use, river basin, 
region, or even the country. Such a perspective is essential 
to any meaningful assessment of the social value of water 
utility. 
B. Integrated Use 
Public agencies should devise programs and plans for 
improving water-use on the basis of integrated use by all 
users in the relevant system or region rather than by single 
users. 
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C. Soil Conservation and Water Quality 
Public agencies should promote practic~s for soil and 
water conservation as a means of protecting water quality 
as well as for land protection and increased water use 
efficiency. 
D. Systematic Identification of Opportunities to Extend Utility 
State and federal agencies should initiate a systematic 
program to identify and inventory opportunities for extending 
the utility of existing water supplies, together with con-
. straints to be. overcome in doing so. Present programs 
concerned prinlarily with new development should incor-
porate considerations of. revamping, reorienting, or 
. , 
reordering existing use patterns. 
If the remedial possibilities were outlined, in detail, 
they could be given consideration in planning at any level. 
Such a program might include identificativn ?f: 
(1) Nature and amounts of return flow and management 
requirements to improve usefulness .. 
(2) Opportunities to integrate use of storage and conveyance 
systems among and between users. 
(3) Administrative and management deficiencies at company 
pr district levels. 
(4) Phreatophyti(:: v~~etation; its location and wC!.ter cost 
(requirement); its value and inlportance for wildlife 
habitat and recreational opportunity. 
(5) Point sources of pollution (such as mineralized springs 
and wells) and possibilities of elimination . 
. (6) Possibilities of utilizing municipal C!.nd industrial 
effluents for irrigation (with due regard for health 
hazards). 
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(7) Institutional arrangements which constrain opportunities 
for greater efficiency of uS,e. , 
(8) Opportunities to reduce evaporation from storage 
reservoirs, particularly the recharge of underground 
reservoirs as an alternate to surface storage. 
E. Incentive and Service Programs 
Specific incentives, technical services, and commodity 
subsidy programs should be promulgated from a public 
benefit perspective. That is, the spillover effect of ~he 
measure advocated on an individual basis should justify the 
aid given. Those measures should be accepted which can 
be shown to (1) minimize incidental consumptive uses of low 
public worth, (2) improve the effluent or return flow quality 
and/or timing for subsequent uses, or. (3) bring greater 
economic or social retu~n per unit of water., 
There should be . sufficient flexibility in the incentive s 
and services offered that the public benef'itrneasure can be 
, . , 
overriding and specific measures approved according to site 
situations. Nationally uniform programs can never bring 
about the ultimate in efficiency. Blanket applications will 
be wasteful and in some cases harmful. 
Appropriate measures to support might include: pay-
ments or loan credits for land leveling; ditch lining; reor-
ganizing, automating, improving, or installing conveyance s, 
distribution, and application facilities.; and pump-back systems; 
etc. 
Caution should be urged in providing assistance and 
.. incentive payments for reclamation of saline soils and marsh 
lands if substantial salt loadings will result and if social costs 
are obviously higho 
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Educational and technical assistance and commodity 
subsidy programs for irrigation should have a major goal 
of obtaining ,proper water application in relation to other 
production factors, i. e., adequate rates and timing of 
fe.rtilizer, tillage, pest control, density of plant populations, 
and use of superior varieties. 
F. Supplemental Irrigation 
State and federal agencies should evaluate the potential 
for increased irrigation in humid and semi-humid areas of 
the country. The more positive assurance of optima~soil 
moistl,lre conditions would permit more optimal combining 
of production factors for achieving high production per unit 
of water. Increased supplemental irrigation shou~d only be 
encouraged as needed and as economic conditions justify, 
but promotion and subsidies by state and fed~ral agencies 
may be desirable. 
G. State Loans and Grants 
, 
State s should consider a loaning or granting p:rogram to 
help companies and districts make improvements and develop-
ments requiring low and intermediate capital cost, and where 
conventional financing is not obtainable. These might be 
established in the natv.re of a revolving loan fund a;nd pro-
vided where the p:ubli~ benefit by way of water saving, quality 
maintenance, or use. in a higher social or economic prefer-
ence is indicated. 
H. Public Corporations and Comprehe;nsive Planning 
Federal planning and development prograrils which require 
authorization on a project by project basis using existing bene-
fit cost procedures and whieh require repayment c;ontracts 
with specific user organizations should be reevaluated. Such 
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arrangements may be in contradiction to state-wide planning 
efforts and may inhibit the operation of a water market. The 
overlapping and independent array of public corporations are 
of~en committed to long term repayment contracts. Hence, 
water use patterns tend to be fixed making it difficult to explore 
alternative arrangements found to be more socially and 
economically desirable in a broader perspective. 
I. For Research 
1. State and federal research institutions should identify 
conditions and locations where increases in on-farm 
irrigation efficiency could effectively increase the avail-
able water supply and protect its quality. 
2. Additional research emphasis should be giv.en to the 
development and testing of physical facUities and 
managerial practices to reduce evaporative losses from 
bare soils where crops leave substantial amounts exposed 
for all or a substantial part of the growing period. 
3. Research on the mechanics of leaching is needed to better 
understand how quantities required to maintain a salt 
balance are related to the mode and frequency of water 
a ppli cation •. 
4. Studies should be conducted to determine the amount of 
salt released from irrigated soUs by weathering processes. 
Legislative emphasis on restoring and maintaining the 
"naturaP' integrity of the nation's waters will require 
some realistic appraisal of what this is. 
5. Investigations should be initiated to dete:::,mine the impli-
cations on water quality where urban or industrial 
effluent waters are used for irrigation. 
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6. Case studies should be conducted to determine the most 
common conditions that act as deterrents to ~fficient 
water use in irrigation in order to obtain information to 
be used as a basis for administrative or policy changes 
to promote improved practices. 
7. Research on the utility value of water in nOll-urban uses 
including secondary and intangible benefits and costs 
should be strengthened significantly. 
8. State and federal research institutions should examine 
the corporate and governmental structures of water 
managing institutions to ascertain how their powers, 
functions, operations, and relations with federal develop-
ment agencies constrain comprehensive planning and the 
achievement of greater utility in use. 
F.cilitating Rural Development and Plann,ing 
A. Coordination of Water and Land Planning 
States and counties should assess the pote:t:ltial of water 
.nd other related resources for economic development, for 
recreational attractions, for new urban centers, fot resource 
or industrial development, and for irrigation. 'rhe process 
should include development of broad land us e plans with 
assessment of water needs and measures for optimizing the 
supplies consistent with the local plan and comprehensive 
state and regional plans. Planning should be stipported by 
studies to identify present and potential uses of water resources 
identifying withdrawals, consumptive uses, and quality changes. 
B. Use of M&:I Wastes for Irrigation Purposes 
In both the arid and humid regions, the use of municipal 
and industrial effluents should be evaluated for irrigation 
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and states should require the treatm.ent of such effluents to 
levels suitable for thaepurpose, wherever practical. 
C.Multiple Resource Planning 
State and regional entities should conduct comprehensive 
regional economic and multiple resource planning with less 
emphasis on single-resource planning. The water and related 
, 
resource planning area should be a water basin, major sys-
tem of users, or some logical economic or political unit. 
Plans should provide for sequential use that allows for con-
sumption and quality changes inherent in each subsequent 
use as well as take into account all other regional needs. 
(See Recommendation A. ) 
D. Sta'te Planning 
States should accelerate compr~hensive social and 
economic planning. 
E. For Re search 
1. States and federal agencies should support research that 
would: 
a. Develop better planning procedures, methodologies, 
and modeling techniques. 
b. Identify and delineate non-monetary water and water-
related utility parameters and as socia ted indicators. 
c. Lead to improved institutions for comprehensive 
planning at all levels of political subdivisions. 
d. Devise means for as signing "value weights" to 
benefits or objectives not expressible in homo-
geneous terms. 
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e. Facilitate the political decision process, related to 
plan formulation and implementation for closing the 
gap between goals, policy,! and implementation. 
Such research would have to be inter4isciplinary and 
could best be conducted by universities or other research 
groups in direct cooperation with planning entities. 
Improving Aesthetic and Recreational Uses and Opportunities 
A. Comprehensive Planning 
Within constraints of federal policy and legislativie action, 
comp:rehensive water-resource planning and decision-making 
should be done at the state and/or river basin level. While 
states are key elements in decision-making and have extensive 
responsibilities for planning, a river-basin context is often 
necessary to adequately reflect the diverse needs and aspira .. 
tions of the entire region that is effected. These basic needs 
have been partly stated under the Water Resources Planning 
Act, but they must be clarified and implemented as pou.cy. 
B. Liability in Multiple Use of Facilities 
Liabilities of water companies for accidents incident to 
the use of reservoirs. canals, and other facilities $hould be 
revised to be compatible with present legislation reEJ,uiring 
that recreation apd nsh and wildlife uses be included in 
water development plans. 
C. User Fees 
Equitable user fees should be defined and appropriately 
assessed to finance efficient development of pUblicly-provided 
water-based recreation and to compensate for any real loss 




D. Identification of Natural Reserves 
Planning and development agencies should be required to 
see that prospective "natural reserve l1 areas within proposed 
water development systems are explicitly identified and 
publicly announced prior to development decisions. Legal 
requirements for a public statement that "natural-reserve" 
, . , 
areas are being considered could mirror the, present required 
statement and hearings on "environmental impact" situations. 
E. Access to Water 
Efforts should be made to extend public access to banks 
of streams and lakes now in private ownership by public 
p~rchase, exercise of eminent domain, and protection and 
immunity of adjacent property owners from damage. 
F. Commercial Zoning 
Private lands adjacent to public water..:based recreational 
facilities or preserves should be zoned for commercial pur-
poses within standards and plans consistent with the recre-
ational and aesthetic standards of the facility or preserve. 
G. For Re search 
1. Research should be conducted to establish basic theories 
and criteria relative to utility versus cost of water for 
recreation and for aesthetic satisfaction. Such studies 
require interdisciplinary study teams thCi.t include social 
sclentists, and could be conducted by universities in 
cooperation with public resource management 
agencies. 
2. Research should be sponsored by statel:ind federal 
recreational agencies into the tenure of riparian lands 
, ' 
used for recreation and into zoning standards and pro-
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cedures for associated private lands used for commer-
cial purposes. 
3. States and federal agencies should give high priority 
to studying pollution control in mountain regions. 
Traditional methods of waste disposal may be quite 
inadequate in such areas of shallow soil, fractured 
bedrock and solution channels, and steep gradients. 
Because of the primary location in the use sequence, 
effects on water quality in moUntain areas may be 
critically important to maintain . 
. ;ypptQYin8 Wat~r~R.j.ghts and .Their Administration 
A. Adequacy of Water Law 
State governinents and the courts should reconsider 
established water laws, particularly in the westernsta.tes, 
to accommodate changing public values and the public con-
cern for preserving and enhancing aesthetic values and 
recreational uses. Natural values of beauty and recreation 
in lakes and streams should be protected together with public 
access rights. State agencies responsible for administering 
water rights and resources should take the lead, but federal 
agencies should appropriately represent national interests. 
B. Improve Beneficial U1:!e Criteria 
The judicial and administrative interpretations of bene-
ficial use should be more rigorously defihedand more 
effectively administered. Criteria as to quantities of water 
allowable for different uses should be defined for a wide 
variety of conditions and made available as guidelines. The 
doctrine of beneficial use should be applied where ap'propriate 
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to establish criteria and regulations that will limit quantities 
of water for such uses as irrigation and specific industries. 
Courts must recognize that traditional1iberalism in the 
interpretation of beneficial use is no longer in the public 
interest. 
C. Due Diligence 
The requirements for diligence in establishing beneficial 
use should be increased and enforced to a greater degree by 
the courts. Public agencies filing appropriations should meet 
reasonable standards of diligence. 
D. Graded Water Rights 
In states following the appropriation doctrine, consideration 
should be given to granting water rights for limited time periods, 
at least for some uses. 
E. Depletion and Water Quality 
Pollution, or quality deterioration, should be equated in 
importance to water quantity depletion in assigning charges 
for and limiting water use. 
F. Eminent Domain 
The courts should reexamine policies of ~rninent domain 
in regard to transfer of water rights so that all public inter-
ests receive full consideration under the principles of bene-
ficial use. The indiscriminate condemning of water, pre-
sumably to obtain a higher utility use, may not always accom-
plish greater utility. 
G. Compatibility of Laws to Regulate Quality and Quantity 
Efforts should be made to coordinate laws and admin-
istrative procedures relating to water quality control with 
those relating to general water rights. 
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H~ For Research 
1. Research should be conducted using case histories, etc •. , 
to identify specific legal or administrative procedures 
which have been critical in regard to efficient adminis-
tration of beneficial use 'or diligence, with the view to 
correcting deficiencies by legislation or appropriate 
legal proceedings. 
2. Research should be conducted to. identify the problems of 
water right legislation, litigation, and administratiQn 
that impinge on such uses as recreation, aesthetics, and 
waste dilution or quality-deteriorating uses. 
3. Research should be conducted to identify the probl~ms 
associated with separate evaluation of general wateJ;' 
legislation and administration and its counterpart in the 
water quality field and to identify the best ways to cQordi-
nate these. 
Itne:roving Economic and Social Management of Water 
A. Water Economics 
The general public should be educated 011 the economics 
of water as a production input and as a consumption gopd tQ 
remove some misconceptions about the uniqueness of the 
water resource. Planners and the public should be educated 
to recognize that a water right and a quantity of water used 
once are not the same thing and that their economic charaGter-
i'Sticsare different. The value of a quantity of .water used 
once is its marginal productivity; that of a water right includes, 
in addition, the value of the capital invested which would pe 
im.mobilized if the right were to cease. It should be recognized 




B. Water UseVs. Water Price 
. Allocations and plans for water use should be made on 
the basis of a "demand schedule" for water whicn relates 
price or cost to quantity taken or utility extracted. The 
practice of planning and allocating on the basis of a single 
point estimate of IIneed" should be discontinued. 
Flat-rate pricing under which marginal cost is zero 
should be eliminated for increments of water. Many irrigation 
systems charge on the basis of acres irrigated or shares of 
the right held. There are many other uses where the amount 
of water is unmetered. A cost incentive is probably an effective 
means to prevent une conomic use. 
C. Marginal Social Costs and Benefits 
D . 
Charges for water and water-rights should be based on 
the marginal social costs (includes direct private plus the 
as sO<?iated public and third party effects) of providing them. 
Us~rs, where delivery costs are high, and those whose uses 
bring about other so'cial costs such as environmental deteri-
oration should pay higher rates. Water is often provided at 
less than social cost to certain groups and areas as an 
income redistribution mechanism. The efficiency of this 
method of redistributing income should be compared with 
other means available. Inefficiency is subsidized unless 
water and water rights are priced at the marginal social 
cost of providing them. 
" Compens".tion Af?t sociated with Price Changes 
Changes in water pricing mechanisms should provide 
also for compensations. Pricing schemes which provide 
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water at less than marginal cost cause high and inflated 
values to be attached to land and possibly other resources 
to which water-rights are attached. Raising or lowering 
the water price would redistribute wealth by increasing or 
decreasing, respectively, the asset value of irrigated land, 
for instance. Adequate programs to compe1l.sate society 
or the individual would be needed as price changes are 
effected. 
~'. Economics of Water Transfer 
Public agencies, planning groups, and administrMive 
organizations charged with water planning,· pricing, and 
administration should recognize more fully the immobility 
of water dependent non-water resources in economic eval\l'" 
ations and provide compensation for changes in the value. of 
these non-water resources resulting from any proposed 
water-right transfer. 
F. Shifts in Cropping Pattern 
Public crop quota programs should be adjusted to permit 
or encourage economically desirable shifts in cropping pat.,. 
terns on irrigated lands to higher income, lower water-
requirement crops. Agencies such as the Extension Services 
and the Soil Conservation Service should encourage rnanage-
ment to adjust w~ter \Lses to water-conserving and inCOme 
enhancing crops. 
(} • Economic Evaluation 
The practice of attributing all residual benefits to water 
needs f:urtherconsideration. Social costs and benefits should 
include measures of recreational opportunities, environn1.ent~l 
changes, and impacts on individuals and groups • 
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H. Consolidation of Water Companies 
Consolidation of diverse small water companies into 
larger districts or other larger units should be studied 
recognizing that smaller companies may still efficiently 
serve as distributors to laterals in many cases. Also, such 
administrative units should seek to develop policies arid 
management practices that encourage and facilitate water 
transfers to new uses through market mechanisms or when 
such uses are shown to enhance the' public good. 
1.. Educational Aids 
Institutions concerned with improving water use practices 
should develop effective educational materials and approaches 
to be used by change agents, and should provide training 
programs for such personnel. Proyer... principles and tech-
niques should be widely applied relative to water resources 
management. 
J. Planning Personnel 
Water resource evaluation, planning, and development 
agency staffs should be expanded to include ecologists, 
recreational specialists, social scientists and educational 
specialists, as well as engineers, agricultural production 
scientists, and economi sts. Pla~s for changes in water 
use patterns should provide for an improved quality of life 
with attention to agricultural, industrial, municipal, aesthetic, 
recreational, and environmental needs. 
K. Economic Intangibles 
Intangible values attributed to 'water by society should be 
identified and quantified. Public financing commensurate 
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wi1:hthese findings should be made available for approved 
mUltiple-purpose projects. 
L. For Research· 
I. States and federal agencies working with universities 
should sponsor: 
a. . Studies of possible incentive or regulatory measures 
for encouraging pricing of water on. the basis of 
quantity USed. Ideally, this should be done on the 
basis of marginal social cost. 
b. Research to relate the social costs resulting from 
los s of water quality to social cost of consumptive 
use. 
c. Resear'ch to determine the marginal productivity of 
water quantities and the capital value of. water-rights 
for various non-urban uses. Study the redistribution 
effects of pricing policies based on margititH sodal 
cost. 
d. Research to identify opportunities to consolidate 
small companies or bring them together in common 
projects benefiting them allo 
e. Research on the role and effectiveness· of charige 
agents in relation to established institutions, and 
to economic and cultural groups. 
f. Research on:telation of changed patterns of water 
and related-land use and quality of life in. various 
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Purpose and Scope 
In carrying out its mandate to review present and anticipated water 
problems of the nation, the National Water Commission has initiated 
several studies which hopefully will establish a foundation for recom-
mending policy and action by the federal government. 
The study reported herein is in response to the directive to the 
Commission to give consideration to conservation and more efficient use 
of existing supplies, increased usability of those supplies by reduction of 
pollution, and innovation to encourage the highest economic use of water. 
This study is restricted to the non-urban uses of water. A companion 
study of urban water uses has been assigned elsewhere. 
Non-urban water uses are assumed to consist of those uses not 
generally taking place within urban boundaries. While it is recognized 
that water policies must consider the relationship between urban and non-
urban uses, and that a study approach of either kind of use ca.nnot strictly 
ignore the other , the emphasis in this report wi~l be on agricultural water 
use, together with the important and growing uses for purposes of recre-
ation, fish and wildlife enhancement, and aesthetics. These latter uses 
are largely made by lIurbanites" Qut in "non-urban"settings. 
Simply stated, the study approach might be framed as a three-part· 
question: First, what are the physical and managerial possibilities and 
opportunities for extending the utility of a given water supply? Secondly, 
what are the institutional, legal, political, or economic constraints Which 
inhibit or restrict the attainment of these techn610gical or managerial 
potentials? And third, if such constraints are significant how can they 
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be' over'comei to achieve technologically or rnanageriably possible 
measures tor increasing the I'usability"of a given water supply? 
Concept of "Ex.t~ntiin'g Utility" of Supply 
and/or "Efficiency" of Use 
In: assessing ways of extending the usefulness of any given water 
supply; a logical premise from which to beginis that all water is pre-
$~t.).tly i,lJ,tl.~~. Admittedly, individuals in society would set different 
.' . '. . 
values on specific uses. Some would cite water consumption by phreato-
phytic vegetation as useless while others see considerable value in the· 
scenic and wildlife habitat that such water use stimulates. Flowing 
water as a habitat for fish or just for people to observe (wild and scenic 
rivers) is a legitimate use and has a value to segments of the population. 
Thus, the problem O':f increaSing utility of water does not consist of 
making water useful where it was formerly useless. It consists of 
comparing uses and bringing about higher o~der uses in the preference 
. . . 
of all c()ncerned~ The matter of increasing utility is to serve the goals 
of society as best they can be identified and as fully as they can be 
served .. 
, $1l,o:rt~,¢Qming sot IiElfi ci~ncy " Measures 
Extending the utility of ekisting water supplies impiies broad 
accommodation to the needs ofa wide variety of legitimate uses. Water 
use effitiencies have beenus.edL8 standard,s 'of reference or measures 
of how well the supply is conserved or utilize·d.. tnthlssens'e, higher 
efficienCies in 'particular USes 'could have 'the effect .of releasilng unneeded 
amounts batk into thesyste:rn for use by others. Thi'B Is 'largely the 
motivation for undertakingacomprehen'sive look ,at non-urban water use 
effiCiencies. 
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Efficiency terms normally relate the output from some given 
system to the quantity of input. As a standard of reference or criterion 
of performance a high efficiency connotes little 108s or waste. As 
applied to water volumes, if a high proportion of the water .diverted to 
a particular use is utilized in that use the efficiency is said to be high. 
The concept is very simple and extremely useful in many applications. 
However, indiscriminate use of this kind of efficiency criterion can be 
deceptive, especially where extrapolations or generalizations are to be 
drawn or where comparisons are being made between particular uses. 
For example, a high proportion of water "los s " through deep percolation 
and surface runoff from an irrigated farm would indicate a low use 
efficiency. But, whereas this "loss" may be a real one to the individual 
farm, the water is still contained within a larger hydrologic system of 
which the farm is merely a subset. The water is not lost to the larger 
system- -it is merely routed differently than would have been the case 
. . 
if farm use efficiency had been different (Bagley, 1965). High seepage 
losses in conveyance or through deep percolation and surface runoff are 
not cri'tical in terms of effecting total manageable supplies for basin-
wide development except that unnecessary or duplicative "re..;,controlll 
or lire-regulation" may be necessitated or the quality may be adversely 
affected. Consequently, extrapolations of efficiencies from particular 
to broad areas would give highly erroneous indication of water supplies 
. . 
that could be made available to new users if increased efficiencies 
could be obtained. The same water may be counted as "lost'iseveral 
times. 
To use a simple illustration, consider a quantity of water diverted 
to an irrigated farm where it is either consumed by the crop or lost 
through deep percolation from the root zone or by surface runoff, etc. 
Efficiency of water use in this instance might be indicated by the ratio of 
the amount actually consumed by crop to that diverted and applied to the 
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cropland area. Relating the output quantity (evapotranspiration in. this 
instance) to the input quantity (water diverted) provides. a Jlleaaure of· 
efficiency of water use. Thus, from the definition diagram below,: 
1-1_·_ ..... , 
L 
-0 o Efficiency = 1 = water consumed 
water divertecl 
Shown in the diagram but not an implicit part of the efficiency 
definition is a loss term whose magnitude is the difference between 
input and output quantities. To this individual syst.em, such a measure 
of efficiency has me.aning and serves as a good criterion for evalua,ting 
individual farm irrigation practice. 
• 
However, in looking at a larger system comprised of several such 
individual units, it is evident that losses from an individual unit. may 
, . 
become part (or all) of the input to one or more other units. When the 
net input and output from the aggregated system is measured, .& calcu-
lation of efficiency may be quite different from that calculated for an 
individual unit or component. 
The diagrams of Figure I serve to illustrate how this. comes about. 
The first case represents an individual unit a.s described above~ The 
second case combines three such units in a sequential use a.rrangement 
having identical individual efficiencies but with bounda:r:ies extended to 
include all three. 
While aggregated systems become much more complex than the 
simple system shown in Figure 1, such sequential uses are the common 
pattern in river basins. An important point to recognize is that an 
efficiency measurement is associated with a very specific set of boundary 
conditions. Failure to be cognizant of these characteristics can lead to 
fallacious conclusions. 
Attempting to use efficiency criterion in a comparative or additive 
way for different kinds of non-urban water uses requires caution~ also. 
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Case I 
I, = 100 units --..... ~I _---'I .. 0, = 50 units 
.L,= 50units 
Eft" " 0, . 




Loss;; L3 ;; 12.5 units 
Figure 1. Diagram illustrating differences in efficiency 





Legitimate 'and beneficial use's range from those that merely "contact" 
the water (boating, swimming, fi-shing, etc.) without actually diverting 
the . water or causing it to 'be deplet·ed :through use., '.those "thatdivertbut 
do not consume (hydropower , certain industrial, etc.), tothase that 
.consume or deplete ,(irrigation, municipal and industrial, etc. ) signii-
icantproportions of what 'they divert. Obviously, the same efficiency 
of use criterion would not apply with the same meaning to all 'of these 
non-:homogeneous categories of use. 
O!il-ality Dimension 
Efficiency terms as applied to water usage seldom (if ever) incorpo-
rate quality factors. Yet, quality isa key element that cannot be ignored 
in any con side rati'dh of extending the usefulness of 'water. The 'Same' 
physical example as used to illustrate differences in water 'us'eefficiencies 
in the single and multiple u'se situations can be 'used 'to iUu'strate 'the 
quality consideration. Assume the first user diverts water having 300 
p'pmol'dissolved solids. If one-half th"e wateTdivertedis consumed in 
the evaporative process, the dissolved solids lo-ad mu-st ,be 'con.veyed out 
of the root zone by that wate'r noted as "loss." Thus, theconC'entration 
of dissolved solids in the effluent (or loss) must ;be 600 :ppm iino salt 
buildup is to occur. The single and sequentia1 casesa're shown in Fig-
:ure 2. 
A ITlore realistic d.escription would incorporate an additi0nalsalt 
"loading" in use which would aggr<avate the "concentrating" effect that 
th:e previous exaITlple illustrates. ,Although such qua1ity affects occur 
non-nally and have substantial influence on extetrding the utility of water 
use, they are not norITlally reflected inefficiency terms. 
EconoITlic Dimension 
Water use efficiency is also applied in an economic sense- ...:quite 
different froITl that suggested previously. Such ITleasures of efficiency 
relate to the economicstirnulation -o'r value pe.runit of water diverted to 
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Case I. 
1= 100 units __ - - - - - .... 0:: 50 unHs 
·0,=300 ppm --....., ___ ~---.... 00=0 
OL=600 ppm L,=50 I 
t 
Case n 
------- ...... ~ \ 
1=IOOunits..1-- ---+ 0 1 ::50 units 
0=300ppm I I Do =0 
I I 




I 01 I 
I - -!... - ... O2:: 25 
I 0 0 =0 I I 
I L2' 0~1200ppm 




I I _1. _.... 03 = 12.5 
I I 00=0 




'- - - --
Figure 2. Diagram illustrating the salt-concentrating effect 
for individual and sequential use situations. 
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a particular use. rn this connotation the most efficient use would be for 
that purpose which adds the greatest value to the general economy. This 
, "value ac:ided" criterion and others that attempt to measure the economic 
gains -and costs of each use of water are employed to stu<lr competition 
-between users and the 'effect on water use patterns. In a general sense, 
the economic problem of maximizing water utility is largely a question 
of 'incidence of benefits and costs. Hydrologic unity (the interconnection 
of supplies in one grand flow system) imputes a similar linkage in an 
economic sense in which the economic impact from a particular water 
use extends to other users as well. Therefore, the attainment of maxi-
_ mum utility from a given water supply depends on tracing the cost-benefit 
streams resulting from a particular physical perturbation. Inefficient 
uses and maldistribution of income resu~t from not fully understanding 
this externality factor in benefits and costs. 
Legal and Institutional Dimension 
Organizations and laws have been developed as aids in achieving 
public goals and objectives in an orderly and equitable manner. Ideally 
these function to minimize social conflict and protect both public and 
private interest over time. However, laws a~d institutions may lag 
socially desired changes and thereby become a hinderance to achieving 
greater social utility rather than an aid. Thus, institutional and legal 
factors can have important influences on how well a given water supply 
can be made to accommodate all legitimate uses. If forward-looking 
and responsive to societal objectives, they induce significant improve-
ments in efficiency of water use. If backward-looking or sluggish to 
changes in response to general public objectives# they can be a deterrent 
_ to achieving technologically and managerially possible improvements. 
River Basin Setting 
In considering the factor s involved in extending the utility of a 
given supply of water, social and economic objectives are paralTIOunt. 
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However, since the social or economic change sought must begin with 
a modification of the hydrologic system, it is :well to approach the 
problem of extending water I s usefulness from an appreciation of the 
hydrologic system and its operation. This is helpful (indeed necessary) 
whether the immediate focus is on a "micro" or "macro" scale, i. e. , 
individual, local, or regional. 
Two charaCteristics or functions of river basin systems are 
particularly important to keep in mind. The first has to do with the 
mechanism of transporting water itself. The other concerns itself with 
the nature, transportl',ttion, and disposition of mass inputs which affect 
water quality. These quality-quantity functions are not independent. 
In a natural river basin system, flow occurring in streams, lakes, 
and beneath the ground surface represent a residual from precipitation 
diminished by amounts lost through evaporational processes. Water 
visible in the network of surface streams it:; connected w:.th "invisible" 
streams that flow slowly beneath streambeds and through the porous 
mantle of the entire drainage basin. As this non-uniform blanket of 
water moves toward some lower elevation outlet point, its flow volumes 
merge and collect in tributaries which in turn supply larger tributaries 
and finally the main stem of the river. Thus, the natural river system 
comprises a collecting and transfer system whose "transport efficiency" 
is determined by a peculiar combination of geographical, topographical, 
geological, meteorological, and climatological factors. Normally, a 
river system will have a gradation in mineral content from head waters 
to downstream points, with steadily increasing quantities and Con-
centrations resulting from increased opportunity for cont(1ct with geologic 
materiaJs enroute to the river moutho Thus, an important natural 
function of a. river system is to collect and transport suspended and 
dissolved materials from water using area-stc the oceans (Bagley, 1967). 
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This concept of a hydro-quality flow system. or more accurately. 
a hierarchy of hydro-quality flow systems in which s:maller ones are 
merely subsets of larger ones, must ·enter into any evaluation of water 
"Use efficiency. This interconnection of all water, surface and sub-
sUrface. within a hydrolo~ic entity. together with the dynamic or 
"mobile" characteristie oithe water within any such unit. must be fully 
appreciated in the attempt to apply efficiency criteria to water uses. 
Interventions by Man 
Phys~c~l 1i:;ffects 
The superposition of mart's water uses on this natural flow system 
entails some hydrologic modifications to make the water flow charac-
teristics better conform to specific needs of man both in time and place 
of use. Hence, the construction of storage works to permit a better 
distribution as to time of need, and the construction of conveyance works 
to bring water. to specific locations of need, result in a new equilibrium 
of the flow pattern which presumably then facilitates the achievement of 
some social objective. Thus, while nature tends to collect and converge 
flows for maximum efficiency in transporting water itself and its 
associated materials, man's uses tend to diffuse and distribute flows 
. more broadly in space and more uniformly in time. Man's diversions 
begin with a rpaximum quantity and then gradually dimini sh with length 
as uses are m'}.de and as volumes are lost by seepage, evaporation. etc. 
. , 
Irrigation illustrates this "rivers in reverse" principle quite well in that 
canals become smaller and smaller as users divert their entitlements 
and spread water upon cumulatively greater areas of soil wher.e it 
. ultimately disappears. Any unconsumed portion of the water which has 
been thus diverted may be released after use such that the natural 
collecting process begins again. Throughout the length of a river system 
this sequence of diversion, use, and release can be repeated. Since the 
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flow pattern is "unidirectional" (always from higher to lower elevations) 
the effects of manipulation, regulation, or alteration of the ,flow pattern at a. 
particular location is reflected in the subsequent flow pattern at down-
stream locations. In the continued use and reuse of water for man's 
purposes, a diminution in quantity takes place because of evaporative 
losses. Man's uses generally introduce other physical, chemical, or 
biological materials (loading) to this diminishing supply so that as more 
wastes must be transported there is les 8 and less water to accomplish 
this task. 
As the quality of water degrades, the range of potential users 
narrows. The value of water diminishes with deterioration of quality 
which is a reflection of the added costs associated with use either for 
Itreconditioningll to acceptable quality or for other "incurred effects" if 
not reconditioned (corrosion, diminished crop yields, etc.). At certain 
" threshold levels of degradation water has no utility. There may be some 
discard expenses and rather than having no value it may actually assume 
a negative value. This threshold tolerance level of quality varies widely 
with uses and with specific constituents involved. Thus, while each 
water reuse tends to provide opportunity for a corresponding increase in 
total supply which becomes available for ~ther uses, the increment of 
usable supply actually provided is a function of the resultbg quality. In 
theory, if every water user were required to restore water to its pure 
state, the limits of reuse would be when the last drop of water escaped 
from the region by evaporation and transpiration. Actually, water can 
and does become physically unavailable or unusable by virtue of deterio-
rating quality. Hence, quality considerations are extremely important 
in any scheme for extending the utility of a given water supply. 
Legal, Institutional, and Economic Superposition 
Man's physical interventions to the hydrologic system. are accom-
panied by a related array of inatitutional arrangements whose purpose is 
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to bring about equity among users and to preserve order and stability in 
their cornmon use of the resource. Equity, order, and stability are 
requisite to achieving high levels of water utility. The market mechanism 
operates within this legal and institutional framework so as to bring abQut 
allocations of water according to preferences that are indicated by prices 
various users are willing to pay. Because of the complex and trans-
ient nature of the hydrologic system to which th~se other mechanisms 
attach and purport to regulate, legal, institutional, and economic instru.-
ments are in themselves imperfect and in combination cannot be expected 
to mesh perfectly. Consequently, situations may arise where the workings 
of the different systems become counter productive so far as achieving high 
water use efficiencies are concerned. Or, one system may control another 
in a way that creates a restriction in the achiev.ement of the highest possi-
ble utility of water. 
Decision Making in Water Use 
Efficiency in the use of water is ultimately determined by the person 
or group who decides how it should be used. It is thus important to know 
who makes the decisions and how they are made. 
Certain decisions are made by the individual user as to how he 
will m.anage the water he is allocated. Other decisions are made at an 
ittstitutionallevel. They may be made by a group overtly and rationally 
or almost inadvertently. A traditional mutual irrigation company may 
not change, partly from lethargy, partly because of the dl'fficulty of 
achieving group consensus, or simply because there is no obvious eco-
nomic advantage in doing so. 
In a larger sense, decisions are also made by planners. These may 
range from consultants, to individual firms, to modest planning efforts 
in some states, to large comprehensive plans by agency planners such as 
those of the Corps .of Engineers. Whileplariners must l'espond to their 
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employers, only a small number of alternatives can possibly be con-
sidered and only large general principles can be dealt with by legislators 
or the executive. Thus, the planners must make many independent 
detailed decisions about water use in the exercise of their planning role. 
These high-level decisions made at the agency or general government 
, 
executive level and, finally, in the legislative branch are often formu-
lated in policy terms rather than in specific allocations of·use. 
Decision making in water use thus occurs at all levels of society. 
The ind;lviduallllser, the water management institution, the planner, the 
executive, and the legislature are all involved. Because of the wide 
competition for water and the need for comprehensive planning, the 
planner occupies a key role. The planner has a heavy burden to insure 
that his plans reflect general pubiic desires. 
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INDIVIDUAL NON-URBAN WATER USES 
The introductory sections emphasized some of the realities that 
must be kept in mind in properly assessing efficiency potentials. Mis-
conceptions iIi applying individual use measures to multiple and region-
al considerations were outlined. To better illustrate the distinctive 
differences in perspective as one changes from micro to macro scale, 
the report presents efficiency and utility first from the point of view 
of the individual user and then expands to the multiple or aggregated 
use viewpoint. This approach appears to have credence not only 
because of a more rational physical perspective but also from a policy, 
program, and institutional standpoint. PoliCies and programs aimed 
at extending the utility of a given water supply involve measures that 
must be implemented at both private and public levels. While federal 
policy normally hopes to optimize water utility on a broad scale, the 
tacit assumption has been that practices which increase individual 
water use efficiency extend that same advantage to regions. Individual 
users do have latitude to make private decisions about the use of water 
to which they are entitled. The individual user objective is to employ 
the resources at his command in order to optimize or maximize net 
returns from production or to achieve some private objective for which 
water is an essential ingredient. A free-enterprise society exnphasizes 
the individual right to own a'tld manage private property. Rights to 
water use are viewed in this context. The elemental legal water using 
entity is the individual. Consequently, it makes sense to first consider 
efficiency from the single user vantage. 
Nevertheless, there are nearly always spill-over effects eman-
ating from individual water uses. Because of this, and because the 
aggregate or composite effect of these individual uses bears no simple 
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and direct correspondence to the utility as experienced by the individual 
user, it is helpful to co.aider multiple or aggregated uses separately. 
Thj.1!I two-level distinction is probably sufficient toma:k;e a realistic and 
wortbwhllie expositlon or apprahal of the potentials for extending the 
utility of a given water supply in non-urban uses. 
!:trisation Use 
Tie objective of Irrigation is to place water in proximity to plant 
ro~s in amounts al\d at tim •• to preclude any inhibition 01 plant growth. 
This entails an investmen:&l in capital and labor to provide the facilities 
and hu.~ndry to distribute a. water supply received at some point on the 
farm. to every other point. Thus, conveyance, distribution, and appli-
catien works are llileded to obtain a rather uniform introduction of the 
water i1~0 the total cropped area • 
. AP far a.a,effic:ient U8. of water diverted to the farm. is concerned, 
the objettive would be to place as much of the delivered water as pos sible 
within the root zone of the crop to satisfy the eyaporation and transpir-
ational aeerls and thereby maximize the' production per unit of water 
diverted. Qua.ntities applied but not absorbed into the soil and which 
thereby leaye'tih* cropped area by S'tlrface m~ans are lost to produ,ction 
for the pa.rticular farm of itlter.st. Similarly, amouPtts absorbed in 
exe.els of the'root zone soil capacity which percolate beyond the root zone 
do JilIPt c .. t:l"i'k!.te to crop pro<iuctiQl). on the farm of the original diverter 
. ~ £'.' . 
and would need to be minimized in order to iinprove the utility of water 
on tilat fArm. The di.PQsition of water diverted to an i.ndividu.al farm 
is shoWft in Figure 3. High efficiencies suggest completely meeting 
water co.sw;nptive requiremep.ts (disposal stream 1) with minimum 
a~mot\nh; go1pg to deet~ percolation and surface runoff (disposal streams 






Figure 3. Diagram illustrating the disposal of water applied to an 
individual. farm. 
water is es sential to transport dissolved minerals out bf the root zone 
in amounts equal to those brought in in the water applied. Considerations 
of increasing utility also need to be made with the recognition that to a 
large extent inputs of labor to achieve necessary control, regulation, 
and distribution can reduce capital costs for ~tructures and equipment 
to accon"lplish the same level of efficiency (and vice versa). 
Well-known and proven measures ar'e available for achieving 
greater water use efficiency in the physical sense as described. Basic-
ally, these measures involve better water management and/or inlproved 
water control to reduce quantities lost in deep percolation and surface 
runoff. Good management and complete physical contr.ol of water are both 
requisite to efficient water use. Technological developments and irrigation 
science now permit the design of irrigation systems having high efficiency 
potentials. Perhaps the limitations are not so much technological as 
those of economics and management or operation of the system. There 
are many methods of controlling and distributing water over the 
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. t:ropland area. All systems have particular advantages or disadvantages 
depending upon site conditions and other constraints such as mode of 
water delivery. The notion that each irrigation method fits into some 
fixed ordering according to efficiencies attainable is, of course, untrue. 
The range of irrigation efficiencies varies widely in actual practice. for 
all methods of application. Both design and management play dominating 
roles in achieving high levels of efficiency. 
A wide range of past and current research and development is 
bringing substantial changes in the on-farm water management processes. 
Automated w<;I.ter application systems, new materials .for pipes and linings, 
computerized irrigation scheduling, self-propelled sprinkler units, trickle 
irrigation, land grading, and other technological developments are being 
. ? 
adopted (Langley, 1968). Quite clearly there are significant opportunities 
to improve the efficiency with which individuals are using water. Some 
of the control measures available to the individual user are outli.nedas 
follows. 
Physical Control Measures to Increase Efficiency 
Smoothing and grading the land surface makes it easier to convey 
and distribute water to all cropped areas. Eliminating hummocks and 
irregularities provides for better control of depth and uniformity of 
water applied. Land grading has special advantages in surface irri-
gation (furrow and flooding) in permitting better control with less labor. 
Land forming aids in securing better water use and higher water appli-
cation efficiencies for all methods of irrigation including sprinkler and 
trickle. However, while smoothing and grading result in significant 
. . . 
saving in labor for surface irrigation methods there may belittle saving 
in irrigation labor for the latter two methods over ungraded land. 
Sprinkler irrigation systems have a degree of management built 
into them in that the pattern and rate of application are fixed and known. 
Surface methods are much more dependent on intake rate of soil which 
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varies with many factors. High water application efficiencies are pos-
,sible. 
Trickle irrigation provides for a controlled, slow rate of appli-
cation at points close to the plant roots. Such ~ystemsare usually 
,gesigned for continuous or daily appli.cations of water equal to the mois-
ture withdrawal (evapotranspiration) by the growing crop. Like sprinkler, 
,trickle has a high degree of management built into it. It has been 
.especially advantageous with the use of low quality water where soil 
.Jnoisture tensions can be kept continuously low to offset the higher 
osmotic pressure in the saline water. For widely spac~d crops trickle 
irrigation may effectively reduce evaporative losses from exposed soil 
surfaces. 
Border irrigation on well graded land provides good physical control 
with little labor required by the irrigator. With proper length of run and 
size of stream relationships, effiCiency of water application can he v.ery 
high. Fairly large flows are needed ..for best overall efficiency. 
Furrow irrigation is designed primarily for crops grown and 
cultivated in rows. Furrow irrigation concentrates water in thesbil 
<::lose to the crop root. High water application efficiency can be adhieved 
especially where land grading has been accomplished and where the 
:proper relations of intake rate, length of run, and size Of stream have 
been considered in the design. Surface runoff losses inherent in this 
method of irrigation can be minj:mized by pump-back systems to permit 
:reuse of the tail water runoft. 'This method is adaptable to various sh';e 
flows. 
Basin irrigation, like border ir;rigation, provides e..xcellent lateral 
control with resulting high water application efficiencies because no sur ~ 
face runoff occurs. Basin irrigation has particular advantages on rela-
tively flat lands where large irrigation streams are available. 
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Sub irrigation, as the name implies, places the water in the root 
4Qne from below rather than Q~r the land surface. Perforated pipes, 
drains, or deep ditches are used to feed the water to a permeable sub 
soil where it moves laterally to the plant root zone. This method of 
irrigation usually requires that the root zone be underlain by an imper-
meable layer and is therefore highly site specific. 
Control and measuring structures consisting of various gates i checks, 
turnout structures, and measuring devices are in conunon use to control 
water and improve the on-farm water management. 
Open ditch systems for conveying the vvater from 4;he point of 
supply to the points of application are used co.nunonly in connection 
with surface irrigation systems. The ditches may be lined or unlined 
with lined ditches gaining in popularity because of better control, 
reduced seepage losses, and better weed control. 
Pipe systems are used on many farms for water distribution. 
They may be portable or permanent, buried or above ground. Pipeline 
distribution systems are necessary for high pressure systems and pro-
vide complete control of water between the supply source and point of 
application. Evaporation and seepage losses are largely eliminated 
and weed problems are greatly reduced. In addition, the land required 
for the distribution system is greatly reduced .. 
Autom,ation of irrigation system.s is a meanS by which the tech-
'nological requirements can be incorporated into the design and reduce 
the management decisions required by the irrigator. "Solid set" and 
"center pivot" s'prinkler sy&tems coupled with automatic soil moisture 
sensors or scheduling services can automatically manage the system 
to apply water at the right time with automatic timed i'shut..,offll devices to 
prevent over irrigation. Surface systems have also been automated with 
systems of autorriatic gates and valves and pre-set irrigation runs to 
prevent over irrigation. Automated systems also employ "pump back" 
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designs to prevent surface runoff. The most co;mmon cause of over 
irrigation and consequent low efficiencies is continuing to apply water 
after the soil moisture in the root zone has been replenished. Auto-
mation provides a rather certain way to insure 'against over irrigation •. 
Management Measures to Increase 
Individual Efficiencies 
The importance of on-farm water management techniques caimot 
be overemphasized in increasing the utility of water within the single 
user concept so as to m.inimize or elim.inate those disposal stream.s 
that do not contribute directly to the production of the agricultural 
crop or to m.aintaining the perpetuity of the soil as an agricultural 
resource. However, it is necessary to dispose of all of the salts 
brought to the soil with the irrigation water as well as those salts 
which are produced in the natural weather process on the agricultural 
land itself. The leaching requirem.ents will vary greatly, depending on 
the quality of the applied irrigation water and have been discussed in 
detail by Richards (1954), Reeve and Fireman (1967), Bouwer (1969), 
and Wilcox and Resch (1963). 
Before proceeding with a discussion of th~ managem.ent m.easures 
that can be em.p10yed to achieve higher irrigation efficiencies, a rem.inder 
regarding com.m.only held inferences about "water-saving" through,these 
practices m.ay be in order. From. Figure 3 it is evident that for a given 
level of evapotranspiration, the less water leaving the farm. through deep 
percolation and runoff the higher the irrigation efficienc:y. Thus, higher 
efficiencies should perm.it a reduction in the am.Ount of water delivered 
to the farm.. This im.m.ediately suggests that the am.ount of the reduction 
. in delivery should now be available to m.eet other needs elsewhere. That 
such a presum.ption is generally invalid can be seen in Figure 5 which is 
discussed in the seCtion on m.ultip1e use system.s. It can be obser-vi'.!din 
this figure that reductions in "surface runoff" and "deep percolation"on 
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the irrigated lands would rn.erely route such quantities through one of 
,'''' ' the other fl<i\w paths leaving the arn.oun~ shown as "available for other 
uses"approxirn.ately the sarn.e. The reason this is lIapproxirn.ately" 
unchanged rather than "absolutely" the sarn.e is because th~ incidental 
"evapotranspiration before returning to the water resource pool" rn.ay 
be affected by the 'reduction hi flows through "deep percolation" and 
"surface runoff. U Any increase or decrease in this flow path will cause 
an inverse change of the sarn.e rn.agnitude in the "arn.ountavailable for 
sequential users." Thus. individual irrigation efficiency changes rn.ay 
not effect the basin water supply itself one way or another. Basin water 
supply would be increased. however. if the evapotranspirationallosses 
incidental to irrigation or the cropland evapotranspiration itself were 
reduced. 
While it is generally held that evapotranspiration is largely con-
trolled by rn.eteorological conditions (available energy) so long as water 
is not lirn.iting. there rn.ay be sorn.e opportunity to reduce such arn.ounts 
through particular irrigation rn.anagern.ent practices. Considering the 
standard deviation of efficiency deterrn.inations and flow m.easurern.ents, 
however, it seern.s highly irn.probable that the arn.ount of the reduction 
could be confidently reallocated in practice. Nevertheless, with irri-
gation rn.ethodssuch as trickling or drip, water rn.ight be applied to the 
root zone area of each plant without having to wet bare soil between 
rows or plantso During the early part of the growing period, frequent 
light water applications to row crops by sprinkling rn.ay result in rn.ore 
evaporation frorn. soil than if irrigation were by furrows or tricklers 
close to the plant itself. As the crop grows and folia,ge produces a 
corn.plete canopy, transpiration frorn. the plant assurn.es the dorn.inant 
role in the evapotranspiration proces s and irrigation rn.ethod has little 
effect on arn.ounts transpired. Opportunities to effect reductions in 
evapotranspiration will be lirn.ited to non close-growing crops and to 
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the seedling stage of growth. 
Although the literature is replete with claiIns of "water savings" 
through special application techniques seldom. do these refer to savings 
in terms of net evapotranspiration. From the standpoint of public water 
supply, reduction in net evapotranspiration is the only meaningful mea-
sure. Irrigation efficiencies provide a standard for comparing systems 
and evaluating irrigation practices and procedures. They are not useful 
in calculating changes in a basin water supply. 
If the emphasis is on maximizing food and fiber production per 
unit of water consumed, then genetic improvement m.ay hold considerable 
promise for increasing the utility of water. For example, a recent 
publication (USDA, 1971) indicates: "field studies at Phoenix, Arizona. 
have shown that the new short straw varieties of Mexican wlleats yield 
about 250 Ibs. of grain per inch of water used as compared with 100 Ibs. 
of grain for older varieties. Sonora 64, Siete Cerros, and Inia 66 
required about 10 percent more water than the older varieties, but 
yielded about 2-1/2 times more grain. Thus, tremendous improvement 
in water use efficiency is possible through development of improved 
crop varieties. II Other studies (Cole et al., 1970) in Arizona found 
as much difference in water requirements, within varieties of alfalfa 
as between varieties. Whether these two reports are using the same 
definition of "water use" or IIwater requirement" is not clear. Often 
comparisons of water savings are made in terms of amounts appUed 
and comparisons in terms -of net depletion are not made. 
Reduction of surface runoff and deep percolation 
Often, farm losses due to surface runoff and deep percolation are 
not reported separately but combined in reporting "on-farm efficiency. II 
On-farm efficiency (usually called irrigation efficiency or wat.er appli-
cation efficiency) is a measure of the proportion of water delivered to 
the farm which is actually used by the growing crop and evaporated by 
the crop producing area. Farm losses as a percent of the water 
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... ..delivered to the farms have been reported for selected Federal Reclama-
tion Projects as shown in Table 1. This table shows that the average 
farm losses range from a low of Zl. 8 percent of the water diverted on 
the Mirage Flats Project to a hiih of 67.7 percent on the Gila Project. 
The los ses include both deep percolation and surface runoff and as such 
are non-consumptive. The amount of surface runoff will vary from farm 
to farm and project to project. In .ome cases, surface runoff may 
account for nearly all of the water loss (Willardson and Bishop, 1967), 
whereas, in other cases it may be negligible. Because surface runoff 
is a visible loss, it can be easily detected and managed by the irrigation 
farmer. Application methods and on-farm water management techniques 
are now available to e.aentially eliminate waste from surface runoff. 
For example, sprinkler irrigation and trickle irrigation generally pro-
duce no surface runoff and "pump backll systems to recycle runoff from 
surface methods of application (border strip, basin furrow, or corrugation) 
are easily available and in common use. 
At the present time, the deep percolation of applied irrigation 
water is considered to be one of the major losses in all, irrigation system. 
Although this water percolating deeply below the root zone does perform 
a vital function in maintaining the salt balance of the root zone soils. 
under present practices more water is disposed of in this way than would 
be required to maintain a salt balance in many areas. Proper control 
of the water on the farm and improved on-farm water management 
techniques can reduce the amount of water disposed of by deep percola-
tion compared to the amount required to just maintain the salt balance. 
Data on the extent of the amount of seepage from farm ditches are not 
available and water disposed of in this way is usually reported with deep 
percolation. Elimination of seepage from the farm ditches would also 




SununarI of Farm Los see O.!l Selected 
Federal Reclama"tion Pro' ect.s 
Farm Losses % of 
Years of Farm Deli,very 
:proJ~ct R.ecord Ma~. Min. Mean 
Arrow Rock Division - Boise 13/49-61 60.3 35.4 54.5 
Payette - Boise 13/49-61 61.6 49.4 54.5 
Deschutes Project 15/47-61 51. 1 16.0 38.2 
Minidoka 13/49-61 54. 1 41.5 49.0 
Central Valley 10/51~60 45.0 , 1.0 29.2 
Orland 12/49-60 55.2 18.8 42. 1 
Boulder Canyon 11/50-60 47.8 32. i 40.3 
Gila 12/49-60 77. 1 59. Z 67.7 
Yuma 12/49-60 31.9 20.0 64.9 
Ogden River 15/46 .. 60 58.91 48.03 53.45 
Strawberry Valley 15/46-60 64.07 51. 17 55.86 
Carlsbad 12/49-60 59.0 1 .• 5 36.6 
Rio Grande 12/49-60 35.7 6.4 22.3 
W. C. Austin 12/49-60 
Buffalo Rapids 12/49-60 50.4 7.5 27.6 
Mis souri River Basin 12/49-60 75. 1 42.4 52.7 
Shoshone 12/49-60 61.2 45.7 54.3 
Sun River 12/49-60 48. 1 1.8 25.2 
Mirage Flats 12/49-60 35.4 8 21.8 
Missouri River Basin 12/49-60 69.3 7.9 37. 1 
North Platte 12/49-60 52.5 25.7 39 .. 3 
FromllUse of Irrigation Water" ... A report on selected Fedetal 
Reclamation Projects, 1949-1960. 
U. S. Department of the Interior. Bureau of Reclamation. De1TVf::r, 
Colorado. June. 1962. 
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While the water saving notion would imply that the ultimate in 
efficiency of water use in irrigation is to transpire all the water delivered 
to the farm (see for example Appendix X of the Upper Colorado Region 
Comprehensive Framework Study, 1971, p. 15), other considerations 
tend to counterbalance this concept. In order to perpetuate the pro-
ductivity of irrigated soils there can be no excessive buildup of soluble 
salts. These soluble salts may have their origin in the geologic weather-
ing of the soil itself or may be transported to the soil dis solved in the 
irrigation water. Since plants transpire essentially pure water, if a 
buildup of these salts is to be avoided, some percolation of water out of 
the root zone is needed to maintain a balance between incoming and out-. 
going amounts. Deep seepage, normally considered a wasteful phe~ 
nomena, must be deliberately planned in all systems and is an especially 
important consideration in modern automated systems such as sprinkler 
or trickle irrigation. 
Water scheduling 
A major reason for inefficient water use in irrigation is the 
application OI water at the wrong time or in' the wrong amount (or both). 
There are many technological, agronomic, soil, and climatic factors 
that combine in the problem of "when to irrigate. 1I In recent years 
there has been successful efforts to provide a scheduling service. 
Such a service obtains and relates the information on soil moisture 
storage, root zone qepth, climatological factors, and use by individual 
crops, and processes this information quickly and accurately by com-
puter to provide individual farmers with information on when to irrigate 
and how much to apply. Such service should permit irrigation effici-
encies to be significantly improved and perhaps reduce the need for 
each farmer to assimilate all the technical factors relating to efficient 
irrigation. 
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IrrigatiQn with wastewater 
PQS sibilities Qf utilizing certain kinds Qf wastewaters fQr irri-
, 
gp,tiQn deserves increased attentiQn. The filtering and cQnditiQning 
a,ctiQn Qf the SQil mass might be much mQre effectively utilized in 
l:)rQader cQnsideratiQns Qf water quality management. Salvage Qf such 
wastes CQuid prQvide an impQrtant SQurce Qf water and nutrients fQr 
! \. \ " 
crQPS while prQviding an impQrtant PQllutiQn cQntrQI benefit. 
IrrigatiQn management in humid areas 
Agricultural prQductiQn varies widely frQm year to. year in the 
nonirrigated areas Qf the cQuntry. These annual variatiQns are que in 
~ large measure to. favQrable Qr unfavQrable mQisture cQnditiQns. 
Ordinarily, farmers in mQre humid areas plant and fertilize fQr less 
than Qptimum mQisture cQnditiQns since heavy fertilizatiQn and m~ximum 
plant PQPulatiQns might be rather catastrQphic if nature fails to. prQvide 
the required mQisture. CrQP prQductiQn withQut irrigatiQn as cQmpared 
to. prQductiQn with irrigatiQn is shQwn in Figure 4. The years Qf lQwer 
than average prQductiQn C\.re the result Qf unfavQrable nlOisture cQnditiQns. 
The years Qf better than average prQductiQn result frQm favQrable 
mQisture cQnditiQns. The gradual increase in average productiQn Qver 
the year s is the result Qf imprQved varieties and better fertilizer and 
general management practices. 
With supplemental irrigatiQn in hum.id and semi-humid ar~as, it 
is believed that the average crQ]:) prQductiQn can be incre.ased signifi-
cantly. FQr example, at Thorsby, Alabama, subirrigated sQybeans 
yielded 49 bushels per acre, while unirrigated sQybeans yielded 29 
bushels per acre (USDA, 1971). With irrigatiQn, farmers can plant 
varieties and PQPulatiQns fQr maximum yield, manage, and fertilize 
accQrdingly. Deficiencies in natural precipitatiQn can be made up by 
supplemental irrigatiQn, thus, minimizing the periQdic crQP f<:i.iluret:l 
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Figure 4. Potential effect of supplemental irrigation on crop production in humid 
and semi-humid areas. 
w~ter provided by natural precipitation on agl;'icultural lands and put 
additional water t.o beneficial us.e which at present may not be effectively 
utilized~ It must be recognized, however, that adding irrigation water 
to land potentially susceptible to damage from excess water may in-
crease the hazard of such damage· when large amounts of rainfall occur 
when soil moisture is already high as result of irrigation. 
Recreational and Aesthetic Uses 
Water has been identified as the focal point for outdoor recreation 
and enjoyment. Many recreational activities require water in the 
activity itself, such as pleasure boating of all kinds, fishing, swimming, 
waterfowl holding and production, aquatic animal production, ~kating 
and surface ice activities, etc. The quality of many other recreational 
activities is enhanced by the availability of water or its proximity to the 
activity. For example, camping, picnicking, hiking, nature study, 
photography, scenic driving, vacation homes, and developed resorts 
a,re all made more attractive through their proximity to lakes, streams, 
and waterfronts. These diverse recreational and aesthetic water uses 
vary greatly in the nature of the water use and in how the use in turn 
effects opportunities for other legitimate use s of water. Consequently; 
considerations of efficiency of water use or the extending of its utility 
cannot be approached through simple considerations of inflow and outflow 
disposal streams as with irrigation. 
Many individual recl'eat\on uses merely "piggy-back tl on water 
management arrangements serving other purposes. Hence, recreational 
uses which make use of the water "i·n-place" can seldom change their 
mode of operation to achieve water saving (reduce depletion). Matters 
of extending utility in such uses relates totaily to matters of water. quality 
and interference with legitimate uses by others. 
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On the other hand, uses of water for such things as waterfowl 
habitat can be evaluated by much the same criterion as for an individual 
irrigator. (See Figure 3.) Technological or managerial measures 
which increase the production or satisfaction sought from a particular 
preserve will increase the unit utility of the water. Likewise, perco-
lation and surface effluents leaving the preserve can serve no other 
useful functio~ to that e?tity, except in achieving a necessary s.alt 
balance, and should be minimized from an individual. efficiency stand-
point. 
Management measures such as diking and regulating along with 
agronomic and biologic considerations for increased production would 
, 
result in greater utility per un~t of water consumed. 
Factors Inhibiting Achievement of 
Physically Possible Efficiencies, 
Although an individual water user (such as an irrigator or wildlife 
refuge) is free to select his technological and managerial methods in 
employing his water to best achieve production or satiafaction goals, 
there are generally some external conditions tha.t require s'ome compro-
mises or which set some limitations on physical efficiencies attainable . 
. While the following discussion has more 'specific reference to irrigation, 
the inhibiting factors generally apply to recreational and other individq.al 
uses as well. 
Constraining Functions of Water-Related Institutions 
Water use involves the organized effort of groups of people. The 
canal or pipeline that takes water from the natural stream and deliver s 
it to the farmer or the householder was in most cases built and paid for 
by numerous individuals, and the water carried by the ca.nal or pipeline 
delivers water to many varied and different users. The bringing together 
'. ' 
of all the individual efforts required to build, . distribute, and :manage a. 
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water system. requires organization, m.ethods of pooling resources to 
pay the costs, and rules and regulations to control and'divide the resource 
am.ong the different users. The institutions that have been created to 
accom.plish these purposes are m.any and varied, and because these 
organizations are created by m.an, they often reflect the fears and 
anxieties of the group which purposely incl'lrles in their organization 
restrictions and "fences" to shield t;l.nd protect the g'roup from. these 
fears. This m.eans that often the institution is so bound to one purpose 
or to one way of accom.plishing a task that m.ore efficient uses or m.ethods 
cannot be adopted. The institution becom.es a constraint against efficient 
use. 
Laws and water rights 
Like all laws, the laws governing the ways in which water is 
divided am.ong users has evolved as conflicts were solved through the 
judicial process. The beginnings of irrigation and m.inlng during the 
m.id 1800
' 
~ first fostered the concept that water, particularly in an,arid 
region, is a public resource, and as such m.ust be controlled so that 
this resour ce is used to "subserve the settlements" or to foster and 
prom.ote the general welfare of all. Under this philosophy the county 
courts were given legislative authority to grant Uwat,er privileges. II A 
privilege connotes a special favor or advantage granted to sonleone to 
the exclusion of others and does not include "legal ll claim. to the use. 
As the practice of irrigation matured, the laws gave legal status to 
water privileges and the concept of water "right" cam.einto use. A 
right im.plies legal claim. sim.i1ar to the rights to own property. Public 
interest in the water right has been m.aintained by placing lim.itation,s 
on the right and requiring that the right be in the interest of prornoting 
the welfare of the public or in using water "beneficially. 11 The public 
interest is also m.aintained by considering the water right a right of use 
and providing for the loss of legal claim. if use is abandoned or not used. 
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The non-arid regions of the United States have evolved a different 
set of water laws and a philosophy of water use arising out of an abundance 
of water. Thus, two basic systems of water right doctrines exist in the 
United States: riparian and appropriative. The water codes developed 
under these two systems set the ground rules under which uses can be 
made. The doctrines fundamentally are quite different. While they are 
extensively treated in many scholarly writings the essential differences 
have been outlined by Clarkand Martz (1967). 
In both riparian and appropriation doctrines, a water 
right is regarded as "usufructory", a right of use and 
not an interest in the corpus of the water supply. But 
riparian rights originate from land owner ship and are 
dependent on physical location, i.e., contiguity of land 
to a body of water. Appropriative rights do not depend 
upon land ownership. They are acquired by actual use 
of the supply and do not exist without such utilization. 
Riparian rights, in contrast, remain "vested" though 
unexercised. In general, riparian owners may not 
exercise their water rights on non-riparian lands. 
Appropriators may use the supply without regard to 
location. 
Appropriative rights are fixed and certain as to 
amounts of water allocated because of the principle 
which entitles the senior water right holder to take· 
his allotted quantity before junior appropriators may 
take theirs. ·In short, "first in time, first in legal 
right ll governs. Riparian.rights are not lost by 
non-use because they are an interest in particular 
land. Appropriative rights are terminated by IlOIl;.use 
or abandonment because their legal exiStence was 
created by actual use only. 
There are many extensions and refinements of the two doctrines. 
The law of appropriation has the same basic ingredients in each state 
. . .. '. 
altho\,lgh there are variations in how states administer their codes. The 
riparian doctrine has undergone modifications which permit more com-
prehensive use of water. When the val"iety and kinds of enterprises 




llbw any portion of the U. S. could tolerate a law that would forbid use 
at water on land or at locations not contiguous to a stream. Though 
imperfect, the doctrine of appropriation has proved more workable than 
the riparian doctrine in development and use of water resources. It is 
far lea s restrictive, affords greater protection of investments in water 
enterprises, and inCludes the essential element of IIbeneficial use. II 
The aim of the latter requirement is to safeguard public interest in Use. 
All water rights obtained in states operating under the appropriation 
doctrine must meet several tests of merit. Of primary importance is the 
priority of the water right in relation to all others taking water from the 
same source. Without strict adherence to this priority principle, risk 
of. capital and devi!lopment of costly projects will not occur because of 
the inherent danger of a junior 'Water user with more economic, political, 
or physical power moving in and taking the water. 
Another cardinal principle of a water right is that the appropriation 
fiot be monopolistic Ilor unreasonably speculative in nature. If the only 
purpose of filing for a water right is to prevent others fi-orn using the 
water; or to force payment from a user who must have approval of an. 
application to appropriate, it is not in the best interest of the public. 
Finally, the amount of water allotted for a particular purpose is 
limited to beneficial use. Unfortunately, what constitutes beneficial'use 
is not tightly defined and water requirements deemed reasonable for a 
particular purpose may show wiEle latitude. Since the kinds of uses and 
the numbers of uSers competing for each unit of waters '~i'e ever in-
creasing, the understanding of what is beneficial use is having to undergo 
change. What was considered beneficial use 50 years ago may not be so 
considered today. Likewise, the understanding of what is efficient use 
6f water today may not be considered satisfactory in the future. 
So far as individual rights are concerned, the owner of land on 
which waste and seepage waters originate and from which they flow to 
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other lands is generally not required to continue the conditions that lead 
to the supply of waste and seepage water (Hutchins, 1958, 1965). Excep-
tions to this rule may result when a permanent right to the use of waste 
water is obtained by purchase or grant, or if discontinuance of the supply 
is done wantonly, or to harm another user. It may also be defeated by 
estoppel. Long continued use of water lea~ing from defective diversion 
works may result in the downstream appropriator obtaining .a right agaip.st 
the owner of the works. 
Although the primary user cannot claim water that is considered 
abandoned or is discharged without interest to recapture, if he has 
never released title to the corpus of the water diverted in the exercise 
. of his right he may refuse to allow such water ,to pass beyond his land. 
Generally, however, the same principles apply to the appropriation 
of waste and seepage released into a stream with no intention to recapture 
as with any other appropriation. On many streams return flow is con-
sidered an important factor in the supply for downstream users and it 
is subject to appropriation when no longer under control of the upstream. 
user. A water supply may not be diverted out of a particular basin or 
watershed if it deprives a lower appropriator of the useo! return water 
upon which he has been depending in the exercise of his right. It would 
seem that this same reasonini would be applied in instances where an 
upstream appropriator adopts measures which increase the net depletion 
frolTl his diversion entitlement. 
Despite the differences in state water codes and their interpre-
tation, there is limited evidence to indicate' that water law is a major 
constraint in achieving physically possible efficiencies. 
Some states recognize priorities or preference uses between 
dom.estic. agricultural, industrial, and recreational uses. Actually 
these priorities have had little impact on water use allocations except, 
perhaps, in cases of severe drought. Stated priorities seem not to 
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ihierfere with the process of eminent domain or the operation of transfer 
mechanisms. So long as transfers are physically and economically 
leasible and impacts on other users are assessed and/or compensated 
for, no constraint seems to arise. 
A la~ definition or interpretation of "beneficial us.e" probably 
induces inefficient water uses •. Because water needed for.a specific 
task varies from region to region and gets associated with managem€mt 
practices, there has been some jud.icial and administrative tendencies. 
to interpret beneficial use on the liberal side. 
Another facet of the law which may foster inefficient use or lowered 
utility is the interpretation of "due diligence. II Special privilege has been 
accorded state and federal agencies in maintaining water rights in good· 
standing long after the legal period for showing proof of b~nefidal use o 
While those developing long range and large scale plans for water develop-
ment need to h,ave some assurances about water supplies for ultimate 
implementation of their plans, the embargo placed on interim uses may 
not be in the best public interest. 
The perpetuity feature of a water right :tna.y lead t080me reduction 
ift utility of water in particular instances. Although the adjudication 
p1"ocess permits occasional review; probably a more systematic and 
periodic review of the right and its use should be made. 
Individual water rights and institutional constraints gene~any dictate 
the amount and nature of water d~livery to the farm. Whether deliveries· 
are made on a demand, fixed rotation, or continuous flow basis in a 
major way dictates the method of irrigation that must be used. When 
coupled with invariant site conditions the system of water delivery can· 
set rather string·ent limitations to water application and use efficiencies 
possible. 
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Private water corporations 
One of the institutional arrangements that was created and used 
effectively in some parts of the country to develop and distribute water 
to non-urban users has been the private corporation. Formed under the 
corporation laws of the state, the corporation' 8 purpose and powers are 
defined by articles of incorporation. These articles place bounds and 
limitations on what the company can do and the resources it can call upon 
for financial responsibility. These limitations reflect the fears and 
anxieties of the incorporators. In some few cases the private corporation 
was formed to speculate on land and water development and to make a pro-
fit for the share holders either through the sale of water or the enhance-
ment of real estate values through the availability of water. Most of the 
corporations with this purpose have failed mainly because working capital 
was not available to sustain the operation of the company during long 
development periods. The most successful of the private corporations 
has been the Mutual Irrisation Company, particularly in Utah. These 
corporations are organized strictly as a non profit-making business and 
through special permission of state legislatures the companies are able to 
assess shareholders as a means of raising money to pay the costs of 
operation. 
While the Mutual Irrigation Company has been unusually successful 
in Utah, it has not found favor in some other· states such as California 
. . . 
and Texas. The reasons for this difference in experience is probably 
related to historical development patterns. In Utah m.ost of the canals 
and irrigation system.s were built prior to 1900. Most of the Mutual 
Irrigation com.panies were incorporated after 1900. Thus, most of the 
capital developm.ent had already taken placewhep themtitual company 
was form.ed. . The company merely took over the operation andm.ain-
tenance of an existing system. •. Individuals traded "rights II for shares 
of stock and the company started business in ~ost cases without any 
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C;:AI-~h. The articles of incorporation liInited assessments to meet current 
~~penses, liInited the borrowing capability of the company, and prevented 
*he accumulation of cash reserves, Irrigation companies do not have the 
~pility to raise money for large capital expenditures. They were organ-
~?,ed to distribute water, not to develop water. In California and Texas 
much development work remained to be done after 1900 and the irrigation 
district proved to be the best institutional means of accomplishing this. 
~u.ch districts have taxing authority and bonding capability to raise 
capital development money. Income is not limited to stock ~ssessments. 
The advent of the Bureau of Reclamation shortly after the turn of 
the century, led ~o the creation of new water institutions ,comprised of 
:t:hose benefiting from particular projects. Initial procedures involving 
separate contracts for repayment with every subscriber for water was 
replaced by associations of water users to actas collectors of mOtley from 
various individuals and groups to repay the government and also to operate 
and maintain the .completed works. Such corporations had no taxing ability 
a..nd had limited credit at normal money markets. 
to repay the government for costs of the project. 
The chief purpose was 
.1 
Portions of the project 
cost were (in effect) sold to various users on the basis of so much water 
f~om the newly developed capacity. 
The associations described have little con.cern with efficien,t water 
use by the individual. The user must pay whether he makes use of the 
water or not. The Bureau of Re~lamation owns a lein on all water 
rights and real estate involved in the projeCt. The Water Users Associ-
ation is a developer of water and not a distributor. It raises money 
through assessment of shareholders, but the size of the organization 
represented by the'aggregation of many water-related corporations 
either private or public, spreads the project cost over such a broad 
base that money collection is not a burden. 
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Where mutual irrigation companies are prevalent, they provide 
the basic link between the source of water supply and the individual 
farm operator. Because these companies were formed to distribute 
water from already existing systems, they are generally small and 
numerous. Because the individual shareholder is assessed for all 
company expenditures, he is extremely sensitive to unnecessary costs 
incurred by the company. Unless the shareholder is effected personally 
by the inefficiencies of the company, he is not enthusiastic about changing 
the system. In fact, he may violently resist improvement. It has been 
easier to divide an lIin-fighting" company into separate entities to form 
two companies thus reducing the repayment ability of each, than it has 
been to consolidate companies to increase repayment abilities. The 
liability felt by each shareholder and his J"involvement" in company 
policy has often times prevented the company from effecting efficiencies 
of water management. This same involvement also prevents companies 
from meeting the problem of urbanization of company lands and cha~ging 
uses of water. The incentive for the company to make the changes that 
affect water use efficiency is dependent upon the awareness and willing-
ness of the individual stock holders to accept repayment responsibility. 
In order for the private water corporations to become efficient and 
flexible distribution agents, a change in corporate structure is necessary. 
The close involvement between shareholder and company must be 
eliminated. The company should cease to be "mutual ll and start to be 
"corporate II with the freedom and incentives to generate its own 
efficiency program. Elimination of the assessment clause and the 
inclusion of a "profitt! clause should make the company respond to the 
incentives of a free economic market. 
Governmental systems 
Many of the private water corporations failed when they attempted 
to develop water as well as to distribute the water because they could 
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not amass enough capital to build extensive systems. In California, 
nea r the turn of the century, efforts were succes sful in getting the state 
legislature to pas s a law providing for the formation of irrigation dis-
tricts to distribute the costs of irrigation development over a broad 
base through the use of advalorem taxes. This type of institution has 
been extremely succes sf'l;1l in California but has lacked appeal in some 
of the other states. Many of the elements for efficient operation and 
use are present under the district law, such as ability to raise capital, 
to pay for adequate management, and the power of eminent domain. If 
any inefficiency does occur, it is probably for the reason that the govern-
ment unit is not forced into economies to show a profit. Water wasted 
mayor may not have meaning, depending upon how sensitive the district 
1S to water shortages. 
In more recent year s another governmental institution with 
extremely broad taxing authority has corne into being known as the Water 
Conservancy District. This in~titution is an outgrowth of high cost 
multipurpose projects and an acceptance ~f the premise that there are 
some general economic benefits that accrue indirectly to enterprises 
within the project region. 
The Bureau of Reclamation played an active role in framing the 
language of the original Water Conservancy Act. Such a system was 
deemed necessary to secure guaranteed repayment of project costs. 
The Water Conservancy Act was f~rst enacted in Colorado. It was then 
enacted by the Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming 
legislatures. The broad taxing authority given the wa;ter conservancy 
districts has enabled construction of much more ambitious projects 
than had previously been possible. Conservancy districts have 
geographic boundaries comprising the area to be served by a specific 
proj ect, and must limit their planning perspective to this area. They 
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have extremely broad powers and are almost unlimited in their ability 
to raise money. They do not sell water in the normal sense of the 
user paying for what he gets. Instead they sell IIcontracts II which 
represent portions of the repayment schedule and which entitles the 
buyer to take delivery of water if he can use it. The IIcontract" must 
be repaid regardless of whether or how the water is used. Such 
arrangements may operate to, prevent the development of less expensive 
sources of water. Subscribers who subsequently find less costly local 
supplies (such as groundwater) must make the government payment 
first which generally leaves the user without the means or the incentive 
to develop the cheaper method. The conservancy district fixes its own 
rates for water (with federal development agency approval) and does 
not operate in a free economic market. 
Cost of non-urban water supplied from Bureau of Reclamation 
proj ects to Water Conservancy Districts is subsidized, and the farmer 
pays a relatively low rate for water he contracts for. Proj ect design 
enables high efficiency of conveyance and delivery but incentive or con-
cern for on-farm efficiencies are not overtly required. 
The federal development agency policies may be counter productive 
to those of other federal agencies concerned with water conservation. 
Regulations which effectively make water appurtenant to land, that 
sells ffrepaymene f in the project, and that fixes rates on water so that 
a free market is not able to operate, may actually be inhibiting 
the achievelnent of attainable efficiencies. Comprehensive state-wide 
or regional plannihg (in lieu of project planning) is thus hindered. 
One of the problems with large conservancy districts, as per-
mitted by law in many states, is that they have'quasi-public powers and 
may involve a large segment of the population. Often they will 
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,consciously or sub-consciously attempt to control all waters within their 
. . . 
market area. The district is usually a developer and wholesaler of 
water, and relies largely upon the sale of water for its income. As a 
result, it is to the advantage of the district to limit acquisition of 
water rights by others, even though there is -unappro-priatedwater that 
might be both physic~ll.y and economically feasible for the new appro-
priator to develop. The conservancy district wHloften attempt to force 
these potential customers to obtain water from the district rather than 
to 6evelop an independent supply. 
An example of this practice in Utah is the strong actions oC such 
districts to prevent owners of summer cabins on the upper watersheds 
to acquire individual water supplies, although the cabins are outside the 
operating area of the district and in a precipitation zone where con-
struction of the cabin, yard, and roads will actually inc.rease runoff .to 
tr.e river. Actual consumption of water for domes tic purposes is 
negligible and stream depletion may be negative. Nevertheless, con-
servancy districts generally protest approval of applic:;:ations to appro-
priate water for such purposes, but are perfectly willing to sell water 
::0 that same prospective user. 
Other institutions 
Within the boundaries of most states there is a vast proliferation 
of water - related ins titutions. Besides tho se already mentioned, there 
are sub-conservancy districts~ special water improvement districts, 
drainage districts, watershed protection districts, flood contirol districts, 
municipal water companies and public and private water utilities. Most 
of these agencies are concerned with urban uses of water, but ineffi-
dencies in the urban areas may deprive non-urban areas of needed 
supply. Awareness of these institutional mixtures and some under-
s tanding of their relationship to each 0 ther and to the local constituencies 
and federal agencies with which they interface is necessary for rellloving 
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the constraints thus imposed on improved utility. 
Economic Factor s and Efficiency Constraints 
Financing and credit 
Credit and capital needs for altering the use and efficiency of water 
for irrigation serve a wide variety and range of conditions in terms of 
length of time, interest rates, repayment plans, and other loan features. 
Many investments of this nature are in a so-called "intermediate credit" 
area which has been possibly the most difficult and inadequately served 
lending area among agricultural investments and credit uses (Stewart, 
1954). 
Maximization of returns to investments is a problem of equating 
three broad marginal productivities or rates: (1) the marginal interest 
rate of borrowing, (2) the marginal rate of return on outside investments, 
and (3) the marginal rate of return in the firm. Individual firms with 
limited capital are faced with alternative uses of capital. Maximizatioll 
of total returns within the firm under a limited capital condi bon may 
not lead to maximum profits or efficiency in any given use. 
More particularly, lending practices based on farmers! equily and 
character usually do not provide sufficient capital to achieve a maximulll 
profit in a given use, that is, where marginal returns equal marginal 
costs. Farmers as well as lenders have some reluctance to con1plete 
loans in these !!optimum" amounts because of a fear of losing their 
equity. 
Several conditions in practice \ead to restrictions in borrowilig 
(lending) as well as to problerns in repayment of public investments ill 
water development. Fluctuations in prices and incomes give rise to 
financial problems. Especially operators of smaller sized farms tend 
to make loan repayment a residual kind of proposition. Pressures on 
total income for living expenditures and farm operating costs frequently 
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lead to a small or insufficient residual for meeting fixed debt obligations. 
These factors and similar ones result in conservative policies by lenders 
and borrowers. 
Credit and lending fundamentals were formerly referenced in terms 
of the three CI s: character, capacity (ability to pay whe~ due), and capi-
tal (equity) •. In the thought that the three CIs were somewhat restrictive, 
a more comprehensive framework has been posed (Nelson et al., 1967) 
and referenced as the three RI s:. returns, repayment capacity, and risk-
bearing ability (safety- -primary limiting factor, owner equity equals 
backbone). 
The three R' s, especially the income returns (optimizing) feature, 
have more basis in economics. Even so, the original amount, terUls, and 
purpose of loan are likely based heavily on the financial and equity position 
of the farmer prior to utilization and investment of the borrowed funds. 
Pricing and costs of water':' 
Farmers respond to changes of prices for production inputs within 
. \ 
the context of the physical production function, prices of outputs, and 
alternative kinds of production. Since water is such a critical product; on 
item in irrigated farming, less flexibility is apparent in its use. Substi-
tution possibilities may be relatively less than for SOUle production inputs. 
Response of farmers to changes in price or cost of water varies b<~tween 
areas, sources of water, and type and size of farm. 
In any given year, for many irrigators, the marginal cost of a. 
volume of water may be zrero up to the limit of their individual water 
rights; then it will be, infinite. This is true when the amount deliver(;d 
and the annual assessment are not separable (usually for physical OT' 
institutional reasons) from the water right. Where the cost of phYfdcaj 
;;'This subject is discussed in more detail in another chapter 
especially with reference to functioning 'of the water market and the 
price system. 
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transfer is zero or low (e. g., within the same canal system, or by 
exchange) a market will develop and a price set (except in instances 
where the water right is legally inseparable from the land). 
Particularly where storage is available, annual costs may be 
related to the volume used. For these cases, non-zero real marginal 
prices will exist. For groundwater, they will approach the pumping 
costs. Even so, a large part of the water cost will be "fixed tl in direct 
or related capital investments. For these reasons, the enterprise can 
most often be optimized only over a long-term period, and the marginal 
cost of the water Ilright" becomes the dominating commodity. 
Some studies have suggested that water prices and costs within 
realistic ranges affected very little the quantity of water used. In part, 
these investigators concluded that this lack of response was because of 
the relatively small portion of total production costs represented by 
irrigation water costs. 
In 1958, a study in Milford, Utah, pO,sed the question of the preceding 
paragraph by noting that Morrison had shown in a potato cost of production 
study that irrigation and drainage costs wel"e less than 2 t /2 percent of 
total production costs (Criddle, 1962). A later study involving ground-
water pumping showed water costs to range from 5 percent of total costs 
of seed potatoes to 28 percent for alfalfa (Davis and Price, 1967). 
Moore and Hedges (1962, 1963) in their California studies of the 
early 1960' s concluded that costs and quantities of water did affect 
decisions by farmers in the San Joaquin Valley. Especially was this so 
in the higher range of water costs where the demand for water became 
increasingly more. elastic. 
A projections study in the Gila subbasin based on cost of production, 
including groundwater pumping, concluded that with the projected large 
increases in urban demands, lowering water tables and high pumping 
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costs could lead to decreased irrigated acreage in that area (Stewart, 
1969). Low income crops would not meet the higher pumping costs. 
Farmers have certainly recognized water prices and costs in 
decisions relative to alternative sources of water. They have been aware 
of what at least seemed to be more favorable costs and credit terms under 
some public projects as opposed to acquisition of water from other means 
or sources. Public agencies also provide management and technical 
abilities contingent to group action which are not readily available through 
individual farm or group action. 
Farmers who have investments in irrigation farming and whose 
occupations are centered around irrigation also are well aware of the 
imm.obility of farm resources and investments and in the costs and pro-
blems associated with their moving to another area or occupation if they 
sold their water rights and supplies. Thus, decisions by farmers to. sell 
irrigation water, especially supplies that would diminish or deplete their 
farm operations, hinge on a base of resources and adjustments that far 
exceeds what might be viewed a,s a going exchahge price or rate for 
irrigation water. In turn another farmer cannot profitably pay a price 
• 
for water that includes these non-water resources unless he uses the 
water in place by buying the total farm. ,:~ 
A fair market price for water must include the productivity value 
of associated fixed capital but the purchaser must also pay the cOst 
associated with physically transierring the water to the site of the new 
use. These two costs must be added to the 11conventional ll marginal 
productivity value of the water volume itself if the water use is to change. 
These costs may be relatively high, but where they are paid, water 
indeed will move to new uses and farmers will incr.ease their use 
':'Immobility of resources is discussed in more detail in a later 
chapter as a leading element and deterrent to water transfers. 
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efficiency in order to sell the water saved. Cases where the marginal 
productivity of water is very high are likely to require rather limited 
quantities of water. 
It should be clear that the key to a more pervasive water market 
is to increase the facility with which water can be transfe:I'red physically 
or by exchange and reduce the cost. This points toward more compre-
hensive water management and planning and improved physical facilities 
as a means of saving water, more than it does toward revision of water 
laws, government imposed pricing, and benefit-cost, project-wise 
planning as commonly practiced. 
Management and labor 
An inadequate supply of management and labor is a major problem 
in irrigated agriculture. * This problem is becoming increasingly 
important. It is a major deterrent to adjustments and achievement of 
efficient use of water.. On the other hand labor shortage and manage-
ment innovations may lead to other kinds of adjustments such as farm 
size, cropping pattern, and method of irrigation, 
Irrigation places rigorous demands on management and labor with 
respect to ability and skills, time requirements, and difficult and dis-
agreeable work tasks. These demands are accompanied by the trend 
toward fewer people available in rural areas for their performance. 
"Exces sive" applications of water likely are less demanding on 
rnanagement and labor than are "optimum" or "less than adequate'! 
applications. Thus~ if a farmer has available during some periods of 
the season more water than is actually needed by the plants, he likely 
tends to over-apply. This practice may cause some damage or result 
in excessive farm losses of water through seepage, runoff, or evaporation. 
>:'This question is also discussed in a later chapter. 
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Management may be faced with no alternatives for water "saved" 
from the standpoint of the individual or firm. Farmers may have no 
1,lf;le on thei;!." farms for the additional water. The water saved may not 
be salable to other farmers or areas since the water right would normal1~ 
PAil restricted to what could be beneficially used by the farmer himself. 
The individual farmer may be faced with potential legal actions 
against him if through more efficient use he diminishes the quantity 01'" 
q\lality of water available to other users. Improved irrigation practices, 
gjtch lining, and groundwater development are examples of practices 
and inve stments in this category. 
Insecurity of tenure or lack of control over a .stock supply (for 
.example groundw;9;±er) may lead the farmer to exploitation and over-use 
0:11 a short-run basis. The goals of use of water likely djffer between the 
firm, the farm family, and the public. The farmer may have a primary 
;g,oal of income efficiency. the farm family and possibly total agriculture 
has an income goal but also other less tangible go.als, and the public may 
look to broader national multi-objectives, including considerations of 
rnajor alternative use·s. 
Water use by the farmer also can be altered substantially from an 
optimum use (1) where he lacks control of s:upply distribution in a given 
:year, (2) where the water has to be delivered on a turn rather than demand 
has is, and (3) where major year -to-year fluctuations ,occur in water supply. 
{Ln view of these conditions, the Jarmer may over-apply water, he may be 
forced to use water when the ti:m,.ing is not most advantageous, or he may 
be forced to adjust to a lower income situation with respect to kinds and 
amounts of crops, and quantity and use of capital and labor. He may not 
even be able to take advantage of yield increasing ted:nologies such as 
varieties and fertilizer because of the increased demands that they pla!:;e 
on water supplies. 
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Social Factor s and Educational Diffusion 
When new technological or Inanagerial Ineasures are advanced 
which offer opportunity for increased water efficiency, it reInains for the 
potential user to becoIne convinced of their worth. Information is con-
veyed through a variety of Ineans and changes are influenced by a variety 
of "change agents. " 
Social factors in adopting change 
In Inany places there has been little change in original water dis-
tribution and utilization systeIns evolving out of early developInents. 
Changes have COIne slowly in organizational and institutional iInprove-
Inents but have been Inore rapid in technological iInproveInents such as 
pUInpS, sprinklers, lightweight pipe, control structures, siphons, lining 
of canals and ditches, etc. These changes have led to SOIne change in 
other institutionalized parts of the systeIn such as the Inode of delivery 
of water to the farIn. When institutional changes occur, they occur 
through already established organized systeIns and evolve very slowly. 
Studies have shown that changes in water InanageInent .practices are 
iInpeded by several factors. The adoption of practices which have the 
following characteristics is usually slow (Rogers, 1960): 
1. Those which are expensive and whose probable returns are 
low or quite uncertain. 
2. Those practices which are cOInplex and Inust be adopted as 
a unit. 
3. Those whose effects are not easily observed. 
4. Those that represent departure froIn ideas already accepted. 
5. Those which require group action. 
Where change is effected, the negative iInpact Inust usually be 
softened by SOIne Ineans or counterbalanced in SOIne rather obvious 
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way. Easing of credit or loans, subsidies for private actions 
that are for the public benefit. providing technical as sistance or instruc-
Hon. and providing acceptable and via-ble organizational patterns where 
g.t;oup action is necessary are programs which can be considered. 
The decisio.n for adoption of changes in customary methods has 
heen shown to be influenced by several factors including:· (1) the state 
or level of knowledge about the practice, (2) how well it fits into the 
ex:isting traditional or accepted-' culture, (3) social values or beliefs, 
(4;) goals of those involved, (5,) the influence of friends, neighbors, and 
family members. and (6) prestige related to the action and the pro'spect 
fG>r economic gain:. (Slocum, 1962). These factors are functional con-
straints in adopting any conservation practice. 
Other factors affecting decisions of individuals are fear or insecurity 
about unknown consequences of change. and loss of prestige or actual loss 
of property in the change. 
In agricultural use, older farrners are usually less inclinedt.o 
expand. develop, and start new programs. Rather they tend to maint<l:in 
or continue what they are doing. They are hesitant to invest or assume 
d-ebt that must be paid off over along time in the future. Incentive pro-
grams for achieving more efficient water use must not oYer look such 
factors. 
Educational diffusion 
The study of the diffus:iron and adoption of improvement ideas has 
demonstrated a generally predictable process in the following sequence 
(Rogers, 1960): 
1. Awareness or acquaintance with the new ideas. 
2. Interest. which leads to getting additional information. 
3. Evaluation, mental reasoning. or judgment. 
4. Trial, usually limited or experimental. 
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s. Adoption or rejection, used on a full scale of acceptance or 
dropped. 
The main sources of information vary in the different stages of 
the process. Mass media are most important in the first two stages of 
the sequence, followed by informal groups of neighbors and friends, 
then government agencies, and finally sales people. In the third and 
fourth stages, however, direct contacts with neighbors and friends are 
of first importance with government agencies, sales people, and mass 
media following. Some have contended that more changes in American 
agriculture have been attributed to seed and fertilizer salesmen than to 
the Agricultural Extension Service. In any event, these results imply 
the need to consider these agencies of diffusion and to utilize them for 
greatest effectiveness in seeking improved water management and conser-
vation. 
In analyzing this process of adoption, sociologists have also found 
that there are different types of people concerned at different points in 
the diffusion and adoption time period. 
Adopter categories include the following: 
Innovators: These are the first to adopt a new idea. They are 
characterized byhigher education, higher incomes, higher social status, 
and wider travel than average. They are more cosmopolitan, often 
belonging to groups outside the local community. They are research 
minded. They are often too independent to be considered as leaders 
of people. 
Early Adopters: When compared to the average, they have 
slightly higher education, they are somewhat younger, and they partici-
pate in more formal organizations. They have fairly high social status 
as well as many informal contacts, They are above average in reading 
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information, and they are more local than cosmopolitan. They are looked 
upon as good sources of advice and information, and they are the key 
local leaders. As leaders, they do not do things too widely different. 
I 
They prefer to retain the respect of others rather than to independently 
try new things. 
The Majority: The majority group is ~ve:r;age in the characteristics 
outlined for the other categories. 
Laggards: These are the last to adopt new ideas and changes, 
generally the least educated, have the fewest social contacts, and read 
very little (Rogers, 1960). 
This process of adoption categorization provides a basis for 
visualizing patterns for implementing changes in the use of water 
resources in agriculture. The involvement of early adopters, who are 
usually local leaders, in development plans is a necessary recommen-
dation for getting acceptance of important changes. 
Educational limitations 
There are many educational opportunities and assistance programs 
aimed at helping the individual water user obtain greater efficiency. 
Quite aside from regular academic programs which may include prin-
ciples and concepts that are later applied in achieving higher efficiencies, 
there are a variety of other programs and mediums for continuing infor-
mation dissemination. Extension Service programs include short courses 
and seminars together with leaflets, circulars, and bulletins which 
attempt to show how efficiencies and utility can be improved and the 
advantages in doing so. Technical assistance programs of the Soil Con-
servation Service have an educational influence somewhat incidental to 
the mission of the agency but very effective and rather personalized. 
Farm papers and journals to which most farmers subscribe also contain 
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;y,uc:n casv to understand informati on about practices and procedures 
wh. en can bring about increased utility of an individual water supply. 
Manu.facturers of irrigation equipment and devices have done much to 
puhli ?:e the advantages and proper utilization of their products. Infor 
mG:i,tion di s semination does not seem to have been a major stumbling 
bl.v.::i< so far as making individual irrigators aware of technological and 
ma:Hgerial potentials for achieving better water utilization. Perhaps 
SO;i1e .. ntrospection of public programs would be in order, however, to 
evaluate the cost effectiveness of these educational progra.ms and their 
relevancy in terms of public benefit ( or cost). 
While it would appear that lack of education has not been a critical 
deficiency in agricultural water use, there does seem to be a lack of 
emphasis on water conservation and efficiency in other non-urban uses. 
Primary attention has been given to conservation and Frotection of water 
. as d. habitat for fish and waterfowl as well as aesthetic purposes, but 
little attention. ha~ been focused on the water cost in these usesa...nd how 
these resources could be maintained with lower unit uses of water. 
Water costs for all non-urban uses need to be ascertained so that society 
can more correctly assess the tradeoffs involved in developing particu-
lar water use patterns. 
Water users may not be very knowledgable about how their own 
use relates to other uses and to the water using configuration of the 
basin to wl1ich their enterprise belongs. More general appreciation and 
understanding of the "hydro-quality" systei'n would provide an inrlividual 
Uf;Cl' \\ith the background for a better understanding of public progranl.s. 
There has been a notable lack of water education in the judiciary and 
\vith the legal profession in general. Many court decisions have not been 
in l1a rmony vdlh the natural laws governing hydrology and have subse 






Programs to Improve Individual Water Use Efficiencies 
Ad'ministrative Ac-tions 
From a river basin standpoint one might argue that the only 
individual water management practices of major concern are those that 
cause depletions to be higher than necessary and those which result in 
quality degradation. However, wasteful water use practices normally 
re suIt in incidental consumption of water as well as in often creating 
nuisance problems that careful husbanding of water will eliminate. 
Consequently, the correction of wasteful water use practices is generally 
desirable. While educational measures and economic incentives play 
.a vital role here" perhaps proper exercise of administrative authority 
is even more effective in getting better use of water. This might be 
.explained by reemphasizing that a holder of a water right is not con-
sidered as the owner of the water per s e but only has the right to use it 
.beneficially. The more efficiently he uses the water, the less water he 
may have a right to divert. Nor does the appropriator have the right to 
11save l1 water and sell it to others because it is not his to sell. (Water 
stock in a m.utual irrigation company could be sold, however.) Never-
theless, the water user generally strives to "beneficially"use his 
historic entitlement so as not to "lose ito II This attitude seems to be 
an impediment to better use of water. This also is the reason:rnore 
·definite determinations of beneficial use should be made to provide water 
-administrators with better clI'ite:rion for reducing diversion entitle:ments 
to those beneficially needed under today' s standards. 
A good example of the effectiveness of the legal mechanism. for 
obtaining more efficient water use is in the Milford Valley of Utah. This 
is a pumping area at the lower end of a river system in which tbe growth 
of pumping and accompanying increase in irrigated acreage has caused 
a decline in the water table. Concern over this resulted in administrative 
action and a subsequent judicial decree limiting the amount of water any 
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individual might pump to 4 acre-feet per acre. Water meters were 
ordered and placed on all pumps and careful records were kept. Studies 
by the Agricultural Research Service and Utah Agricultural Experiment 
Station showed that for the three consecutive years subsequent to the 
limiting decree, average irrigation efficiencies (as defined by the ratio 
of water consumed to that delivered by the pump) increased from 48.5 
percent in 1959, to 49.8 percent in 1960, and 60 0 9 percent in 1961 
(Wagstaff, 1962). 
There are many advocates for making basic changes to laws con-
trolling appropriation and use of water. In most westel'n states, however, 
where water codes have been tested for many years, the deficiency does 
not seem to be so much in shortcomings of the law itself as in court 
interpretations and in limited administrative resources for surveillance 
and enforcement. 
In most states water pollution control legislation and administration 
evolved separately from general laws which had primary concern for 
orderly allocations of quantity. Some states are now combining the· 
pollution control function with the traditional water rights functions so 
that the quality factor can be more properly assessed in administration 
of individual water allocations. 
Educational and Service Programs 
There has been considerable effort by many federal, state, and 
private groups to pronlOte better use and conservation 'Jf water. Many 
of these are continuing today and the paramount question is whether they 
are appropriate and effective in todays rapidly changing society. While 
this study bas not permitted an exhaustive evaluation of on- going pro-
granls, it v;:ould appear highly desirable that a separate evaluation of 
the effectiveness and relevance of these educational programs be under-
taken. Such an evaluation would likely reveal that educational programs 
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to encourage better utilization of water would be quite "area-specific. " 
Perhaps educational programs and materials should be considered 
regionally and coordinated on that basis. 
In irrigation practice, short courses carried into the field and 
involving users in an analysis of water utilization on their own farm 
have been found to be quite effective by some. There is advantage in 
orienting the instruction to involve the user in learning and· understanding 
irrigation requirements for the crops he is growing, the soil-plant-water 
relations involved in good irrigation practice, effect of delivery method, 
and design charaCteristics of the irrigation system. The approach, 
which incorporates demonstration at individual farm sites, implies the 
involvement of relatively small groups in anyone course. 
Such an approach normally begins by convening a group of users 
in a seminar to discuss the basic theory of irrigation. During the theory 
s'essions with the user, an effective technique is to proceed with an 
informal exchange and discussion of the factors affecting irrigation 
efficiency. This might include information on how to determine soil 
texture, which indicates the. water holding capacity of the· soil. Soil 
samples prepared in advance can be used to provide practice in feeling 
the soil to determine texture. The concept of the soil as a moisture 
h0lding reservoir is demonstrated. The problem of water logging, salt 
accumulation, and excessive leaching can also be discussed at this time. 
A discussion of the rooting patte·rns and depths of rooting for selected 
crops is followed by an analysis of crop consumptive use and water 
extraction patterns. Finally, the size of the irrigation stream is 
discussed and the user is then ready with information needed to work 
problems associated with irrigation for his own situation. If time allows, 
other factors such as the use of fertilizers and water applications can be 
included in the course. This is followed by a series of field visits where 
users evaluate the theory by field observation. 
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During the field visits, users obtain practice in the use of the soil 
auger to check the soil profile at several locations. These checks allow 
them to determine soil texture, water holding capacity, and moisture 
content. With this data and by knowing the size of the irrigation supply 
strearrit'6:the· farm and the consumptive use of their cr::>ps, they are 
taught how to evaluate their irrigation practice. By knowing the actual 
state of their own irrigation practice, adjustments can be made in their 
management practice. 
A course such as the one described requires a minimum of one to 
one and one-half days time. It is carried out when users can get into 
the field. Itrequires a staff knowledgable and experienced in irrigated 
agricultural' problems such as an agricultural engineer trained in irri-
gation, or an agronomist with irrigati(;m training. Those who have con-
ducted such courses say it is important that the educational process be 
a continuing one and not a "one shot affair. If Follow up is necessary to 
review pdnciples. and techniques with user~. Follow Up' on an annual 
basis is desirable. 
While such educational programs are effective the manpower 
requiremeht per individual trained is high. Whether such educational 
courses should be widely initiated depends on whether the high public 
investment in the instruction brings a substantially greater public return 
when the individual applies his new knowledge to his own farm. Where 
this cannot be denlOnstrated, perhaps a program of providing an infor-
mation service to be paid by the individual is a reasonable alternative. 
Large corporate farniing organizations utilize technical experts and 
have little need for the kind of educational programs traditionally geared 
to the needs of the family farm. o 
There are those who feel we have been "spinning our wheels" for 
many years in trying to educate each and every farm.er about clim.ate-





approach ultimate potentials in water husbandry. They suggest that a 
more practical approach may be to develop well-trained service agencies 
'or private companies which accumulate needed information. make the 
analyses and calculations, and provide the farmer with specific manage-
ment instructions. In certain areas of the country such services have 
been initiated on somewhat of a trial basis and results are quite promia-
ing. Utilizing climatic data, soils, and crop information, the irrigator 
is provided with advice on when to irrigate and how much to apply. In 
a sense, such a service is an alternative to an educational program in 
that the subscriber does not have to understand in detail the relationship 
of water to the factors that govern plant growth. He m.erely carries out 
the recommendati'ons given and develops confidence in the service with 
,satisfactory experience. It is of interest that larger operators have 
accepted the service programs more readily than small operators. 
Either the small operator finds less economic advantage or he lacks 
the under standing to be convinced of the validity or superiority of such 
"foutside ll information. 
Evaluation of such information services should be made to see 
whether they might effectively replace certain facets ox current public 
education or servic.e programs. Public services on an individual ba,sis 
need to be scrutinized from the standpoint of whether the public cost of 
providing the service assures an equivalent or greater public return a.s 
a result. 
Incentives and Subsidies 
Public programs providing individual incentive to obtain more 
'efficient use of water have been well-utilized. Farm.ers have been 
stimulated to adopt approved practices such as land smoothing, ditch 
lining, installation of pipelines, irrigation control and ITleasurement 
structures, etc •• which have led to improved water husbandry. Again, 
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the question is whether these incentive programs have been correctly 
promulgated from a public benefit perspective. Incentive payments 
should be limited to those measures which have a definite secondary 
benefit to the public. Those measures should qualify which 'can be 
shown to (1) reduce incidental consumptive uses of low public worth, 
(2) improve the quality of return flow and/or timing for subsequent uses, 
or (3) bring greater economic or social return per unit of water. 
Since each river basin is different, the problem of increasing 
utility of an existing supply becomes highly "site-specific. 11 Thus, 
there should be sufficient flexibility in selection of specific programs 
for support that the public benefit measure will always he controlling. 
This always requires a look beyond the boundaries of the individual water 
user before initiating assistance with public support. For example, if 
incentive payments are made for reclaiming and draining marshlands 
which release substantial salt loadings into the system or which eliminate 
waterfowl habitat, the private benefit may be accompanied by a rather 







EXTENDING THE UTILITY OF WATER 
USE IN MULTIPLE USE SYSTEMS 
The focus of the preceding chapter was generally restricted to 
the individual user level. Individual decisions about water usage are 
commonplace. Many public programs for improved water. usage depend 
on individual adoption. However, because of the "hydrologic unity" or 
common dynamic connection of all waters existing in a given river basin 
I. 
or watershed, few individual uses can be made without affecting others. 
Some of the affects are clear and obvious, others are subtle, delayed. 
and little understood. Policies aimed at extending the utility of a given 
water supply need to recognize the "non-corresponding"and "non-
homogeneous" characteristics as perspective changes from individual 
to aggregated or multiple uses. 
Irrigation Use 
As previously stated, to the extent that actual consunlption can be 
minimized in a given water use, the potential for meeting the greater 
nun1ber of water needs from a common supply is enhanced. Irrigation 
is a particularly heavy consumer of water and thus of critical impor-
tance in any consideration of extending the utility of a basin water supply. 
Water evaporated or transpireq in irrigation use is no longer available 
for reuse or sequencing within the system. FurthernlOre, evaporaticTl 
leaves behind I"llany dissolved solids so that they become more highly 
concentrated in the renlaining flow. 
The point within the system at which consunlptive use takes place 
is a very important factor in the integration of irrigation with other 
uses. Obviously, if ordering were pos sible, consumptive use should 
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be placed toward the bottom of the user sequence so that a maximum of 
other use potentials can be met before the irrigation use takes place. 
If consumptive uses are substantial at the "top" of the system, however, 
subsequent uses of any nature are eliminated. 
To illustrate the interrelationships between irrigation and other 
uses of water at a given point within the system, the diagram, Figure 5, 
was developed. The width of each flow path or disposal stream repre-
sents the relative quantity of water moving in that path. It is plain 
which components become important in considerations of extending the 
utility of water use among and between users. 
The disposal streams which consume the water (evaporation from 
canals and evapotranspiration from the irrigated area) reduce the water 
supply available for sequential uses. The non-consumptive disposal 
streams return water to the resource pool, making it available for 
\ 
subsequent uses. As indicated in Figure 5, the water not diverted for 
irrigation represents that available to other uses below that point, such 
as power, recreation, wildlife, industrial, additional irrigation, etc. 
The return flow from irrigation as seepage from ditches, deep perco-
lation, bypas s water, and surface runoff is shown augmenting the supply 
available to downstream users. Such return flow may improve or 
degrade in quality depending upon the initial quality of the water and the 
particular characteristics desired by the sequential user. 
Canal waters containing sediments, organics, and bio-degradable 
pollutants will generally be improved by the filtering action that takes 
place as the water moves through the soil. Likewise, waters containing 
phosphates and heavy metals will leave these constituents in the soil 
profile. Warm waters may be cooled by the soil and cold waters warmed. 
Pas sing water through a soil profile delays its normal movement. So, 
depending upon the temperature and time of flow requirements, the 
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storage or release of either water or heat in the soil may be desirable 
or undesirable. 
As. water passes through the soil, some salts stored in the soil or 
released in the geologic weathering process may be dissolved by the 
seepage water resulting in an increase of the total dissolved solids (TDS). 
For most situations, this would be undesirable as salt loading is detri-
mental to the water quality of the system. 
Since irrigation diverts and consumes large volumes of water, 
historical concern has been for the allocation and distribution of specified 
quantities of water. More recently, concern has been focused on the 
effect of irrigation on water quality. The salt concentrating effect of 
irrigation has been described earlier and illustrated in Figure 2. As 
waters become.more saline they become less valuable for most uses. 
!A. unit of salty water is not as effective for agriculture as a unit of less 
salty water. The use of saline water for irrigation imposes extra 
burdens on the irrigation farmer. Salinity generally reduces growth 
and yield. The farmer must apply superfluous amounts of water to 
maintain an acceptable level of soil salinity. Hence, a unit of salty 
water has lesser value than a unit of water having low salt concentration. 
Equal amounts of different quality water do not provide tlequivalent 
service, 11 a concept pointed out by Hill (1961) for uses on the Colorado 
River and illusfrated in Figure 6. With low quality water, better drain-
age conditions may be required, and ofttimes adequate drainage cannot 
be accomplished individually but requires group action. Outlets and 
collectors generally must be provided on a project or district basis to 
enable individuals to obtain adequate farm drainage. The farmer using 
low quality water may be restricted in his irrigation methods, or he may 
have to adopt special practices to obtain germination. Since the irriga-
tion method must be suited to the crop grown, this may further limit 
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}figure 6. Illustration of increased volumes' of water needed for equivalent 
service when salt concentr~tion is increas,ed. 
nutrients, especially nitrates from the soils and may impose an addi-
tional burden in the form of a greater fertilizer requirement. Some-
tim.es, heavier tha,n normal applications of phosphate :ertiHzers are 
needed to improve the production of saline or sodic soils. The farrrler 
often must practice special techniques to cope with the adverse ~ffect8 
of ::;alt and other pollutants., 
Water quality can deteriorate to the point where it has no value. 
or it may even become a liability if disposal costs are consideTed 
(Figure 6). In the cas,e of the San Joaquin area of California. an expen-
siv,e lllaster drain is being constructed to dispose of the unusable water 
into the San Francisco Bay. Even then, the waste water must be treated 
t,o remove nitrates before it can be discharged (Stetson and Price, 1968). 
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Management Practices to !.Inprove Efficienlj:Y 
Seepage from canals and distribution system 
Since seepage is a non-consumptive loss from the irrigation system, 
the water remains in the liquid phase within the system and contributes 
to groundwater recharge, return flow, and perhaps a number of other 
identifiable inputs for subsequent uses of water. It is estimated that 25 
to 36 percent of the water diverted for irrigation finds its way back into 
the manageable resource system as a result of seepage from canals. 
Early recognition of the importance of seepage to the return flow of the 
system is indicated in the following statement taken fr.om "Irrigation in 
Utah" (Mead, 1905). 
During' lhe w)loh· IIlOlIth (Jf Aug'u,,(, aud fol' sOllie tillle prior th(,l'cto, the elltiJ'c 
dil':'{'Jial'gn (lr the ~t~\,f'l'al t'l'c.'Clks whieh (:1111'1' lids ~(!diCln of (II(: rin'l' was dh'crtNI aud 
11,,('(1 for irrigation, :-:.0 that II"· tim (illl{' thH 1Il<.'lI:;ul:clllellls w(:re 111:\(11' 11011(' of tIle 
WHt;~I' {mill the,..,! Cl'('('ks H!HChpll the ri\'l!r I:X{:{'l't through ~(,(!p:lg(', A" 1JOth rhc 
Spl'ii,g' (;1'I:(·k Callal nml the Cbarl(~stoll Callal d('J'in:d their supply from Spl'illg Crc('k 
and from the ~('(·pag('. watel' from the land" jnigatcd ulId.:l' the 'Ya"atch Call1ll, 
. )lcDonald Ditch, nlHl ::\ol'lh Field Dill'll, tlit'), were trcated as ('ontinuations of lh('''e 
systems, alld lIot a;:; ('alla1" d(,rldllg their suppl:r .frolll the rire!' dil'cd. In the 
tahlc fullowing tho fad::; rclnti\"c to rcturll seepago ill Pl'O\'o Valley lire :-,Ll'Ollgly 
brought ont. 
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from 11",:,.(: sprillg,.;, 01' "hot-pots" as they arc locally knowll, at a t(,Ulpl'ratlll"l' 
approaching hoillng point. A slllall ;l1HOllllt of Ihi,; wuter is used foril'rig·ntioll. 1m! 
t hc greater p:ll't ,..ink" ill the porous" ]Jot-rock H formntioll and ('\'Nltnllll~' 111ld .... its 
\nlY to the rin'l', 
Mead (1905) in discussirtg the Utah and Salt Lake Canal stated 
liThe loss frOln this canal from seepage is at least one-fourth of the 
flow." Houk (1951) reports data from a number of U.S~ Bureau of 
Reclamation projects for the period 1921-1925 (see Table 2) showing 
that the average canal losses range from 13 percent to 48 percent with 
considerable variation ftom project to project. The great variability in 
canal losses from project to project is due to the many differenc~s 
betweeri projects.. Such factors as the total length of the canal system, 
hydraulic properties of the canal section; i. e •• width. depth. wetted 
perimeter and slope. the type and quality of construction, kind of canal 
lining •. permeability of canal bed, and banks artd other factors all have 
a bearing on water loss from the system. Neither is it always clear that 
losses are not subject to multiple counting as a result of return flow. 
The U. S. Btlreau of Reclamation made a rather detailed study of 
use of irrigation water on selected Federal Reclamatie)11 Proj ects (USBR, 
1962). Table 3, summarized from their repdrt, shows the canal lasses 
and wastes for a number of Reclamation projects. The term wastes as 
defined by the Bureau in their report includes operational wastes such 
as sluicing, breaks in the canal ar conduit. and diversions in excess of 
demands. The values given, therefore .. represent a cOl;nposite of dis-
posal streams 1, 2. and 3 of Figure 5. The data given. in Table 3 are 
averages covering a period of 12 to 15 years of record on the projects 
listed. 
The data show that the average canal los ses range frOlYl a high of 
52. 5 percent of the water diverted to the Missouri River project to a 
low of 3.8 percent on the Central Valley project. Projects having a 
higher percentage of the canal system with "lined sections II or conduits 
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Table 2 

























































































































Shoshone, Frannie Division Wyoming 166. . 5.92 42 21 
Shoshone, Garland Division Wyoming 279 4 4.33 38 7 
Sun River, Fort Shaw Division Montana 99 4.05 36 26 
Sun River, Greenfields Division Montana 190 2.72 31 !22 
Umatilla Oregon 173 I 157 10.04 32 I 18 
1 Jncompilhgre Colorado 470 11 7.48 13 10 
Yakima, Sunnyside Division Washington 6021 125 4.70 2.1 I i 
Yakima. Tieton Division Washington 335 1 86 3 . .19 14 I 2 
Y ~ma _____ _ __ --'_A_n_~_~_I~._:;_rn_i_a _ _'_____33_6___.!..i __ ___.!..i _1_0_' ~_' 5l~l 
• Data fur 1921-1925. 
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Table 3 
Canal Loseee on Select.ed Fe.deral Reclamation Projects 
. '. 
Region and Project 
Region 1 
Bo,ise (Arrowrock Division) 
Roise (Payette Division) 
D(nchutes (North Unit) 
Minidoka (South Side Pumping Division) 
RegiOltl 2 
Ce,ntral Valley (Exetel' Irrigation District) 
Ol!·land 
Regio:n 3 
~OJJ.lder Canyon (Coachella Division) 
Gila (Yuma Mesa Unit) 






Rio Grande (Mesilla Valley) 
w •. C. Austin 
Regi:on 6 
Buffalo Rapids 
~issouri River Basin (Angostura Unit) 
Shoshone (Heart Mountain Division) 
SUD River (Greenfields Division) 
Region 7 
Mirage Flats 
Missouri River Basin 
(Bostwick Division, Superior Canal) 
(Frenchman-Cambridge Div •• Cambridge Canal) 
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a Amount delivered to laterals and does not inclt;tde an additional O. 16 acre foot per 
acre delivered to sinking basin. 
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have lower canal losses as would be normally expected. For example 
the Central Valley Project with 100 percent of its system lined reported 
average canal losses of only 3.8 percent. On the other hand, the 
Boulder Canyon Project, Coachella Division, with 474 miles lined of 
the total 560 miles (84.5 percent) had one of the highest average losses 
of 50.8 percent. Although the losses of the Coachella division averaged 
50.8 percent, in the period of record they have been reduced from 73.8 
percent of the total division in 1950 to 33.4 percent in 1960. The 
reduction in losses between 1950 and 1960 resulted primarily from 
the reduction of management losses (disposal stream 2 of Figure 5). 
In the early 1950· s the long Coachella canal had no provision for 
regulatory storage close to the project and needed water deliveries had 
to be anticipated seven days in advance. Consequently, large quantities 
of water were bypassed to the Salton Sea. With the recent completion 
of regulatory storage close to the project the operational wastes can be 
further reduced and it is believed that ultimately the total losses on the 
system will be reduced to compare with the Central Valley Project (3.8 
percent). 
The average los ses shown in the table indicate the magnitude of the 
saving would be in the order of 35 percent of the water diverted if evapo-
ration and seepage from canals could be eliminated. Most of the data 
combine the disposal streams 1, 2, and 3, Fi~re 5, and the magnitude 
of each is not discernible. A completely lined or enclosed system would 
elinlinate or greatly reduce evapotranspiration and seepage from canals 
and im.prove the physical control necessary to reduce the bypass losses. 
Bypass water 
Bypass water is a non-consumptive loss from the irrigation system, 
and its elimination would reduce the diversion requirements. Bypass 
water is usually returned directly to the water resource system in surface 
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channels and is} therefore. immediately available for subsequent uses. 
the variability and uncertainty of the amounts bypassed would reduce 
the value of such water to potential Users unless storage were possible. 
Since the amQunt of bypass water is largely due to operational 
lihlit\ltions, regulatory storage close to the irrigated land would ni.ake it 
Possible to reduce the amount of water t'cushion" diverted for manage-
:J;hent purpose. Diversion of water in excess of the irrigation require-
ments could usually be eliminated by hav~ng reservoir capacity near the 
farm. land to store or release as the occasion dictated. On many systems, 
P1uch water is lost in bypas s during storm periods when nature sUpplies 
the needed water. and water deliveries are refused after diversion~ into 
the canal have been made. Storage would also nlake it possible to adjust 
the system on such occasions. Water bypas s due to breaks in the canal, 
sluicing actions, and other emeFgericies would not usually be salvaged 
by stora.gl~ on the irrigation project. However, storage .elsewhere on 
the water resource system could effectively salvage such water. 
The quali~y of the bypass water is usually not deteriorated in the 
Use proces s and is ordinarily returned with the same quality as when 
diverted o However, in SOUle cases sediments, dust particles, and 
fertilizers or pesticides may be picked up due to the exposure of the 
water to conditions along the \vater course. This is a possible hazard 
along all water courses, both ll<ltural and man ... n13de. 
The extc,lt of bypass Idsf.\ varies greatly froH1 project to project 
and is usually lUlnped under IIcanal losses." Houk (1951) classifies 
water lost in this way as "waste 1l in Table 2 and 5ho"<"v5 range of water 
loss from less thaT, 1 percent on the Okanogan Project in Washington In 
58 percent on the Yunla Project. High bypass losses are the general rule 
du ring the initial year s on a new project, but such losses are greatly 
rednced v,;ith the ga tl1ing of operation experience. 
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On systems providing water delivery to the users on "demand," 
regulatory storage close to the project is necessary to reduce manage-
ment losses. Structures to insure the physical control of water and 
increase the flexibility of deliveries with respect to time, quantity, and 
location are also requisites to the reduction of bypass losses. 
Evapotranspiration from canals 
As defined in Figure 5, evaporation from canals would also include 
water transpired by the vegetation growing along the canals, and its 
elimination would reduce the vegetation growing along the canal. Most 
large canals are maintained so as to control or eliminate most vegetation 
along the water way, so this mayor may not be serious. 
Reduction in the evapotranspiration can be achieved by canal lining 
or by replacing the open canal with a covered conduit or pipeline. Lining 
a canal usually increases the hydraulic efficiency, thus reducing the area 
of the free water surface. In addition, lining of an earth canal would 
reduce the seepage to the phreatic zone, and thus reduce the transpirational 
depletion. 
Reduction in the evapotranspiration losses from canals should 
improve the water quality somewhat since consumptive use concentrates 
the dissolved solids in the remaining water. Also, measures to reduce 
evaporation would generally also reduce the opportunity for pollutants to 
get into the stream. 
Data regarding the extent of evaporation los ses are very meager, 
and only rough estimates are available. The U. S. Senate Select Committee 
on National Water Resources (1960, Print No. 23, p. 9) contains the 
following statement: 
The range of evaporation from a canal is considered 
to be a small part of the water carried and rarely exceeds 
two per cent of the water diverted and more often .is less 
than 1 per cent. In any particular system, the loss is 
generally less than the accuracy of water measurements 
presently made, so the amount must be computed from 
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data on local evaporation rates. One authority has stated 
that the loss of water due to evaporation is less than one-
fourth of one per cent of the flow on the average. 
On the other hand, for, unlined' systems or where natural channels 
a:rre used for conveyance, transpiration by the phreatic vegetation, when 
Cfdde-d to the direct evaporation from the free water surface, may produce 
con:sumptive losses of significant magnitude. The width of the phreatic 
Zone along the channel may be mmch wider than the channel itself. For 
example, a 30 foot wide canal or natural channel may create a phreatic 
zone several hundred feet wide, and the evapotranspiration losses would 
be proportional to the total area. Houk (1951) pres.ents data indicating 
such losses have: been measured amounting to 12.9 inches during a 30 
day period; 5.33 feet for May to October; and daily maximums of O. 61 
inches. (An evapotranspiration loss of 0.61 inches would amount to 
about O. 3 ds per mile for a 100 foot wide phreatic zone.) On small 
channels this loss could possibly be a's high as 5 percent per mile or 
more. 
Estimates have been made (Print 23) that consumptive waste of 
r million acre feet of water could be reduced by 1980 through an inten-
sive eradication of phreatophytes. Technically, this may be possible, 
but fron, a practical standpoint there are economic and social factors 
legisla.ting against such a reduction. As Gilluly (1971) points out" 
phreatophyte removal conserves' water but destroys habitats for ga!De. 
Su.ch conflicts in reclaiming we-1tlands have also been noted by Goldstein 
(1971). 
The U. S. Senate Select Committee on National Water Resources 
(l9()O, Print 23) indicates that an estimated 2 million acre feet of water 
could be saved annually in the western states by 1980 by use of monolayers 
for reservoir evaporation reduction. Ten years later it is not encour-
aging that such savings are possible. Because of wave action, wind, and 
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degrading, the materials are not maintained on the surface of the water. 
Costs of repeated treatment are high where attempts have been made to 
replace layers as they have been removed. 
Evapotranspiration from the crop area 
Disposal of irrigation water from the crop producing area (as 
mentioned in an earlier chapter) fulfills a basic purpose in the use of 
water for irrigation. Being a consumptive use, it is not compatible with 
any other aggregated or sequential use. Consumptive use results in a 
net reduction of the manageable supply and reduction of the consumptive 
use would, in most all cases, result in a net reduction of the area devoted 
to agricultural production. Water for transpiration is an integral part 
of the photosynthetic process, the conversion of solar energy into food 
and fiber for man, and until genetic strains are developed that are more 
efficient in the use of water, it will be necessary to continue to transpi re 
the large volume of water required of present varieties. There are some 
interesting "closed environment" experiments being tested in Saudi Arabia 
and Mexico which may have utility in special situations. The allocation 
of water for the consumptive use by agriculture must be made with full 
knowledge of the agricultural requirement's compared with those for 
other desirable uses of the supply. 
Besides reducing the quantity, the consumptive use will also change 
the quality of the return flow portion by concentrationg the dissolved 
D'laterials in the remaining return flow. The quality change is mainly 
one of concentration, although some changes in the nature of the TDS 
may occur. In some cases where excess fertilizer applications are 
made (nitrogen) the return flow water may show increases in nitrates. 
Surface runoff 
Since surface runoff is a non-consumptive los s to the irrigation 
use, it does provide a source of supply to sequential users. Like bypass 
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water, it is intermittent and uncertain and storage would be necessary 
for sequential use or reuse to be most effective. Reduction of runoff by 
b.etter on-farm water management would reduce the diversion require.,. 
ments for irrigation and, thereby, increase t~e usable supply for aggre-
gate uses at other points of diversion. As pointed out earlier, the loss 
is easily detected, and measures have been taken on many modern 
irrigation systems to recycle the runoff water. 
The quality of the irrigation return flow resulting from surface 
runoff should not be greatly different from the diverted water. Some 
changes may result from the exposure to the soil surface, erosion of 
soil particles, immdation of plants, and plant residues or other contacts. 
The extent of the chan$e will depend on the nature of the exposure in 
.each case. 
Deep percolation and leaching 
Like seepage from canals, this non-consumptive disposal of 
irrigation water makes major contributions to groundwater recharge 
and return flow for subsequent reuse. The nature and extent of the 
return flow resulting from this disposal stream is similar to return flow 
from canal seepage and, therefore, will not be restated. A major 
difference COncerns the total dissolved solids. In order to maintain the 
productive capacity of agriculture under irrigation, the total salts con-
tained in the applied irrigation water must be concentrated and leached 
away with the water passing below the root zone. A major quality change 
will, therefore, take place. 
Irrigation Return Flow as Manageable Water Supply 
It is estimated that 20 to 40 percent of the water diverted for. 
irrigation is returned to the water resource system and becomes a 
part of the general source of supply to subsequent water users. The 
point has been stressed that to fully evaluate the utility of a given water 
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supply it becomes necessary to follow this return water th;rough do\V-n-
stream user sequences. Opportunity for use of irrigation return flow 
depends on what use potentials exist below the irrigated area and what 
the return flow quality characteristics are. A few examples of use 
patterns which incorporate irrigation return flow follow. The Newlands 
Project in Nevada is discussed in more detail to illustrate the basic 
considerations which are treated generally in the other examples. 
The Newlands Project in Nevada - The Newlands Project was 
one of the earliest projects authorized under the Reclamation Act. It 
was constructed largely for irrigation of lands in the Lower Carson 
River Valley around Fallon, Nevada, with some lands irrigated along 
the transbasin diversion canal that carries Tr~ckee River water into 
the Carson River Basin. Other than irrigation, the only defined use 
authorized was a small amount of hydro-power generation. 
Because of other water demands, particularly on the Lower 
Truckee River. there a.re strong press\':res being exerted on the Bureau 
of Reclamation and the Secretary of the Interior to improve water use 
practices on the Newlands Project in order that less water need be taken 
from the Truckee River. A recently completed study (Clyde, Criddle. 
and Woodward. 1971) examined the entire water use pattern in order to 
assess the potentials for satisfying additional demands through improved 
water management practices. The primary question was: if better 
water husbandry is implemented, so that agricultural production can be 
sustained with lowered water applications, can the water thus "saved" 
be diverted to other uses? This question is being asked throughout the 
irrigated areas of the West and the Newlands Project typifies the con-
siderations that emerge in any such evaluation. 
The consumptive agricultural requirements of lands in the Lower 
Carson River Basin were calculated to be 125, 000 acre feet per year. 
Some 400, 000 acre feet per year have been released from Lahontan 
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Res ervoir to meet this need. Distribution and disposal of the diverted 
quantity is shown in Figure 7. Less than one'-third of the water released 
irom the reservoir is actually consumed in irrigated croplands. Signi-
fjcant quantities of water consisting of reservoir spille and precautionary 
releases, operating spills in the distribution system, and seepage from 
reservoirs, canals, and farm lands, have created a substantial acreage 
of grass pasture around the boundaries of the project proper and supply 
the Stillwater Wildlife .Refuge. Similar excesses from Truckee River 
transbasin diversions have created marshlands in low-lying areas near 
Fernley which have become wildlife management areas, also. These 
pastures, marshes, and sloughs are sustained by the spills and return 
, 
flows that are derived from the irrigation project. They are very 
substantial. 
A number of management changes have been identified that would 
reduce spills and seepage losses. If adopted, water deliveries for 
irrigation could be substantially reduced with no loss of agricultural 
production. A flow chart showing the internal water distribution in the 
Carson Division after possible improvements were initiated, is shown 
in Figure 8. While reductions in diversions by nearly one-fourth 
(90, 000 acre feet) could be accomplished without detrimental effect on 
irrigated agricultural production since consumptive demands would be 
unaffected, the deliveries and consumption to the Carson Pasture and 
the Stillwater Wildlife Management area would be reduced by about one-
third. It is believed that the agricultural value of the pasture area would 
not be decreased (perhaps even enhanced) by proper managenlEmt of the 
reduced water supply, but the values associated with the aquatic habitat 
that now exists in the pasture area would be lost. (It should be noted 
that the non-specific evapotranspiration losses shown in Figures 7 and 
8, 90, 000 and 55, 000 respectively, contain the quantities in the disposal 











.When 36,000 AF hadded tor 
the Truckee Division, the 
total is 406,000. 
Figure 7. Flow chart of historical internal water distribution in the 
Carson Division. Newlands Project area, 1930-1970. (In 










* When 16,000 AF is added for 
the Truckee Divillion,tbe 
tptal is 311,000. 
Figure 8, Flow chart of internal water distribution in the Carson 
Division. Newlands Project area, after possi1Jle improve-
m.ents. (In 1,000 acre feet per year. ) 
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diffused evapotranspirational residuals or subsurface outflows that 
would have to be occurring if all other input and output quantities are 
correCt). Improved management suggestions would result in a reduction 
in deliveries from the Truckee diversion to the Lahontan Reservoir of 
65,000 acre feet (see Figure 9). If the irrigated lands being served 
t 
directly out of the Truckee Canal (mostly around the Fernley area) 
were to adopt sprinkler methods of water application, diversions from 
the river could be further reduced by 25,000 acre feet. Thus, about 
90,000 acre feet could be made available for other uses on the Lower 
Truckee which terminates in Pyramid Lake. The before and after water 
flow patterns on the Truckee side are shown in Figure 9. 
It is quite clear from the diagrams of Figures 7, 8, and 9 that 
the wildlife management areas absorb the major impacts of changes in 
operation and management of the irrigation project. 
Official recognition of the Stillwater Wildlife Management Area 
was not made until many years after the reclamation project had been 
built. It was established in a 1948 agreement between the Truckee-
Carson Irrigation District, the Nevada Department of Fish and Game 
and'the Federal Fish and Wildlife Service. Since that time there has 
been appreciable capital and operational investments made in maintaining 
this area as a wildlife refuge and a public shooting range. Some 324 
water control structures have been built, 61 miles of canals, ditches, 
and drains have been made, 42 miles of dikes and levees have been con-
structed, and 45 miles of fence have been installed (USDI Task Force, 
1964). Implementation of the improved irrigation management practices 
and subsequent reduction in diversions would result in a permanent loss 
of 15,000 acres of wetlands habitat and 3750 waterfowl produced annually. 
It would also result in the annual displacement of an estimated 1,760,000 
waterfowl use days, 5550 waterfowl hunter use days, 2475 wildlife 
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Figure 9. Flow diagram showblg thedifferencesin water deliveries and uses along the Truckee 
Canal as result of changing the irrigation pl"actices. 
The significant point to be made from all this is that irrigation 
efficiencies have little to do with increasing or decreasing the water 
supply of an area and that where use patterns are established (all water 
in use) new uses must come at the expense of ~xisting ones. If the 
Stillwater Wildlife Refuge and! or the Fernley Wildlife Management 
Area have developed a legitimate right to the amounts of water presently 
consumed, then reducing amounts of water now being supplied from 
irrigation return flow would require an equivalent replacement via 
some other route (l;Jee Figures 7 and 8). What might be viewed as 
"savingsll from the standpoint of potential users in the Truckee River 
basin must be viewed as "losses" by the wildlife management interests 
in the Carson Basin. Any reallocation of water must be based on a 
weighting of social preferences. 
Sevier River - The Sevier River in Utah is a closed basin in which 
all of the water occurring as precipitation eventually is evaporated and 
transpired in the basin. There are seven dams along the Sevier River 
which at times during each year divert all the flow from the river at 
that point. Irrigation of lands below these dry diversions depends, to 
a large extent, upon the return flow from the irrigated land above and 
from storage water from the flood flows during the early spring runoff. 
The water from this river is used and reused time and time again in 
the process of irrigating the lands of the several valleys along the 
course of the river. Since the water of the Sevier River is so completely 
utilized, an improved economy based on water development depends on 
a "redistributionll of consumptive uses. By this is mea.nt the depriving 
of water from one use and allowing an equivalent increase in water con-
sumption by a different use of greater economic or social importance. 
As in the previous example there are opportunities to ftsalvage" water 
from the considerable acreages of high water table pasture and wetlands 
that exist in the basin and divert the net reduction in consumptive use 
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thereby produced to other legitimate uses. The tradeoffs are some-
what the same as in the previous example. Here again, contrary to 
conclusions that are frequently drawn regarding increased on-farm 
irrigation efficiencies and the subsequent development of a new supply 
consisting of the resulting reduced diversion requirement (see for 
example USDA report IIWater and Re1~ted Land Resources, Sevier 
River Basin, Utah, 1969), irrigation efficiencies only affect the basin 
water supply as they change routing, quality, and timing of flow to 
downstream points. These changes may be either beneficial or detri-
mental depending on the demand characteristics of subsequent users. 
Quality changes downstream are indicated by the fact that at the 
headwaters the total dissolved solids amount to about 100 parts per 
million, whereas, at the last diversion point of the river (Conk's 
Diversion Dam) the total dissolved solids have increased to about· 
5,000 parts per million. Return flow from the irrigated lands below 
the Conk's Diversion contains such high salt concentrations that it has 
no further value for agriculture. However, the return flow at this 
point does feed marsh areas and wildlife regions between the lower 
Sevier Valley and Sevier Lake- -the ultimate sink. 
Heber Valley - On-farm irrigation efficiencies are known to be 
low in the Heber Valley, located along the water course of the Provo 
River in Utah some 30 miles upstream from a major irrigated area in 
the Utah County vicinity. The rather permeable soils and valley fill 
absorb large quantities of water during the early irrigation season •. 
This buildup in groundwater storage serves to delay water movement 
down the river system and thus extends and augments the late season 
flow to downstream points. High irrigation efficiencies in Heber Valley 
would effectively eliminate the use of this natural groundwater reserYQir 
which would have to be replaced with an equivalent amount of surface 
storage (and additional allowance for evaporation). Hence, the Hming 
of flow to subsequent users is improved as a result of in,efficient irri-
gation. Encouragement to increase on-farm irrigation efficienes in 
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Heber Valley on grounds of "water savingsll to the public may not only 
entail increased public costs in Heber Valley but to Provo Valley users 
as well since they must obtain additional artificial regulation to compen-
sate for the natural regulation eliminated. 
Grand Valley, Colorado - A contrasting situation to that previously 
discussed occurs in the Grand Valley of Colorado. In studying the 
problems of salinity control in this area, Skogerboe and Walker (1971) 
found that exces sive amounts of water were being applied to the land. 
Although this excess returns to the river system, enroute it comes in 
contact with the salty shale formations beneath the valley and picks up 
a large salt load. The II loading II of the return flow water with salt 
greatly reduces the value of that water as a source for other users. 
In this instance higher irrigation efficiencies necessitating lesser 
diversions would leave the water in much better condition for downstream 
users. 
Twin Falls, Idaho - Another example in the Twin Falls area (Carter 
et al., 1971) indicates that nearly all of the water not consumed in the 
irrigation process is returned to the Snake River (very minor incidental 
consumption), and the drainage water from the irrigated land has ideal 
temperature and quality characteristics for fish hatcheries and other 
uses before the water is returned to the river. Higb_er efficiencies in 
this instance which would reduce the return flow components and thereby 
change the timing and temperature of water available to the hatchery 
and other subsequent users would be more detrimental than helpful. 
These exmples are cited to illustrate that "losses" in on-farm 
water use may not be "losses" in the real sense but play an impor-
tant role in providing water supplies for other uses. In other words, 
irrigation efficiency is certainly not synonymous with utility. Effi-
ciency terms permit comparisons of practice but not. comparisons 
of utility viewed· in river basin perspective. In considering 
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aggregated and integrated uses, the quantity and quality requirements 
of the different uses must be well understood in order to devise a manage-
ment scheme that will extend the utility for all uses. 
While irrigation normally brings about an increase in salt con-
centration of return waters, there are many cases where the \lse of 
water for irrigation enhances the use of water for subsequent uses. 
The irrigated soil profile may serve as an excellent mechanism for con-
ditioning sewage effluent waters. Reservoirs constructed for irrigation 
purposes are used simultaneously for flood control, recreation (fishing. 
boating. swim.m.ing), and wildlife. Many ~eservoir s are mUlti-purpose, 
serving a number of uses simultaneously, although the original purpose 
was for storage for irrigation. There are many examples of this. Often 
the quality of water is improved in impoundments such that less treat-
rrlent is required when municipal use supercedes irrigation use. 
Irrigation canals, like reservoirs, may also have a multiple use 
component. Many cases can be cited where the canal is used, for fishing, 
boating, swimming, and aesthetics. The canal and canal right of way 
often provide wildlife habitats or recreation(l,l areas. 
Water and Outdoor Recreation 
"Water is a focal point for outdoor recreation enjoyment. Four 
of the 16 most popular outdoor recreation activities identified by the 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in its April. 1967. pUblication, Outdoor 
Recreation Trends. take place in or onwater. These activities are: 
swimn:Ling, which ranks second only to walking for pleasure in popu-
la:dty, fishing, boating, and w'l.ter skiing. Many other activities such 
a9 camping and picnicking are enhanced by a lake or stream setting. 
The number of water-based recreation facilities as measured by the number 
of recreation occasions is already great and is increasing annually. 
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From 1960 to 1965, there was a 44 percent increase in the number of 
times persons went swimming; the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
anticipates a 49 percent increase over the 1960 figure by 1980. During 
the same five-year period from 1960-65, the number of fishing occasions 
increased 76 percent and the number of water skiing occasions increased 
121 percent. II (USDI, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, 1967.) 
The National Survey of Fishing and Hunting for 1965, conducted by 
the Bureau of the Census and reported by the United States Department of 
Interior in its Resource Publication #. 27 further substantiates the grow-
ing popularity of two water-based recreation activities; fishing and hunting. 
According to this report: 
In 1965, 28,348,000 people were engaged in sport fishing. They 
spent $2,925, 304,000. This sport utilized 522, 759,000 recreation days. 
In 1965, 1,650,000 waterfowl hunters were engaged in this form 
of recreation activity. They spent $87, 136,000. This water-based 
sport utilized 13, 526, 000 recreation days. 
The 1969 Report of the Chief, U. S. Forest Service, enumerates 
21 recreation activities of visitors to National Forests, National Grasslands· 
and other lands administered by the Forest Service for 1969. Of the 21 
activities, 6 are directly dependent on water: Boating, water s~iing, and 
other water sports, winter sports, swimming and scuba diving, fishing, 
and ice and snow craft. These six activities comprise 19. 3 percent of 
the total number of visitor-days of recreation use. The remaining 14 
categories of recreation activities are enhanced by the presence of run-
ning or still water bodies, particularly such activities as camping, 25.6 
percent of the total use, picnicking, hiking, resort use, scenic driving, 
etc. 
The trend in number of sales and value of boats and boat trailers 
sold in the United States is supporting evidence of recreation demand on 
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water-based recreation areas. Trends for the past 20 years are as 
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These estimates appear not to include canoes, sail boats, or row 
boats which could presumably add 2 to 3 million more boats used. 
These data are numerically and monetarily impressive, but it 
should not be as sumed that they alone indicate the value and increasing 
demand for water- based recreation. Much of the outdoor recreation 
demand is based on the quality of the environment for aesthetics, solitude, 
naturalness, photographic opportunity, etc., which is enriched and en-
hanced by water. 
Recreation and Aggregated Water Uses 
Any typical drainage basin has natural characteristics which vary 
fr'om headwaters to mouth. These di£feririg characteristics in flow 
volumes, flow velocities, temperatures, chemical, physical, and 
biological constituents, along with associated physiographic, climatic, 
and plant cover complexes, determine recreational and. aesthetic poten-
tials. The upper portions of drainage systems are usually characterized 
by small high gradient streams with relatively low flow, high local 
velocities, and low temperatures. Down the stream the flow tends to 
increase because of the collection of stream systems, gradients tend 
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to reduce. and temperatures tend to increase. Che:mically the changes 
tend from low concentrations of total dissolved solids at the upper 
portions of the watersheds to higher concentrations at the lower portions 
of the watersheds. Concomitant with the total dissolved solids increase 
is the increase in specific limiting che:mical qualities. 
Biologically, changes are closely related to changes in the physical 
quality of the strea:m system. The upper portions of the watersheds are 
usually low in species diversity. In the lower portion of a watershed 
divers,ity tends to increase. If the elevation changes are sufficiently 
great in the te:mperate areas, the syste:m changes frOIn a cold water 
trout syste:m in the upper reaches, to a war:m water fish syste:m at the 
lower reaches. On any natural system, or a syste:m which is not 
utilized for anything other than what :might be applied to recreation, the 
quality of the fisheries might be considered as self sustaining under 
proper manage:ment. Fisheries developing in the natural ecosyste:ms , . 
have developed there because all of the requisites for survival of that 
species are present. 
In general; throughout such an idealized syste:m, waters are suit-
able for body contact. Such uses as boating, water skiing. etc., are 
dependent largely upon adequate water volu:me, and where lakes occur 
on the syste:m, the water is totally available for that use. Since the 
water is not :modified in any way fro:m the natural system, its natural 
aesthetic qualities are high. While the system just de'scribed is IInorrnal" 
or lIaverage ll it is subject to wide natural variations at all points. Strea:m-
flow :may range fro:m a quiet trickle to a raging torrent.' These extremes--
completely natural- -can play havoc with biologic systems within or in 
proximity to the nor:mal channel. Certain recreational potentials are 
severely diminished because of these extre:me fluctuations in natural 
flows. 
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As tnan perturbs this systetn the recreational and aesthetic 
potentials associated with the original hydrologic equilibriutn are also 
changed. Perturbations that entail significant new depletions (such as 
irrigation) affect all recreational potentials below the point of d.iversion. 
Even if the tnan-tnade use is not depletive the physical works to initiate 
the use tnay profoundly influence the aquatic ecosystetn of the streatn 
system. For example, power generation usually requires the con-
struction of dams which affect the life cycle of anadromous species of 
fish. Navigation utilization usually requires dredging of systems which 
can and do affect habitat for aquatic populations. Utilization of the 
systetn as receiving waters for industrial and domestic wastes changes 
the chemical quality of the water so as to influence the aquatic ecosystem 
naturally developing in that area, also. 
Drainage of portions of the aquatic systetn such as tnarshes or 
lakes can influence the production of waterfowl in areas where marshes 
and/or lakes are utilized for nesting or resting habitat. However, such 
practices greatly reduce volutne depletion at that point and result in 
increased supplies available to downstream points. 
In general, any utilization of a water body changes the hydrologic 
characteristics which in turn influence the aquatic ecosystetn. Some 
changes may be imperceptible--others massive. As a general rule, 
some recreational potentials are diminished, others enhanced, when a 
new hydrologic equilibrium is established. Wherever water is im-
pounded a whole array of recreational and aesthetic uses are possible 
that were not possible before. Yet the inundation and physical works 
tnay have removed pertnanently certain other recreational and aesthetic 
opportunities. Lake Mead behind Hoover Dam and Lake Powell behind 
Glen Canyon Dam are excellent exatnples. Both have created vast 
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recreational potentials accessible to millions while sacrificing certain 
unique potentials utilized by relatively few. Water under control 
provides assurances that permit effective development and management 
of recreational and aesthetic potentials. On the other hand there is a 
certain unique majesty, beauty, and power in a wild river that has 
recreational and aesthetic appeal as well. 
Changes in water quality also have a profound effect on aquatic 
ecosystems and set limits to the amount and kinds of recreational and 
aesthetic uses possible. Domestic and industrial wastes generally 
always reduce recreational potentials. Thermal wastes ITlay have 
beneficial effects on some potentials and a definite detrimental effect 
on others. Measures which preserve or protect water quality will 
normally greatly enhance recreational and aesthetic opportunities. 
On any drainage basin a multiplicity of uses is to be expected. 
These uses (including recreation) involve both consumptive and non-
consumptive uses of water. The problem involving the extension of 
recreation use of the system is basically one of management of that 
system where a real assessment of conflicting uses and their trade offs 
must be made to maximize the utilization of that water for the needs of 
society. 
Underinvestment in Water-based Recreation 
It has been argued that good quality water is given high priority 
as a setting or a medium for pursuing outdoor. recreatibnactivities by 
the American public. So much so, in fact, that it could be considered 
a prerequisite for most activities. Additionally, there is sufficient 
reason to support the hypothesis: as measured by today' s social 
priorities water-based recreation has been underdeveloped and under-
invested as a beneficial use of our water resources •. 
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Support for this hypothesis can be found in three areas: 
(1) The Decision Structure - With more recent exceptions recre-
ational benefits have never formally been considered in water resource 
planning. 
(2) Empirical Evidence - Historical development of water resources 
has relegated recreational development to a low priority role. 
(3) Changing Social Values - The present real national concern 
with environmental quality is indicative of either an increase or the 
, 
emergence of aesthetic quality in our natural environment to be of higher 
rank in our social values. 
Recreation historically has been provided as a free fringe benefit 
of underdeveloped lands or as a side effect of resource exploitation for 
agricultural, industrial, or urban developments. Whether water 
development is in the public or private sector recreational benefits 
have largely been externalities to these development decisions. 
Until fairly recently, the recreationists haven 1 t had a serious 
problem since private development has not seriously curtailed the supply 
or impaired the quality of recreational fringe benefits. Now, however, 
l~' 
there is conflict. An increasing demand for recreation and an aesthe-
tically pleasing natural environment is accompanied by rising demands 
for other uses that must be met with a fixed supply and a definite 
deterioration in quality. 
Empirically. there is much to suggest underdevelopment in 
recreation and aesthetic quality. Recreational development has largely 
been confined to headwaters of drainage systems - -not by design but as 
a residual since these areas are not suitable for industrial or agricultural 
development. In the valleys and coastal plains, pollution and land use 
have normally proceeded to the point of precluding recreational use 
and have paid little heed to aesthetic quality. River banks and flood 
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plains are frequently not used for agriculture or industry, but are 
simple refuse disposal areas. It is not argued that these other uses 
are not important or that they sho1l;ld not have higher priority. However, 
with some additional expenditure, the recreational and aesthetic aspects 
might have been provided for without curtailing the other uses even in 
heavily populated and industrially developed areas. A careful search 
would probably show that such extra expenditures have seldom if ever 
been considered. 
Finally, in an era of changing social values and national priorities, 
the concern with environmental quality is certain to intensify with time 
and be manifested through more and more regulation and limitation of 
private developmental activity. This concern for improved natural 
environm.ents is in itself a statement that the social priority for 
aesthetics and recreation has been improperly considered and that 
these services. are currently underdeveloped. 
Recreation in a Regional Water 
Systems Planning Context 
Extension of non-urban utility of water use, particularly recre-
ational utility, cannot be properly considered in isolation from urban 
and industrial uses. Recreational needs have been greatly emphasized 
recently and are probably the most underdeveloped in terms of present 
social needs.· Water resource planning and decision making at the 
regional or river basin level will reveal the present "mis-allocations ll 
and can suggest the kind of exchanges and transfers needed to maximize 
utility over the .entire system. 
A simple example of the kinds of changes that might occur with 





illustration indicates the typical development of a river basin (system 
A) and one possible alternative develop~ent with basin pianning (system 
B) in which recreation and aesthetic benefits are given high value and 
priority. The basic change would be eliminating the headwater-to-
estuary order of independent, least cost extraction' of water from the 
system and replacing it with a monetarily more expensive collective 
pumpback and sewage treatment system. While more expensive, the 
system could develop much greater recreational, health, and commercial 
fisheries benefits; provide higher quality water to the primary users; and 
may produce greater total net utility for the system. 
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Figure 10. Example of regional development to provide greater recreation benefit. 
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It is hypothesized that in this case: 
BB + RB 
is greater than 
BA + RA 
C B CA 
or, at least, 
BB + RB - C B is greater than BA + RA - CA 
Implementation of system B implies a change in tax structures 
and a change in the incidence of benefitS and costs. The point to be 
made here is that th,e possibilities of improving system utility through 
analyses of the type presented above need to be considered. Such 
planning philosophy applied to river basins with all gradations of 
development. would require freedom to move points of diver sion, 
transfer. and exchange water from present patterns, etc. Although 
present water law provides procedures for making all these changes, 
consideration of possible constraints would need to be carefully con-
sidered. 
Recreation Benefits 
The utility or benefit received by outdoor recreation users can 
seldom be expressed in monetary terms, the traditional and most 
commonly accepted index of value or utility. This lack of a consistent 
monetary yardstick for recreational values has plagued citizen, con-
gressmen, land use and water resource planner alike. It's clear that 
benefits exist. but what are they? How do you compare the value of IOO 
man-days of fishing with the value of a given quantity of irrigation 
water? 
U sing the economic models outlined by Hotelling (1947) and Clawson 
(1959), scores of economic studies have been made to determine the 
dollar value of various kinds of recreation resources (Brown et aL , 
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1964, Stevens. 1965, Cicchetti et al., 1969). These studies have been 
useful for planning and policy decisions regarding where and what kind 
of recreation to develop, but they ha'ye not been satisfactory in yielding 
dollar values to corn.'pare with other resource use alternatives. The 
Federal Government attempted to deal with this problem by as signing 
arbitrary "judgment" values in dollars per man-day to a variety of 
water related recreational activities (U.S. Congress, Senate, 1962). 
While having some merit in giving a standard set of values for all 
project analyses. the specified dollar values are not accepted as having 
any real relationship to the benefits received by the user. 
This weakness in establishing dollar values for recreational 
benefits suggests that recreation is likely to be disadvantaged in develop-
mental situations where it is competing against alternatives with well-
developed do11ar benefits. This disadvantage probably increases as 
the decision moves from the federal to state to local level. 
This benefit quantification problem will likely never be resolved 
as long as most recreational activities are provided free of charge to 
the user by the public. The best solutio~ to the problem has been pointed 
out repeatedly by economists and recently was strongly recommended 
by the Public Land Law Review Commission: Charge user-fees to at 
least cover supply costs for publicly provided outdoor recreation. 
Outdoor recreation is largely an activity of the middle and upper 
income classes who spend parts of their incomes for equipment and 
services related to recreation. Other than the 11tradition" of free recre-
ation and some inconveniences and problems of administration, good 
reasons have not been advanced as to why the users shouldn't pay. 
If users did pay, then many of the valuation and problems of 
comparing recreation with competing alternatives would diminish. With 
regard to the present problem of extending the utility of existing water 
supplies, itls likely that recreational uses of water would increase, 
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replacing presently beneficial uses of water which show less monetary 
benefits. 
Many possibilities exist for extending recreation benefits from 
existing water supplies, usually through more comprehensive utilization 
~f water development facilities. Hypothetical examples are developed below 
to illustrate the kinds of potential recreational benefits from increases 
associated with two major water development facilities:· Agricultural 
Irrigation Systems and Impoundments. 
Case I. Irrigation Facilities (Figure 11). 
System A represents a typical development of irrigation water, 
where towns I and 2 have water rights to all but the city' s domestic 
water and have constructed low cost open canal systems which are closed 
to public access. The city has little local recreation other than interior 
city parks. 
System B represents the collective development of the irrigation 
system to extend its recreational utility. In this example the towns have 
agreed to various kinds of changes in the system which are financed 
either through user fees or directly by the city. Low loss, high efficiency 
covered canals are built for the cropland of town 2 resulting in a lower 
water requirement. By diking and other techniques a marsh is created 
d?wn slope from the cropland from surface and subsurface irrigation 
runoff. This provides a fee public hunting area and a waterfowl refuge. 
The canals going to the cropland of town 1 are altered to provide 
ponds for fishing and a hiking-cycling path. The reservoir is enlarged 
and a road access park developed. 
For this case it is assumed that increased efficiency in canal 
design and irrigation use has at least compensated for the increased 
evapotranspiration water loss from the ponds and reservoir. Additionally, 
it is assumed that more than enough additional recreational benefits are 
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Figure 11. Hypothetical modifications to a typical irrigation development 
to extend recreational utility. 
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provided to cover the additional cost of the irrigation system and the 
recreational facilities. 
Here again it is not assumed that any of the specific developments 
are generally feasible but that plannin~ and decision authorities should 
be formed which can at least formally consider such possibilities. There 
.\ 
are thousands of irrigation canals currently in existence and more plan-
ned. It seems reasonable that at least part of this network would lend 
itself to developments of the kind suggested in the example. 
Of critical importance in the consideration of recreatj.onalu.se of 
irrigation facilities is the matter of liability for mishaps that may occur. 
Irrigation companies must have assurances that they will not be held 
liable for use of their facilities which could result in accidents and 
drownings. At present many irrigation companies are inclined to take 
rneasures to detract from complimentary uses rather than attract them 
because of unfavorable court decisions and heavy judgments against the 
owner of the facilities. Costly damage awards can quickly and surely 
discourage recreational uses of facilities owned and operated for another 
primary purpose. 
Case II. An Impoundment (Figure 12). 
System A depicts a typical multi-purpose reservoir built to 
minimize the costs of providing the primary outputs: power and irri-
gation. Considerable recreational benefits are provided incidental to 
the impoundment- -probably more than existed prior to impoundment 
construction. 
System B represents the same impoundment constructed for more 
flexible operation and with specific design to increase the recreational 
benefits. Additional benefits are provided in the impoundment through 
a larger surface area and a smaller surface level fluctuation- -a con-
dition greatly enhancing second home and park development. Down-
stream the multiple penstocks provide the ability to adjust temperature 
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Figure 12. Exam.ple of design m.odifications in an im.poundm.ent to 
increase recreational opportunities. 
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and oxygen content of the water outflow. Additionally outflow rates are 
more closely regulated to reduce downstream fluctuations and thus 
• 
stabilize the river below the impoundment. These characteristics will 
particularly enhance the downstream fisheries by improving water 
quality and adjusting for spawning periods of anadromous fisheries. 
This increased flexibility will likely require a more expensive 
facility, increase the evapotranspiration loss in the impoundment and 
reduce the power and irrigation benefits. Some means would have to 
be found for the consumers of the recreational benefits to pay these 
increased costs. 
It is not suggested here that the additional developments are justi-
fiable, only that they should be considered in the planning of impound-
ments. 
Natural Area Preserves 
A dilemma is posed to the outdoor recreationist and economist 
alike by the disposition of the natural areas, refuges, or species pre-
serves. This category of outdoor recreation use includes such areas 
designated as wild rivers, lakes and streams in wilderness areas, or 
areas which include rare and endangered species. 
In the early stages of development of our country, natural areas 
were abundant and in close proximity to all of the population •. As the 
country developed, the increasing population encroached upon the 
wilderness and developed the vast majority of the waterways, and the 
natural lakes. Only those areas inaccessible or not suitable for 
development remained relatively untouched. Though these areas were 
a much greater distance away from the majbrityof the population, a 
good portion of the U. S. population became alarmed at what appeared 
to them as the inevitable loss of natural. areas. As a consequence, con-
siderable national empathy for preservation of remaining natural areas 
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and rare and/or endangered species developed and considerable political 
pressure was brought against further development of natural areas. 
The situation as it has developed is roughly analogous to a supply 
and demand relationship in economics. As the supply of natural areas 
approached a minimum, the demand for these areas began to increase 
sharply. The cost had to be measured in political terms while the 
benefits were measured in social terms. 
An economic as sessment of such areas can be made but only after 
the fact. In other words, after an area is declared a natural, inviolate 
area, the cost can be assessed in terms of the opportunity costs of not 
developing the area for other purposes. The dilemma, however, lies 
in the fact that such a postfacto application of economics has absolutely 
no predictive power and therefore cannot easily become part of a model 
based on cost-benefits. The only means currently available to get 
out of this dilemma is to establish a priori that a specific natural area 
is invaluable and that the environment, in this case the aquatic environ-
ment, must be maintained in the quality necessary to preserve the 
natural area. This does not necessarily mean that the entire stretch 
of a river must be excluded from any kind of development. The Salmon 
River in Idaho, for example, has irrigation and industrial use in its 
upper reaches, while through the central portion of its length it is consid-
ered a wild river. The primary requisites for maintaining it a wild 
river are maintenance of a minimum water visual quality not different 
from what would occur naturally and maintaining a volume of flow 
sufficient to maintain the impression of a large river. The bank area 
must remain undeveloped. then the components of .a wild river are 
maintained. 
Similarly with a population of rare or endangered species of fish, 
the environment must be maintained Within the limits of the fish t s 
requirements, insuring the survival of that species. This need not 
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preclude developments compatible with the water quality requirements 
necessary to maintain the rare or endangered species of fish. 
A systems approach to the evaluation of alternatives in a water 
utilization plan for a river basin could give some predictive power I and 
perhaps a means to measure the opportunity cost value in dollars for a 
natural area. In any case such an approach identifies alternatives and 
it is not until these alternatives are implemented that the true value of 
an act of preservation can be established. 
It should be emphasized that the decision not to reserve a specific 
natural area is usually irreversible. Once gone the area cannot be 
retrieved. For this reason it is extremely important to a priori identify 
and fully describe all such possible areas in a river basin. To avoid 
costly mistakes when viewing in retrospect, extraordinary efforts should 
be taken to fully analyze and consider each possible natural area inthe 
public forums. 
A Need for Quantification 
Evaluation of recreation benefits is one major limitation in 
developing rec~eation use of water. A second problem is the lack of 
compiled technical data on the water and other input requirements to 
provide water-based recreation. The water resource planner currently 
has few tools with which to systematically deter·mine the nature and cost 
of possible recreational developments on a water~course. Quantitative 
estimates of the recreational activity im})act of different water develop-
ment policies are even more difficult to make. An approach toward 
classification of water related recreation is given in the Appendix. 
Factors Which Constrain Achievement of Optimum Utility 
Although the factor s which affect the achievement of high water 
use efficiencies in aggregated uses can be generally cate:gorized similarly 
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to the individual use example, the complexity of quantifying the precise 
nature and magnitude of their effect is infinitely more difficult. In the 
following sections the legal, institutional, organizational, economic, 
sociological, and educational constraints are treated. 
Legal and Institutional Constraints 
Orderly water development and stable and efficient utilization over 
long periods of time require the establishment of ground rules setting 
equitable bounds on the way water can be used. Such rules or laws 
must ideally encourage the full development and use of water resources 
while prohibiting wasteful and harmful practices. They should be non-
discriminatory and durable in accommodating transitions in use so that 
potential for developing conflict will be minimized. 
Generally, water is considered to be the property of the public, 
available for individual use while protecting both public interest and 
individual rights. Certainty of the right is a basic necessity of any 
water law. Consequently, water is normally viewed as a right of 
property to which protection is afforded by provisions of the federal 
and· state constitutions. In order to provide a clear statement of an 
individual water right, states have evolved statutory and administrative 
procedures for acquiring water rights, considering protests, specifying 
conditions of forfeiture, adjudicating water rights, and maintaining a 
central registry of water rights, and distributing water in accordance 
with those rights. 
Water quantity-quality administrative dichotomy 
The expressions of policy and intent for water quality management 
promulgated by Congress and implemented currently by the Environmental 
Protection Agency are appropriate and well intended. However, policies 
and procedures to implement water quality standards have shown a 
general disregard for practical considerations of water right structure. 
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The setting of water quality standards can impair existing water rights 
and, in effect, can perform a reallocation of water within a given stream 
system. The setting of standards within a river basin may also ca:use 
imbalance in the sharing of the burden of water quality maintenance. 
Most states have established agencies for administering water 
quality measures separate and independent from the agency traditionally 
charged with allocating and policing the rights to its use. The jurisdiction 
of such control agencies is generally broad, covering all water in the 
state as do the water rights agencies. Since quality and quantity problems 
are inseparable in actual use situations, but governed or administered 
separately by independent agencies, the potential for conflict is obvious. 
Most states have adopted strong statewide goals in water quality manage-
ment. As these are pursued, attention must be paid 'to the body of exist-
ing law pertaining to water rights or there may result some unreasonable 
and severe impairments to maximizing water utility. California has 
wisely recognized that jurisdiction over water quality should be correlated 
with the function of allocating water quantity by combining the water rights 
and water quality control functions. 
On a regional basis, the Colorado River provides a good example 
of this water right-water quality protection dichotomy. Many years ago, 
the Colorado River Basin states recognized that because of the hydrologIC 
unity existing in river basins all users should have their interests weighed 
in cornmon. They subsequently attempted a compact dividing the water 
of the Colorado River among member states. Thus, in the cornmon 
knowledge that orderly economic growth of the states served by the 
Colorado River SystelTI depended on having a known water supply from 
which to plan its developments, the states proceeded to divide the water. 
The 1922 Colorado River Conlpact failed to divid'e the flow of the river 
among individual states, but it did accomplish a division between the 
upper and lower basin states, with the gaging station at Lee Ferry as 
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the dividing point. From the water allocated in the 1922 compact, the 
upper basin states spelled out the limits of utilization of each member 
state by the so-called Upper Colorado River Compact, consummated in 
1948. Since that time each state in the upper basin has been free to 
reallocate and administer the use of its Colorado River system water 
to any legitimate need in attempting to maximize the utility of available 
water within the limit of depletion allotments. 
Over the years new uses have been made of Colorado River system 
water. Many more are contemplated. Each Colorado River Basin state 
has made tremendous investment in planning and development of its water 
entitlement. Each has made projections and long range decisions based 
on the certainty of their compact allocation and their water right structure. 
The problems in this basin arising from setting quality standards without 
reference to compact terms, hydrologic characteristics, and water rights 
structure, would be tremendous. For example, if dissolved solids con-
centration limits at particular points were set close to· ~xisting levels in 
accordance with the non-degradation policy, the TDS limit might well be 
exceeded before the depletion entitlement of the region upstream is 
reached. Thus, the arbitrary establishment of permissible salt con-
centrations could be in direct conflict with the terms of the Colorado 
River compacts or could result in the complete abrogation of them. 
Reasonable use and development by upstream users might be restricted 
because of the quality standards adopted at key points lower down the 
river system. To fix standards at present levels (in terms of con-
centration) would place the entire burden of quality control On those 
states which are still developing their water. ,They could only develop 
at considerable expense of treating or reconditioning effluents. 
The incompatibility problem that can arise between quality stand-
ards and water rights might be paralleled by considerations of low flow 
augmentation as a remedy for deteriorating quality. As the process of 
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use and re-use continues, cherrticCLI, physical, bacteriological, or 
thermal pollution may increase with each withdrawal. Concentrations 
, \ 
become highest when flows are lowest. Consequently, . provision to 
augment low flows, to reduce the concentration of undesirable con-
stituents, is a desirable practice. Better re,gulation of. natural stream .. 
flow so that dry season flows can be augmented, would assure. that .' 
critical water quality concentrations a,re not approached so quickly •. 
Thus, a greater spectrum of users could be served and the utility of 
the supply extended. The Sena~e Select Gommittee on National Water" 
Resources attempted to assess the amount. of dilution water requi1."'ed 
(following treatment) to maintain generally accepted water quality for 
each water resource region. 'I'he volumes estimated were substantial. 
Despite the stress placed on low flow augmentation and its obvious 
effectiveness for improving water quality, it generally has not been 
recognized as a legitimate ben~ficial -q,se of water understate water law. 
The uses made possible by the augznentation practice would be recog-
nized, but there is no provision for appropriation of water for dilution' 
items. In a fully appropriated river basin where perhaps interstate 
compacts apportion allowable state depletions and state laws' specify 
allocations to specific uses, augmentation may be possible only by 
rearrangement of existing water rights. Asa result of the steady 
degradation in quality from upstream to downstream points, the need 
for flow augmentation would appear first at lower regions. Without 
import, augmentation may only be accomplished by restrictingde·pletions 
at upstream locations so that greater flowvol':1mes could proceed to -' 
downstream points. Conversely, if legitimate. compacted or adjudicated 
water rights for specific uses at downstreap:1 locations are subsequently 
negated, not by lack of water availability but by quality deterioration, 
then their rights are surely inva1idated~ It. is quite obvious that existing 
water right patterns and a river basin perspective must accompany any 
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considerations of low flow augmentation. 
The prevalent pattern of setting quality standards and implement-
ing pollution control measures without regard to vested water rights can 
lead to serious conflict between and within states and regions. 
Water rights problems 
Over the years a number of water right problems have developed 
which may be affecting efficient use of water. Certain practices were 
adopted that seemed desirable at the time but which now appear to be 
adverse to the best utilization of the water. 
Water transfers. Some states have long standing laws making 
irrigation water pertinent to a specific tract of land and transfers from 
one area to another or from one use to another is not permitted. In 
other states, the laws permit transfers providing other rights are not 
adversely affected by the change. If water transfers are restricted, the 
opportunity for increasing the returns from use of the water is reduced. 
If change is permitted within the pricing system, an improved use of 
the water should result. The original developer should be compensated 
for his investment and efforts, but the resource would be available to 
benefit society at whatever level of need exists at the time of develop-
menta 
Eminent domain. In general, municipalities have the power of 
eminent domain and can obtain the water needed, if such exists, at any 
time and at some reasonable cost. It must be pointed out, however, that 
municipalities, like individuals, may need to be under some control. 
Often cities attempt to acquire water not beneficially needed within any 
reasonable time schedule and thereby prevent a beneficial use that would 
have considerable economic value to other segments of society. There 
are many who seriously question that the right to use a resource should 
be retained for some preference use long before the development actually 
takes place when other beneficial uses might be made in the interim. 
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Changes in points of diversion. Users may occasionally need to 
change their points of diversion to obtain a better utilization of their 
entitlement. Such changes can only be allowed after considering pos-
sibility of injurious effects on other legitimate water rights holc:iers. If 
the basic realities of consumptive use and stream depletions are kept 
in mind, it would seem that most desired changes can be arranged 
providing damage is avoided or compensated for. 
Of particular interest under current thinking might be the effect 
on aesthetic, fish and wildlife, and recreational uses. However , the 
same rules should apply to these uses as to agricultural or other water 
uses. If there is a recognized right, regardless of its nature, con-
sideration must be given to it prior to making any change in point of 
diversion. The real problem here is in properly weighing public inter-
est and in making a quantitative determination of alleged damage. Any 
change will probably be protested by some who feel the aesthetics are 
being impaired even though the overall advantage for the majority of the 
public may be rather clear. 
Exchanges. All state laws permit exchanges of water providing 
the replacement is satisfactory for the use in which it is to be put. For 
example, water quality standards for irrigation are les s rigid than are 
the standards for human drinking water. Likewise, some industrial 
uses ?f water require neither low salinity nor low bacteriological counts • 
. 
Since the laws do allow exchanges, a total water supply can be used 
efficiently with proper planning. Those requiring the better quality water 
may, under the law, obtain and make first use of it even though replace-
ment procedures must be adopted to serve the prior rights. The criterion 
for exchange is that "equivalent service" may be obtained under the replace-
mente 
Water re-use. Over the years a pattern of water use and re-use 
develops on any stream system. That water diverted and not consumed 
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returns to the stream and is available for the next appropriator down-
stream. He in turn diverts and makes use of the water and returns part 
to the stream. Thus, what is one man l s waste water often becomes 
another man's water right. Should all water users suddenly start con-
suming 100 percent of the water diverted, most junior appropriators 
would be put out of business. However, since 100 percent efficiency in 
the use of water for most uses is neither practical nor desirable, re-use 
should be recognized and planned for and water kept under control 
insofar as reasonably possible. More specific co:m:ment has already 
been made on this point in the preceding chapter. 
Integrated,reservoir operation. Many irrigated areas of the west 
were started by individuals or small groups of water users who develQped 
the early day irrigation projects, including many small storage reservoirs. 
Over time different groups saw opportunity to organize and build storage 
and delivery works to utilize water still unappropriated or undeveloped. 
This continues to the present time. Independently operating these 
reservoirs to serve only those rights for which the dams were built is 
often an inefficient use of storage and less than optimal management from 
a basin-wide viewpoint. Except for the customs and the pride of water 
company officials, it should be possible to integrate the use of all storages 
in an area and to obtain a far greater efficiency in the use of reservoir 
storage. There are no basic legal or institutional reasons why greater 
combining of systems cannot take place. 
Conjunctive use of surface and groundwater. In many areas of the 
country vast quantities of good quality water are stored in the underlying 
aquifers associated with particular stream systems. With modern pumps, 
rrlOtors and well-drilling techniques, development of such resources is 
little problem. Again, groundwater development generally proceeds 
quite independent of past or proposed surface water developmento Ground-
water development serves both new lands and supplen:.ents surface water 
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supplies on existing projects. However, because of the interconnection 
of surface and groundwaters, it is often possible to decrease the flow in 
surface streams thereby depriving prior users of their entitlements. 
Properly planned, a coordinated system can recognize the interrelation-
ship of the ground and surface waters and devise operating strategies 
that assure more efficient use of the total available supply. Whensurface 
flows are high there may be little need for pumping of groundwater. 
Applications of water to the land during the spring can be limited to 
refilling the soil moisture reservoir of the crops with assurance that 
late season water will be available to meet crop needs. With ground,-
water available, moisture deficiencies during the most critical time in 
the growth cycle of the crops can be met. This type of an operation has 
proven to be highly successful and efficient in the use of water. The 
tremendous amount of groundwater in storage in the valley aquifer s 
permits its use not only as insurance on a seasonal basis, but also on 
a year to year basis. A coordinated development and use of surface 
and groundwater is practical and permits high efficiency of use. 
Integrated operation of storage and direct flow entitlements. In 
most areas the first appropriations from the surface streams were the 
direct flows with the best water rights taking the low or IIbase" flows of 
the perennial streams. As subsequent development took place, later 
appropriators wer e not fully satisfied with their priorities from the 
unregulated flows. However, these secondary rights were sufficiently 
good that the owners did not see any economic advantage in developing 
storage. They preferred to take some reduction in crop yields and 
quality than to go to the expense of constructing storage. 
As still later priority rights were developed, a point was eventually 
reached where serious consideration had to be given to storage if crops 
were to be matured. If the streamflow and unappropriated waters 
justified storage, and if a suitable dam site could be found, those needing 
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water generally organized. appropriated the high flows, raised the 
necessary finances. designed and constructed the storage and distribution 
system. 
The early priority right holders usually had no desire, nor need, 
to participate in the storage project. Consequently, separate companies 
formed--one delivering from direct flow rights and the other from a 
storage right. These two types of rights, direct flow and storage, in 
independent operation may cause some iI}efficiency in the use of the 
\ . 
total resource. This tendency for waste of water can best be corrected 
if all users can be brought togeth,er as shareholder s under a coordinated 
plan with all served equally. Full participation is often difficult because 
of the time difference under which the developments were ma,de, the 
methods used in making the developments, and the great differences 
between past and current costs of development. Nevertheless, under 
the laws many reorganizations have taken place which, although highly 
complicated, have ended with generally satisfactory arrangements for 
all water users. 
Reallocation of reservoir space. Most of the early day reservoirs 
were constructed for and paid for by single purpose storage users, i. e. 
power, municipal, industrial, or irrigation water. The operation is 
dictated by that particular use for which the water was impounded. 
Other uses were considered incidental. The use of reservoir storage 
and the manner of operation is quite different for irrigation and flood 
control. Irrigator sdo not want to spill water until their reservoir is 
full thus assuring a full supply when the irrigation season begins. For 
flood control, however, the re servoir should be drawn down to provide 
as much space as possible when the flood events occur. With improved 
forecasting techniques and operational studies there is little doubt that 
much greater flood control benefit could be derived from irrigation 
reservoirs with little risk of wasting irrigation water in the process. At 
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present, public demands are requiring irrigation reservoirs to be oper-
ated so as to improve recreation and flood control aspects. Such demands 
are generally accommodated to some degree even on the older projects, 
but they are not allowed to interfere seriously with the original purposes 
for which the reservoirs were constructed. However, many of the older 
structures do not have the capacity that will permit sharing of benefits 
with other users especially when such users had not contributed towards 
the cost of construction, nor do not wish to assume a fair share of the 
operation and maintenance costs. Most new storage projects provide 
minimum pools and live streams below the dams for fish propagation 
and pollution control, as well as improved aesthetics. At the same time, 
water oriented sports on the reservoirs are provided for through the 
development of boat docking ramps, sanitary facilities, garbage collection, 
picnic or camping facilities, etc., with the public sharing in the develop-
ment costs. 
As the population needs for water change, and as ways are found 
for better evaluating the benefits and for paying the costs, it seems highly 
desirable that existing reservoirs be studied in terms of all desirable 
multi-purpose uses. Where possible, reservoir space should be re-
allocated to better accommodate changing uses. It is recognized, of 
course, that someone has paid, or has contracted to pay, for each 
reservoir constructed. The reallocation of space would require some 
financial rearrangement. In many cases, it may not be possible to provide 
water for the new uses and still take care of the old. This would require 
a transfer of right either under the market price for water, under a 
bargaining situation, or through the eminent domain procedures if public 
agencies are involved. 
Canal lining. In general, water "saved" by lining a canal has 
remained the property of the canal owner providing all of it is needed to 
meet beneficial needs of the user and providing it was acquired with a 
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priority over any downstream user dependent upon return flows to satlsfy 
his right. However, if it could be proven that all the water being diverted 
into the canal was not actually needed to meet the beneficial use standards, 
the canal owner would not be permitted the same flow he used prior to 
lining. 
There are situations where a junior appropriator short of water 
has lined the canal of a senior appropr.iator for the water saved. In 
some cases, this may be a far more equitable solution towards keeping 
water under a more complete control since the'user paying the cost of 
the structure improvements receives the water saved. Unfortunately, 
this procedure doesn J t usually work unless the user paying for the lining 
is the next in line priority-wise to the owner of the canal. Once the 
water is put back into a natural channel or other primary source, priority 
of rights take over on the water distribution and the man paying the bill 
might not be the beneficiary to the water "saved. " 
It seems difficult to amend the laws to cover all such situations. 
Perhaps the best solution might be to leave the interpretation of each 
particular case in the hands of a well-trained competent water adminis-
trator orit~nted towards making the best and fairest use of the water 
under the spirit of the law. His decisions should always be subject to 
review by the courts but he should so document his reasons that the 
courts might readily see the equity involved and the advantages to the 
public in permitting such developments. 
Factors Inhibiting Economic Efficiency 
in Multiple Use Systems 
Economic efficiency in multiple use systems 
The process of allocation of non-urban use of the water resource 
is a mixture of public rationing, marketing, and regulated and unregulated 
non-market appropriation. Prior to the latter years of the nineteenth 
century, miners and irrigators simply appropriated the water they needed 
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by diverting it from its natural source and conveying it to the point of 
use. Eventually these and later appropriations became formalized as 
water !!rights. II Similarly water resources "services ll were appropriated 
'Jy llserS needing water primarily to carry away waste products such as 
IlCat or processing wastes. Water "services" have also been appropriated 
by recreationists. For use as a carrier of wastes, :0,0 rights have been 
formalized, nor are they likely to be. On the contrary, this resource 
service is becoming increasingly rationed by the public (government). 
Recreational appropriations are increasingly being formalized as rights, 
but many such uses are much less tangible than those that actually 
extract water from a stream or aquifer and are consequently more 
difficult to formalize. 
Much of the rationing is affected through the public financing (includ-
ing both repayment and subsidy forms) of wat.er development projects. In 
this case the market economy is used as a basis for estimating project 
costs and benefits; however, the decision process tries also to assess 
non-market costs and benefits (U. S. Congress, 1962, Senate Document 
No. 97). Political bargaining often weights heavily in these decisions 
(see, for example, Ingram, 1970). Following procedure provided under 
federal legislation, water resources may be allocated (rationed) for 
conservation and recreational use also by establishing preserves. Many 
states make similar preservation allocations. The effect of these ration-
ing processes is to establish a "right, II implicitly even when formal state 
appropriation procedures do not apply; explicitly, when they do. 
A major result of establishing a right is to make the value of the 
water "corpus" inseparable from the productive value of the capital 
associated with its development. Thus, in most cases, the market 
com.m.odity is a continuing right to use a given amount of water rather 
than an anlOunt of water to be used just once. 
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One might argue that there are three allocation arenas: 1) Project 
or regional planning and decision-making arena, \2) transfer of water-
rights arena, and 3) one-time-use-of-a-volume-of-water arena. The 
right to use is the commodity for sale in the first two. Because of 
associated non-separable capital the third arena ordinarily is a derivative 
of the first two and is limited in extent. 
The first arena is in essence an auction; the second is a public 
market, which probably operates better than is commonly credited, but 
the commodity for sale and the costs associated with its transfer are 
widely misunderstood. In the third case, the marginal cost to the con-
sumer may be zero or quite low, but there are a few exceptions. 
What follows is a discussion of conditions of resource use for 
economic optimization by society. These are valid in all three arenas; 
however, one must keep in mind the nature of the commodity for sale 
and recall that changes of allocations once made in the first arena are 
costly in terms of new investments of economic and (often) political 
capital. The first arena is, by far, the most important one because it 
is here that non-monetized costs and benefits enter the decision process 
and the decisions about associated capital are made. While the second 
arena is essentially a monetized market, the non-separable capital costs 
associated in the first one are included in the prices. The third arena 
is apt to be rather insignificant as far as resource allocation is concerned. 
Economic optimization theories are based on equating marginal 
costs and values. In the water (right) allocation arena, assuming these 
costs and values are predictable, proper analysis of an adequate number 
of alternatives using current principles for optimization, would tend to 
insure this. However. not only efficient allocation of rights but efficiency 
in the use of the water itself is important. With a large share of the cost 
"fixed, " marginal costs of water volumes are apt to be very low to the 
user who "sunk" his payment for the capital development cost when he 
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bought the water right, regardless of whether purchase was through 
developmental capital investment as an individual appropriator or as a 
contractor in a conservation district. This implie~ that a,pplication of 
optimization theory is apt to be significantly more successful in the 
allocation of rights than in insuring efficiency of use once the allocation 
has been made. other means--legal or administrative--of insuring 
efficiency in the third arena should be, sought. 
The problem of allocation of "jointllcosts among different user s 
on the same project should not be confused with "optimization," although 
it is related. If a cost is truly "joint, " there is no rational accounting 
basis for its allocation between users.)~ The issue may be resolved by 
"bargaining" between or among the users, or, on public projects with 
multiple objectives, may be prescribed by "policy" (i. e., political 
bargaining- -the problem reduces essentially to one of distribution.). 
Conversely, the joint cost allocation problem should not be allowed to 
confuse the optimization issue. Each increment should meet marginal 
cost value optimization criteria, including the criterion that no user 
should pay less than the costs that are directly attributable to his use 
of the resource. (For a discussion of joint cost allocation principles in 
an analogous context see MacAvoy and Peterson (1969) p. 13-16, 48-49.) 
>:<Consider a simplified example. For a joint hydro-power and 
irrigation project, the dam and reservoir costs $1, 000, 000; the irrigation 
distribution facilities, $500, 000; the penstocks, turbines, generators, 
etc., directly associated with hydro-electricity, $500, 000. Dividing the 
$1, 000, 000 cost of the dam and reservoir between the two products is a 
purely arbitrary decision. One criterion applied in the U. S. is that the 
cost of the irrigation system shall not exceed the ability of the irrigators 
to repay. One can rationalize preferential allocation of the joint costs 
for social-objective reasons (eo g., develop irrigated agriculture, 'enhance 
regional development, enhance income distribution, etco), but one would 
be hard pressed to argue that either product should bear less than the 
direct assignable costs; e. g. I in the example, $500, 000 to irrigation. 
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Optimizing conditions of economic efficiency 
The same principles apply to system efficiency as to individual 
efficiency as discussed in a previous section. The difference is that the 
analysis is expanded to include more comparisons "among" uses and 
among users. Briefly stated, a resource is efficiently allocated in 
production when the values of marginal product (VMP' s) of the resource 
in each use are equal. That is, if the value of the output (or direct use) 
resulting from the last unit of a resource applied to use A is greater 
than the value of the output resulting from the last unit of the resource 
applied to use B. efficiency would be enhanced by reallocating some 
of the resource from use B to use A. This criterion is always applied 
to income efficiency in monetized terms. But, non-monetized values 
are relevant as well. For instance, if an environmental enhancement 
objective is used, the incremental enhancement of whatever the goal is 
can still be conceived as comparable among uses. With multiple 
objectives, the difficulties arise in trying to assess an.d weight the 
importance of one goal against the others. This forces a reliance on 
the value systems generated in the last phases of the social decision-
making process which needs full information about the various earlier 
quantifiable and qualitative single-objective evaluations. 
With particular reference to water, the optimizing conditions to 
attain economic efficiency can be outlined with the assumption that both 
direct consumption of water and its productive services lor producing 
other things are included in the analysis. Comparisons among differing 
time periods for use of the resource are also included. These con-
ditions are stated in terms of comparisons between two firms, but when 
extended to all paired comparisons, they include all areas and all firms 
and other users (Heady, 1952).>:< 
*For simplicity. it is as sumed that unit costs of each input and unit 
price received of each product are the .same for each firm. If this is not 
true (for example is one farm must pay a higher unit cost for water, or 
must pay more for transporting wheat to the market) the conditions must 
be stated in terms of marginal costs and product prices at the farm. 
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1. The marginal rate at which water is transformed into product 
must be the same for any pair of firms using water and the 
same other factors and producing the same product. In 
simplest terms, this condition states that if we want another 
bushel of wheat from irrigated land, it should come from a 
farm which will require the least amount of water providing 
the same amounts of other resources are required. 
2. The marginal rate of substitution between water and any other 
factor must be the same for any two firms using both to produce 
the same product. This requires that if wheat is produced with 
water and labor that the additional amount of each factor would 
be the same on different farms. 
3. The mar ginal rate of substitution between water and other 
factors must be the same for every product in which they are 
used. To optimize use of resources, the last units of water 
and other resources applied should be in the same proportions 
if the relative unit costs are the same. Given a limited stock 
of water and other resources, this condition applies to 
different firms producing differ e~t products. There are 
situations where firms have relatively large amounts of labor, 
or capital, or water. By recombining resources, including 
management, among firms a greater amount of product could 
be realized from the given stock of resources. 
4. The marginal rate of substitution between any two products 
must be the same for any two firms which use water and other 
resources to produce both. To illustrate, if society wants 
another bushel of wheat from an irrigated farm, the wheat 
should come from a farm which would have to sacrifice one 
bushel of barley rather than from a farm which must sacrifice 
two. 
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5. Marginal rates of substitution must be equal between the incom.e 
production ability of the water and the direct utility of water 
used in direct consum.ption activities. This condition is to 
insure that a user equates the m.arginal value product of 
production uses with the m.ar ginal utility derived from. con-
sum.ption uses. This pits production activities agCl-inst all 
kinds of uses in which satisfaction is achieved from. water 
itself, such as household uses, aesthetic appeal, etc. 
6. Marginal rates of substitution m.ust be equal between the 
incom.e production and dir ect utility in consum.ption for the 
water owner and between owners. All m.anagers and owners 
of water m.ust equate at the m.argin of productivity and direct 
utility. 
7. Marginal rates of substitution of water and other resources 
(or products) in tim.e m.ust be equal for all firm.s that use (or 
produce) both. If water used at two points in time is con-
sidered to be two different factors and proper discounting 
procedures are applied, then the condition is the sam.e as in 
2 and 3 above. 
These conditions are the technical conditions which are necessary 
for (a) m.axim.ization of output from. given water and other resources or 
(b) m.inim.ization of water and other inputs for a given output (Heady, 
1952). By adding one m.ore condition the criterion is adaptable to the 
case where expression is through the pricing system., but this system 
is not always applicable. Equal value products are attained for all units 
of water and other resources when the eighth c.ondition is attained. 
8. Price ratios m.ust equal substitution and transform.ation rates 
in all cases such that (a) the factor-product price ratio equals 
the marginal rate at which factor is transform.ed into product, 
(b) the factor-factor price ratio is equal to the m.arginal rate 
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of substitution between any pair of factors, (c) the product-
Eroduct price ratio is equal to the :marginal rate of substitution 
in production of any two Eroducts, (d) the discounted price 
ratio is equal to the substitution ratio for the sa:me product 
I , 
produced at two points in ti:me, and (e) theco:mEounded price 
ratio is equal to the substitution ratio for two (water and other) 
resources extending over ti:me. 
Benefit-cost analysis has these marginal conditions as its theo-
retical basis (see page II-44). It can be thought of asa means to 
evaluate the economic efficiency of proposed changes in the use of 
water. However, in practice, benefit-cost analysis is used to evaluate 
simultaneous variation in a number of resource use alternatives. 
Capital, labor and land are usually involved in changes of water use. 
Hence, all resource use changes must be evaiuated within the cost-
benefit framework. Frequently, all changes are attributed to water as 
the claimant of all the residual value of production. 
Economic externalities 
The previously described state of resoutce allocation assumes 
that a perfectly-operating market mechanism will result in an optimal 
social allocation of resources. With respect to water, an additional 
reason that the market mechanisms do not work perfectly is because of 
pervasive external effects. But, the classical conditions of efficiency 
do serve as a useful model against which alternative situations may be 
compared. In the classical market model, the prices of goods and 
factors of production accurately represent their contributions to social 
welfare if the notion of distribution of purchasing power is ethically 
acceptable. 
However, uninten,ded accompaniments to water usage must be taken 
into account. These are referred to as "externalities, II "spillover 
effects, II or "third-party effects. II For example, a downstream water 
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user, be he a recreationist or manufacturer, usually cannot control 
the quality of water he receives as return flow from upstream users. 
The external costs--in this example the extra cost to the downstream 
user- -are not taken into consideration when the upstream decision-
maker decides how much waste to discharge. A society which relies 
completely on decentralized decision-making, in which externalities 
occur, will find that certain resources are not used optimally for that 
society as a whole (Kneese and Blair, 1968). 
Bator (1959) has classified the causes of "market failure" as: (1) 
ownership externalities, (2) technical externalities, and (3) public good 
externalities. He uses externalities to denote situations where " •.. 
costs and benefits remain external to decentralized cost-revenue calcu-
lations in terms of prices II (Bator, 1959), 
Ownership externalities arise when the owner of a resource fails 
to account for all of the costs or revenues accruing to his enterprise. 
Meade (1952) in his lIapple and honey" example cites the case where 
apple production is considered a function of only the apple grower's 
efforts, but honey production is a function of both the beekeeper's 
efforts and apple (nectar) output. Because of the decentralized process 
of accounting, the beekeeper and apple grower think only in terms of 
their own efforts. The result is that if apples have a positive external 
effect on honey production, it can be shown that the amount of resources 
committed to apple production as determined by the market, while 
optimal for the apple grower, will be less than optimal for the two 
enterprises combined. In the case of water use, there could be either 
positive or negative external effects. To cite one example, use of 
irrigation water by one farmer may create negative productivity effects 




"Technical externalities" refer to indivisibilities Or Hlumpiness" 
of inputs or outputs. Because of these indivisibilities, the marginal 
social cost of using a "lumpy" resource will be zero over a wide range, 
which implies that any positive price placed on use of thereSOllrce will 
lead to misallocation (Seay, 1968). There are many examples of this 
problem in the study of water use. For example, a canal or waterway 
once built to be used even one time has essentially no marginal cost 
for successive and repeated times of use. Cost structur.es set adminis-
tratively often result in a misallocation by diminishing use below that 
which would result from marginal cost pricing. 
F.inally, in the matter of IIpublic good externalities, II the problem 
is that lithe same consumption items enter, positively or negatively, 
botb.,·Ollr ';p;l"eference functions. /I Your police protection is also mine, 
and your recreational lake also has value to me, and a flood protection 
levee may protect both of us. Clearly, the market has no way in a 
decentr.alized decision system to compute the most efficient input and 
output· mixes where any or all of these externalities are present. 
Intervention and allocation by processes other than dollar votes is . 
neC~U;lary • 
I~ali of the above discussion. the main point is to show the several 
ways in which divergences may occur between social and private costs 
and benefits. There are many and varied prescriptions to overcome 
this pro.blern. Castle (1965) has summarized the need for continued 
search for better approaches. 
Perhaps the most striking feature of the recent literature 
in general economics on externalities is the agreement which 
has emerged on the proposition there is no single institutional 
technique. centralized or decentralized, which is ideal in the 
managernent of externalities. Such techniques may range frorn 
private bargains (mergers) to government prohibition of cer-
tain activities to com.plete government ownership (socialization). 
The traditional approach of tax subsidy schemes lnay still 
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have application although the problem is considerably more 
complex than Pigou originally believed it to be [Pigou, 1932J. 
But the complexity of the theoretical problem and the variety 
of institutional forms existing and that might be developed 
provide opportunity and challenge for the economist. The 
search for generalization should go oi,l but an intellectual 
basis for pragmatism exists. Doctrinaire prescription 
will become unattractive relative to empirical investigation. 
Unless water users are confronted with the correct prices, costs, 
or benefits, their decisions and actions will differ from whatever objec-
tive or optimum might be specified by the market or by some other 
framework of operations based on a correct incidence of benefits and 
costs. Thus» a farmer would over or under produce or over or under 
use irrigation water in terms of some efficiency or income criteria, 
when part of the water could be used more effectively elsewhere. An 
urban group might promote a totally lIunjustified" project if they were 
to s.hare substantially in the benefits while some other group or area 
paid the costs. 
A highly efficient market system would facilitate a close assoc-
iation of costs with recipients of benlefits in terms of income. But since 
major non-monetary goals and objectives are equally prevalent, develop-
ment of an institutional framework that will yield a similar association 
of these non-monetary benefits with the related costs is essential. 
Besides diffuse economic costs and benefits income distribution and 
conservation or preservation goals are relevant examples. 
Incentives, subsidies, cost sharing, and other inducements to 
investment and improved practices as well as taxes and use charges are 
imprecise attempts to narrow the disassociation of benefits and costs. 
The public (Federal Government), for example, finances a large portion 
or all of the inducements and costs out of general public funds under the 
presumption that there are diffuse public benefits in addition to those 
accruing to the individual or group of water users receiving the incentive 
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or subsidy. Similarly conservation districts may assess ad valorem 
taxes to pay for pervasive benefits. Public values other than income 
usually give rise to such programs and policies. Cost sharing en-
courages development but it does not achieve production and income 
efficiency goals in an economic sense. 
Economic resource institutions and organizations 
One thesis of significance to institutional and efficiency aspects of 
water use is that policies and institutioI)s are products of the way people 
"see tl things. 
The indifferences and preferences of individuals are developed 
and changed by education. They are markedly influenced by the organ-
izational structure, legislative framework, cultural environment, and 
other institutions within which individuals are born, reared, and live~ 
The theoretical "economic manit may lose a substantial amount of his 
relevance within this context. 
Kelso (1967) points out that people hold several false images about 
water which Ilhave led to development of water policies and institutions 
that are now out of touch with the realities of a world in which water 
grows in scarcity and confronts increasing den~and. II These false 
images are (1) survival image, (2) image of irrigation fundamentalism, 
(3) desert image, (4) idyllic idol, (5) recreation image, and (6) free-
good in~age. These "inlages" Kelso asserts are preferences, not 
requirements. 
If decisions co:ntinue to be made based on these premises (allegedly 
false) then water is almost entirely insulated from the workings of the 
market mechanism. Thus, it contended that in the absence of price 
signals, adluinistrative rationing occurs. Public agencies or user 
cooperatives take control. Where water is a vital component of pro-
duction private users require security which may reflect itself in 
establishment of seemingly rigid and inflexible water institutions and 
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water rights. Such rigidity is alleged not to be conducive to efficiency 
and equity. 
It is further alleged that organizations arid laws relative to 
resource use and developtnent arise primarily because the tnarket-price 
system does not tneet the goals and objectives of the public or of smaller 
groups of individuals. More realistically. water rights laws have arisen 
in order to insure that the value of associated capital required for water 
developtnent is included in the water tnarket. This consideration also 
is a major factor in the fortnation of organizations. Conversely, over 
the years, allocations tnay becotne obsolete or be discovered to have 
been ill-advised initially but the laws and organizations prevail so that 
these institutions frequently are constraints on the achievement of goals. 
In some instances, the laws and organizations tnay be single-purpose 
thus litniting flexibility to consider within thetn a partial or full range 
of alternatives. 
Cost and pricing 
It is commonly held that the value of water is "infrequently its 
selling price. l' The absence of an effective market tnechanism in the 
allocation of water leads to tnany unreasonable claims of Ilneed" 
(National Research Council, 1962). In lieu of a water tnarket, organ-
izations set rates for water use. Obviously, water supplies are not 
delivered by large nutnbers of organizations or firms in a given area. 
Therefore, the forces of cotnpetition may be absent, and regulation 
partly replaces them. 
Especially on older projects with senior surface rights 1 since 
capital costs were usually lower, water charges differ widely from 
charges in many newer irrigation areas, in groundwater pump areas, 
and in other water uses. Many such projects may have long since paid 
their costs for capital improvements and need only recover costs of 
operation and maintenance. The assertion is made, however, that these 
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low water prices lead to gross misuse of water and that full-cost pricing 
would yield large water savings. Economists have long emphaSized the 
importance of the market in mediating competing claims upon resources 
and have encouraged more effective use of pricing as a device for bring-
ing about greater utility of water use. 
There are several reasons why the water market doesn'toperate 
quite this simply. The complications incurred by the externality charac-
teristic has already been treated, but perhaps presents the greatest 
difficulty. Perhaps related to this but deserving of separate emphases 
is the fact that water takes on value in different ways or different senses. 
For example water has a public utility characteristic in that the user 
expects some as surance that there will be a supply whell needed over a 
long time future. This is different from the value of the corpus of the 
water itself. Therefore, water supply is really two commodities: water 
I 
rights and water volume. The former is a continuing right to draw on 
the common supply; the latter is a quantity of water to be used once. It 
is the price per quantity of water that has been challenged as being 
wrongly outside the mark~t framework. However, irrigated agriculture 
(or any other legitimate user for that matter) comprises much more than 
a water supply. If the water supply is transferred, it usually means the 
discontinuance or abal~donment ofa farm or other water using enterprise. 
Investn'lents in land and buildings are lost. Frequently non-income ele-
ments become capitalized into land values which increases adjustment 
costs. A cost is incurred by individual families moving into a new area 
and frequently to a new occupation. Farm families understandably resist 
these adjustments. All of these costs become part of the necessary 
transfer price of water. Few farmers would ever sell a portion of their 
water stock unless the price was very high--i. e., purchase of wat.er 
must at least include associated land, and usually means buying an 
independent tract, or a total farm including land investment, buildings, 
nnoving costs, etc. 
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Adequate resolution of the above noted irrlrrlobility problerrl seerrlS 
clearly to rest outside the usual rrlarket syste~ or pricing rrlechanisrrl, 
except in instances where nonagricultural uses warrant high prices for 
relatively srrlall quantities of water. Even so, this latter kind of transfer 
is restricted to special location situations. 
By and large. water rights laws do not seriously lirrlit the rrlarket 
transfer of water rights, but such a rrlarket for water volurrle is admit-
tedly rrluch less perfect. Water rights laws give assurance that the 
investrrlents rrlade on the assurance of a continuing water supply cannot 
be capriciously or inequitably separated from the water value. Except 
where water rights are irrevocably associated with a specific piece of 
land, the water-rights rrlarket operates quite freely within this equity 
guarantee. Ii the existing investrrlents and values are properly cOrrlpen-
sated, water rights rrlay usually be purchased. 
Prices of water in contrast to water-rights are usually set adminis-
tratively by water cOrrlpanies or districts. However, there are eXarrlples 
where water quantity rrlarkets do exist provided the basic water-right 
equities are not voided. This can happen if there is adequate storage in 
close proxirrlity to a market and adequate transfer facilities exist. In 
Northeastern Colorado flood waters are stored by water-right owners 
in literally dozens of "blow-hole" reservoirs on the western fringe of 
the Great Plain and a IlquantityH rrlarket operates quite freely during each 
irrigation seasono Water in storage rrlay be exchanged by draft instru-
ments so that deliveries can be rrlade frorrl the most proxirrlate reservoir 
even though the water actually purchased may be stored at a rerrlote site. 
The extent to which such a market develops elsewhere depends on storage 
and transfer facilities. Such rrlarkets partially developed, rrlay be found 
in rrlany places. They are quite separate, but nevertheless, within the 
" water-right lf rrlarket and ownership structure. 
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Another difficulty is structural. Multi-purpose facilitie.s are 
planned, both physically and financially, to supply a forecast market. 
J " 
I 
Once operational, market-induced shifts in use are not easy except 
under the relatively unusual circurnstances mentioned in the :previous 
paragraphs. Perhaps project plans could be improved to permit more 
market options after physical implementation. Comprehensive planning 
also allocates water supplies based on projected values and needs. This, 
too, places obstacles to future market flexibility. 
Another reason why the water market does not operate perfectly 
is because, in some instances, all or part of the costs are borne by the 
public. This may occur, as mentioned ear lier, either because the public 
decides to pay part of the cost for social reasons (as in irrigation), or 
that collection of payment would be difficult (as in recreational lIse). 
Often part of the costs are not paid at all but are absorbed by society 
in the form of depreciations in the value. of the resource (pervasive 
external costs). If a different allocatio~ of costs than now exists is 
desired as a means of increasing utility, the remedy lies in changing 
or removing public subsidies and in collecting for uses where . collections 
are not now made. This means that ways mu.gt be devised for allocating 
costs equitably among multiple uses. Tpe public could pay for those 
costs that are attributable to public use, or that are justified as subsidies 
. for social objectives, and let the market operate beyond that. Basically, 
user charges should include the prorated direct internal costs of provid-
ing the water services which the users enjoy, plus such indirect costs 
as can be allocated. Efforts should be made to find ways to internalize 
costs now treated as externals. Charges should be made to all benefi-
ciaries, including users, for dilution, recreational and aesthetic 
purposes, and flood protection. One charge which would be difficult to 
apply would be cost of quality deterioration from non~point sources. 
One which would be difficult to evaluate would be aesthetic enjoyment. 
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Overall, the question is posed by scientists (for example, see 
Criddle et al., 1962; and Davis and Price, 1967) as to whether, in fact, 
water prices and costs within considered ranges really affect decisions 
by farmers or other users. Because of the relatively smallJ;>ortion of 
total production costs represented by water costs, one argument is to 
the effect that changes in water costs are so unimportant relatively as 
to rel'lu1t: in no significant adjustments in decisions. However, some 
studies (for example, see Moore and Hedges, 1962, 1963) have concluded 
that costs and quantities of water do affect decisions by farmers. This 
maybe so i.n the higher range of water costs especially where the demand 
for water becomes increasingly more elastic at the higher water prices. 
A major problem in pricing and marketing water is the lack of 
homogeneity of water with respect to supply or demand. If the quality 
dimension is added, water becomes even more heterogeneous. Thus, 
a fundamental characteristic of "competitive, free-market ll conditions, 
namely homogeneous product or factor, largely fails to exist with 
respect to water. 
A common failing in water studies and other considerations is the 
tendency to view water in a homogeneous framework. In fact, water is 
extremely heterogeneous with respect to supply and demand. It is highly 
differentiated in terms of quality as well as spatially and temporally. 
Water tends to be considered in acre-foot terms. either in aggregates 
or on a per unit basis, and all totals or averages are viewed as C01l1pa ra-
bIe, when in fact, they are not. 
Where, then, is the market? It must be largely in the planning 
and project implementation stage among those who divert from the system 
(consumers and non.,.consumers) and largely in the comprehensive plan 
ning stage between those who divert and those who make in-place uses 
(consumers and non-consumers, 1. e. recreation, aesthetics, flood 
control, dilution, etc.). While there may be shifting of use under specific 
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projects as they are implemented, the supplies are largely allocated by 
the planners, based on projections of demand and value. Utility, then, 
depends on the degree to which the planner is able to estimate demands 
and values and his ability to keep the market options open as late as 
practical. Only part of the direct costs of water development can be 
divided among the users on any rational basis whatsoever •. The remainder 
are joint costs which must be apportioned rather arbitrarily. These costs 
probably should be apportioned according to the total value or utility of 
the use including social values whose costs may be borne by society 
generally. If a more rational pricing were to be accomplished, improved 
information on the value of water for various uses would be essential. 
All costs, including external ones, should be included in the planning 
analysis for decision making, even though some may not be charged to 
the users. Social values are, or are believed to be major benefits of 
water resource development. It is fruitless to believe that a monetized 
"market" can substitute for the imperfections with which non-monetized 
social benefits and costs are evaluated and assessed by government. 
Social Problems in Adoption of Improved 
Technology and Management Practices 
Human social values are beliefs and concepts of what should or 
should not be, what is right and wrong or good and bad. They are 
developed and shaped through social experience. Socia1.values function 
to guide human behavior. The varying intensity of feeling about these 
values is related to degree of motivation, which is the element that 
moves the individual to act toward a goal. Goals themselves are formu-
lated by values and decisions are made for social actions, whether 
conscious or not,. on the basis of these values. 
Social values have varying strengths and therefore differing prior-
ities or prinl.acy for decisions. Often the choice is between them. For 
exalnple, we may want to maximize our income in the shortest period of 
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time, but most of us would probably not choose to rob, steal, or pedal 
drugs to achieve this desire. Thus, there are some values that override 
others. Another aspect of this is that values are learned, as are most 
of our behavior patterns. Obviously, some people do choose to steal, 
for economic ends, but most of us have learned that certain ways are 
acceptable to the group and others are not. Thus, we have learned to 
choose between means and are fairly predictable in our choices. 
When one personls values are in conflict with values held by others, 
they become the cause of differing choices and the differences in choices 
become obstacles to social action and constructive communication. To 
this extent they may be viewed as individual constraints. One would see 
few social constraints if everyone I s ideas of right and wrong or good 
and bad were in accord. An added factor in making decisions is the 
perception the individual has of a particular situation. For instance, 
people may be in agreement on a certain issue, but if they perceive at 
a particular time that they are in disharmony, until they are able to 
communicate, social constraints to action are likely to develop. In the 
case where values. are correctly perceived to be in conflict, whether 
these values are held by planners or users, social action is likewise 
inhibited. 
Social value differences with respect to water 
Examples of conflict in values are apparent in water resources 
development. Social constraints are more powerful when individuals 
who share a certain value form a social organization or use an existing 
social organization to act in accord with these values. Thus on a 
national scale there are such special interest groups as the Sierra Club, 
Earth People, and others who share a value of 1!living in harmony with 
nature" rather than giving higher priority to using water resources for 
economic use such as for agriculture or industryo 
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Social value constraints observed in recently completed research 
on the conflict over development of the Bear River Basin in northern 
Utah and southern Idaho appear to be many and varied. While the majority 
of people in both states do not feel it is wrong to transfer water from one 
river basin to another, there is a significantly greater nu.mber in Idaho 
who do feel that such a procedure is wrong. This is one of the social 
values which provides part of the rationale for active opposition to the 
Bureau of Reclamation's proposed Bear River Project (Andrews and 
Geertse,n, 197~). Another value observed in this same study was the 
belief by local people that they have an inherent right to participate in 
the development decision. Evidence supports the assumption that minimal 
decision participation by local people in the early stages of the diffusion 
of the proposal was an important factor creating and/or intensifying 
opposition toward development and should be avoided. 
Crucial to federal planners of water resources is the public evalu-
ation of governmental agencies. In cases where evaluation includes 
sentiments of right and wrong, this belief in effect constiwtes a value. 
On the problem of evaluation, Gopalakrishnan (1968) found that there IS 
•.• a large body of opinion which looks down upon any 
form of federal involvement as detrimental to the well- being 
of the state. It is often argued, even by knowledgable persons, 
that federal participation invariably leads to the curtailment 
of freedom on the part of the people of the state. •. 'this 
type of argument is steadily losing ground and there is a 
rapidly increasing awareness of the role of the federal 
government' • 
If attitudes toward federal government can be determined in an 
area, an estimate of a very important social value would be possible. 
The greater the negative evaluation, of course, the stronger the con-
straint. 
With an understanding that values in conflict act as social con-
straints to water development changes, it is useful for planners to 
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identify the basic social values in existence in a specified area before 
considerable expense is undertaken in developing physical plans and 
diffusing them to the public. As values are learned from social exper-
ience over a long period of time, much less resistance is encountered 
when plans are developed that are fairly consistent with the general value 
structure of an area. The factors of age and education are important 
in that values tend to become more fixed with increasing age and less 
fixed among the better educated (see Stouffer, 1955). Social surveys 
would be useful to include in the planning stages of water resource 
development to identify these characteristics, as well as the general 
value orientations of people in an area. 
Where public surveys are not possible in the beginning stages of 
a water development proposal, an informal survey of community 
influentials can be made in order to approximate public value orientations 
inasmuch as in£luentials by definition carry a disproportionate amount of 
weight as opinion leaders of the com.m.unity (Merton, 1963). By limiting 
the effect of social value constraints. water resource planning will be 
able to go forward with less obstruction. 
Constraints of level of knowledge 
It is logical to as sume that if an individual is to obtain a concrete 
opinion about something, he must have the information upon which to 
base his opinion. The existence of information, however. does not 
necessarily assure a positive opinion. Indeed, a person may progress 
frolll a neutral to a negative position with the added increment of know 
ledge. It seems certain, however. that few will be motivated toward 
favorable acceptance of conservation practices or new water resource 
development proposals if they do not understand the reasons for doing 
so. A low level of knowledge by the individual is generally a social con-
straint to the initiation of programs or measures designed to extend 
water utility or promote efficient water useo 
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It is apparent that the quality of knowledge that people have about 
water resources is closely related to the process in which information 
is diffused through the population. Accurate information must be widely 
accessible to the public and must be available in a manner that can be 
understood by the layman. Newspaper articles usually cannot give full 
texts of presentations and, in addition. are written from the particular 
writer's perspective. Likewise, other daily mass media usually deal 
only with excerpts. This limited type of knowledge also leaves the 
individual vulnerable to wrong information which may be generated by 
an interested opposition. Often the opposition appears to have much 
more information and facts than the planner which gives credence to 
the opposition f s position. 
More adequate information than abbreviated brochures or news 
releases is needed, particularly by the informal leaders and neighborhood 
advisers. Planners and/or their information diffusion agents should 
present to the public what the alternatives are and, why certain 6f these 
should likely be rejected. This would have a tendency to inspire con...; 
fidence and preClude the public view that planning. is either haphazard 
or biased. The process of acceptance by the puhlic is enhanced if the 
diffusion process can occur within already existing social mechanisms. 
For instance, it was found that Bear River Basin farmers read an 
average of 2. 7 journals (Andrews and Geertsen, 1970). With a know-
ledge of such individual reading patterns as they variously exist in other 
basins, planners might successfully tap the appropriate reading source 
as appropriate to diffuse information. 
A second means of communication may be found in other well-
known agencies. For example. in the study referred to above, the 
county extension services were also found to be an effective means of 
diffusion. The county agent is a legitimate change agent and as a 
specialist his communication skills are congruent with his role expectations 
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and he can also act as a liaison between official government agencies 
and the community at large on programs of improvement. It is likely· 
that involvement of county age~ts and those with similar roles in various 
information capacities would enhance the quality of knowledge of the 
citizenry about water resources development. 
It is recommended that information media that are legitimized and 
acceptable to the public involved be carefully identified and used in order 
to more efficiently achieve improvement in knowledge for action by 
individuals. 
The effect of special interest pressure groups 
The American ideal of democracy is that any idea can be con-
sidered and then refuted if not worthy of being acted upon. as well as 
a sociological theory of the function of social conflict, the latter of 
which is explained by Lewis Coser (1967): 
••• whether social conflict is beneficial to internal adaption 
or not depends upon the type of issues over which it is fought 
as well as on the type of social structure within which it 
occurs •••• Internal social conflicts which concern goals. 
values or interests that do not contradict the basic assump-
tions upon which the relationship is founded tend to be 
positively functional for the social structure. Such con-
flicts tend to make possible the readjustment of norms 
and power relations within groups in accordance with the 
felt needs of its individual members or subgroups. 
Put simply. a social structure such as that found in the United States is 
threatened very little by free speech and assembly, while totalitarian 
governments would likely be highly threatened. These basic assumptions 
of the Constitution provide flexibility for public expres sion of non-violent 
social conflict. On the other hand, certain actions defined as conspiracy 
violate assumptions of all governments. 
Disputes and pressures brought to bear upon water resources 
decisions tend to focus upon social norms or policies which are not 
attacking the basic assumptions of the society and therefore are subject 
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to readjustment. Such may be considered positively functional for a 
system as they cause modification from time to time in response to felt 
n.eeds of the public. It is assumed that those ideas without merit will 
be weeded out in the processes of discussion. legislation, and policy 
making. Two broad types of special interest pressure groups will be 
briefly examined, namely: 1) conservation groups, and 2) user groups. 
Conservation groups. Conservation groups are not uncommonly 
found promoting broad objectives of their own in the haHs of policy 
makers at the national, state, and local levels. The Sierra Club is a 
good example of such a special interest group which is "committed to 
the preservation, restoration, and recreational use of Earth's resources" 
(Sierra Club, 1970). Local Chapters have the responsibility within their 
regions of coordinating efforts concerning both local and national issues. 
Many examples could be given to illustrate the ways that various 
types of conservation groups relate to development. The basic importance 
of such groups is that they focus attention upon basic values by question-
ing existing assumptions and pointing out certain problem areas. Con-
flict is seldom if ever a pleasant experience. and for this reason is 
avoided when possible. One study in New Mexico reveals that the inter-
ests of national conservation groups are frequently excluded in favor of 
local users when it comes to water issues because broad questions of 
priorities and ultimate goals tend to be divisive and conflict generating 
(IngraITl, 1969). Perhaps this is one reason why principles for planning 
of water and land resources which reflect ITlajor public policy are believed 
to be subject only to slow change (Water Resources Council Special Task 
Force, 1970). Though this is no doubt true in special local situations in 
the short run, it is difficult to imagine that various conservation groups 
have not played a significant part in the movement in this country toward 
environITlental consciousness, which has and wil11ikely continue to affect 
future decisions. 
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Development groups. Through their familiarity with the needs 
and desires of an area, local influentials can organize their opposition 
to promotion around practical objectives which are understood by the 
local citizenry. An important difference between such groups and 
national groups is that the latter are frequently out of touch with real 
local needs and desires. 
Special interest pressure groups in general exaggerate one point 
of view to the exclusion of others. To the extent that these exaggerated 
views are adopted without qualification, the social system as a whole is 
more likely to suffer. A total approach must evaluate benefits for the 
whole system and a particular pressure group typically does not take 
this into account. On the other hand, it is believed that pressure groups 
in their totality are necessary and important as stimulators to effective 
action. Broad perspectives need to be challenged from time to time and 
modified, and plans for public development must be evaluated from all 
viewpoints. The pressure groups provide an important service in point-
ing out various needs, problems, changes and effects. To achieve 
m.aximum input into plans for the public, the public must be heard through 
various organizations. While they delay action, and in cases unjustifiably, 
they nevertheless act as safety valves for idE!las. Viewed from this 
perspective, pressure groups do serve a positive, though often painful 
and frustrating, function for the total planning system. 
Or ganizational.limitations 
Often, responsibility for project management is in the hands of 
part time non-technically trained individuals who cannot adequately handle 
irrigation system control. In irrigation management, organizations are 
primarily task oriented. That is, water companies are mainly interested 
in performing tasks such as delivery of water. In the Bear River Basin, 
more efficient management of water appears to occur in those areas 
where the function of delivery is centra1i:z;ed. On the other hand, where 
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independent and loosely organized water companies exist, water manage-
ment appears to be les s -efficient (Andrews and Geertsen, 1970). One of 
the factors which explains this difference in management efficiency is 
the .gr·eater degree of specialization of function and goals made possible 
by centralization in certain areas of activity_ 
The situation where canal companies are loosely coordinated is 
not unique to the Bear River Basin, but exists all over the west. This 
was a function of early water development which was carried out by 
individuals and small groups while larger and more complex develop-
ments carne later. 
Examples can be cited where parallel canals owned by two companies 
run for some distance side by side and so clos e together that it is difficult 
to clean one without throwing the weeds and silt into the other 0 Both 
traverse stretches of gravelly soil that permit heavy seepage losses. 
Obviously, consolidation of companies and consequently greater special-
ization in such instances would be to the benefit of both companies. 
Another specific exaIllple of inefficiency through separate manage-
ment is that of a canal originally constructed to serve a block of land 
close to the water source and which was later extended to serve a 
separate group of appropriators. The second group formed a separate 
company and made arrangements with the first group of users to enlarge 
their facilities as needed to divert and convey the water of the second 
group to the extension canal construction by the second group to serve 
the new lands. For many years, these two companies operated as 
separate entities except for joint participation in operation and mainte-
nance of the common section of the canal. Each claimed water under 
their approved rights and the state water commissioner served water to 
both rights through the same diversion. 
When the extension was first constructed, water users in both 
companies knew each other and agreed to a rnethod of operation which 
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was satisfactory at that time. However, with both compa.nies operating 
under separate distribution needs, it was not possible to make the best 
use of the water resources since both companies wanted not only the 
amount of water called for by individual stockholders in their respective 
companies, but they both wanted some excess water to make the admin-
istration easier. As original stockholders were replaced by another 
generation of water users, bitter arguments occurred over the water 
rights. Still they refused to unite as a single company which could have 
saved stress, time, and money, as well as assuring them of a better 
distribution of the water. 
Only recently have the two companies on this single canal combined. 
That reorganization came about because the state agency responsible 
for assisting irrigation companies in improving their system repeatedly 
refused to loan any money or furnish technical assistance until they 
agreed to form a single company. Resistance to the new arrangement 
has rapidly disappeared as it became obvious that operation, maintenance 
and distribution problems are much simpler under the new arrangement. 
In the Lower Rio Grande Valley in Texas, 34 irrigation districts 
of varying size and efficiency serve water users in the area. A study 
of that area concluded that centralized organization would lead itself to 
more efficient use of irrigation water. For example, a master irrigation 
district would be better able to: bargain for water with other areas, 
lTIaintain and repair canal works, and receive large scale funding for 
operation. In addition to complete integration, consolidation of smaller 
districts with larger ones has been advocated, although this is believed 
to be less desirable than the cOlTIpletely integrated master district 
(Cas beer and Trock, 1968). 
To the extent that more efficient social organization is pos sible 
and not used,· the existing social organizational network may be con-
sidered a constraint to efficient water use. It is suggested that when 
practicable, m.ore specialization of management and centralization of 
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O~g~l').iz~tions involved in the distribution of irrigation water would help 
to minimize some of the problems of ineffichmcy. Some of the practical 
problem~ to be resolved are: how to finance such an organization in an 
equitable way and how to maintain a sensibility to local needs. 
Another constraint in social organization appears when some 
members desire to introduce changes in the established system. Indi-
viflllals holding positions offering financial or status rewards are 
impqrtapt factors which make social organizations effective. Desired 
changes often make it necessary to in some way disturb the equilibrium 
of these incentives. The resistance by role incumbents constitutes a 
social constraint. In many instances social <;>rganizations are unable to 
change for the better to meet changing conditions because of this and 
other social constraints. One solution to this kind of problem is to 
involve the same people where possible in the new, more efficiently 
organized system. 
:rgducation;:l.l Defici~ncies 
Education;:!.l deficiencies appear in the case of every use or ~ser 
put are perhaps the mo~t acute in the matter of achieving a balanced 
perspective on the integrated use of total supplies. The proximity of 
irrigation and its long legal standing as a beneficial user of non-urban 
wCl-ter supplies tends to invite the conclusion that the points listed under 
this heading are exclusively beamed at irrigation. Actually, the 
deficiencies that exist in irrigation education are present in an even 
greater degree in the case of these programs as they relate to every 
other water use or user--urban or non-urban alike. For example~ . 
society clamors for more water based recreation, or improved and 
expanded fishing resources without understanding, or trying to under-
stand what the costs of meeting these demands are in terms of water 
needed in other uses and to society in general. Nonetheles$, seven 
general areas are identified here as important in the education of water 
users. 
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1. Preparation of material in a form understandable to the user. 
Prepared bulletins and material sent to users ofttimes is not under-
stood by the user in the way the writer envisions. Often the utility of 
meaningful technical research is lost in reporting by inclusion of a maze 
of mathematical formulae, computer programs, and technical language 
understood only by scientists. 
Perhaps there are ways that technical and professional societies 
and others can use their resources, their journals, and written materials 
to project more energy and output into the I'use area. II Sometimes, it 
takes the gifted, unusual persons to recognize the value of new know-
ledge, procedures, etc., and to adapt them to practical application. 
2. Failure to appreciate relation of private use practices to 
broader hydrologic system. 
Water users do not generally have sufficient understanding of the 
hydrologic system and how their own local "hydrologic management Jl 
relates to the whole. Unless individuals have a conceptualization of the 
dynamic operation of the system of which they are a part, they will 
find difficulty in adopting practices which may be more to the public 
benefit in a larger sense than to their own advantage. 
3. The time lag required for information to reach the user. 
Information dissemination lags discovery and/or development of 
ideas by too great a factor. Sometimes the lag is partly accounted for 
by lack of an intermediary step where technical findings can be translated 
into applicable understandable facts. Often the knowledge has been gained 
but n'ot reduced to digestible form for mass dissemination and application. 
4. The proper sifting of available information. 
Learning takes place through personal effort and experience, through 
reading of the past and profiting from the experiences of others, and 
through direct visual observation and contact with the materiaL The 
learning process for the user involves the same principleso He is exposed 






new,spaper s and periodicals or journals, rnis cellaneous pamphlets and 
bro'chures from sales agencies and other suppliers. Some of the 
material is free while some costs him money. Most of this information 
is useful, accurate, and unbiased. Some, however, is warped by inter-
ests who seek preferential treatment or excessive profit. Even with this 
flow of material, the individual may not receive the kind of understanding 
of his own problems and their possible solutions that he needs. Direct 
contact, observation, and involvement is needed before many people 
reach the degree of understanding required to d'evelop a long-range 
program or implement a single practice. 
5. The use of nonqualified personnel. 
Change agents working in the broad areas of water use may not 
feel coInfortable in dealing with many specific problem areas. Their 
training and background may not provide them with the confidence they 
need to succeed in communicating with the user. This points up a major 
problem in our educational system, that of identifying the kind of train-
ing required to rneet today' s problems. 
Most states are involved in continuing education programs. Non-
urban water use in the minds of many people deals almost exclusively 
with the agricultural sector. The extension service is the traditional 
arm serving this sector t and the states have used a system of county 
agents and subject matter specialists to provide the educational support 
and dis seminate information. The specialist corps works through the 
county agent- -whose training and background is usually general in nature. 
The user is the one who must assimilate the knowledge gathered from all 
these sources, interpret it in his own way, and implement it in his 
enterprise in a profitable manner. If he can't do this, he is seriously 
handicapped and may eventually fail. The user faces a formidable task, 
and all pos si ble help should be given him. 
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The problem is whether the kind of programs developed by our 
society and the kind of training provided the individual change agents 
are properly directed toward helping the user find solutions. The 
extension services of the country are in the throes of change, and it 
remains to be seen whether these changes will provide the help needed 
by the user of non-urban water. A definitive program analysis may be 
required by those involved to bring a concerted attack upon the problem 
of increasing water use efficiencies. 
6. Voids in our educational and information dissemination processes. 
The major voids appearing in any review of water research programs 
is that the results of highly valuable research are not being adequately 
disseminated and in a format appropriate to consumers of research. 
There are undoubtedly many reasons for this such as: 
a. The individual researcher does not have as a part of his job 
description the responsibility for disseminating the findings of 
his programs to consumers. 
b. The possible "customers" for research findings generally are 
not apprised of research programs on a continuing or system-
atic basis. 
c. The reports issued on the completed research programs are 
generally written for a more highly technical audience and as 
a consequence find limited utility among practitioners. 
d. The results of research are assimilated sJowly into the teach-
ing programs of colleges and universities and only Ln the 
unusual case are they picked up at the grade or highschool 
levels. 
e. Major organizatio:p.s such as the professional societies, water 
user associations and others do not become acquainted with 
research findings until long after the basic work has been 
completed. 
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7. The lack of coordination of effort through private and public 
sectors. 
The tremendous resources and efforts of the private sector gener-
ally have not been fully coordinated with those of the public sector. 
Where'major manufacturers of machinery and equipment have devised 
or::perfected a new process or piece of equipment they generally have 
dOne a good job of displaying and demonstrating it. 
Perhaps the greatest need for coordination exists in the efforts of 
farm'ers as sociations, federal and state agencies, technical societies, 
universities, and manufacturers. and purveyors of machines, technical 
equipment, and supplies. How the extre~ely worthy and capable efforts 
of aU groups can be channeled and coordinated is a problem of major 
significance. In the water field few. successful attempts have been made 
to organize groups to study and review the total problem and devise 
programs and practices to assure the optimum mix of uses in attaining 
the optimum utility of the resource at any given point in time. 
Programs to Im.prove System Efficiency 
Market and Price System 
Development and use of water for irrigation and the relation of this 
use to other major uses is an economic area in which the market does 
not generally reflect back to the decision-maker the irnpa.ct that his 
decision has on society. Creation oi'institutions. oradmiriistrative 
arrangements which will accomplish what the market fails to do- -i. e. 
alleviate these economic externalities - -is a challenging public need. 
The value productivity approach would price water through hnputing 
values of water in various uses through input-output analysis, farm 
budgeting, or other methodologies. Alternatively, relative values of 
water might be assigned through estimating valueproductivities, through 
opportunity costing or through cost pricing. 
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The value productivity approach poses difficult problems in the 
case of irrigation water including the mix of crops that ought to serve 
a. a basis, the need for allowing investment incentives to buyers (e. g. 
not collecting the total value of water); and the difficulties of projecting 
long-term inputs, outputs, and prices, and, especially, certain tech-
nologies and farm efficiencies. 
The opportunity cost approach is based on the value of water in 
a relevant alternative use. This method appears more useful in con-
sideration of transfers between major uses than it does between farmers 
or within agriculture. 
Cost-pricing is largely a policy and decision matter for public 
institutions and agencies including irrigation districts and companies 
which are charged with administration and pricing of water. Bureau of 
Reclamation policy, for example, with respect to irrigation has been 
oriented to repayment capacity of the farmers. This policy recognizes 
the realities of financial difficulties that occur especially on small 
irrigated farms and also includes a recognition of goals other than income 
efficiency including regional development and income distribution. 
One hypothesis is that western water problems can be resolved 
largely by improved repayment policies. "Improvedl! in this instance 
means to remove inequities in incidence of benefits and costs. If irri-
gators do not pay the full cost of new development, the argument asserts 
that competition arises between increased efficiency and new development. 
It becomes less costly to the user for the publi~ to develop new water than 
for him to improve efficiency of use of his existing supply or to purchase 
water available in already developed supplies. 
The immobility of non-water resources in irrigated agriculture has 
been posed as the major problem in the water market related to agri-
cultural uses. Farmers and farm buyers recognize this immobility by 
buying complete farms or tracts including the water 0 Municipalities 
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and industries frequently follow this practice, diverting the water to the 
new use. The immediate probleIll is recognition by the public and 
acquirers of water of this non-separability relationship of production 
resources in irrigated agriculture. 
However, the larger probleIll related to iIllIllObility involves the 
farIllel", farm faIllily, and the associated service cOIllIllunity. Frequently 
there is reluctance to Illove. Costs are involved. Occupational and 
area dislocations occur. H the Illagnitude of water and f(;l.rIllS purchased 
were sufficiently large, irrigation systeIlls and entire cOIllmunities 
could be upset substantially. This kind of probleIll is likely to be one 
requiring public planning and action including educational and guidance 
assili~tance in placing the faIlli1y in a suitable location and occupation as 
" 
well as Illaking adjustIllent capital available to the faIllilies and communities. 
This imIllobiHty also places a high value on supplying additional 
water to many existing irrigated areas or increasing supply through Illore 
efficient use. Water developIllent prograIllS should and do recognize these 
potentials in contrast to developing newly irrigated areas. 
The market and price system will not function in transfers of water 
i:~lVolving different uses and qualities to the extent that all quantities of 
water are viewed as economically hOIllogeneous units. Water Illeasure-
ments and inventories usually aggregate all water in a given area, basin, 
or region into voluIlletric IlleasureIllents or rates of flow. All water is ' 
viewed as being the saIlle in appraising its adequacy or in cOIllparing 
various supplies. Total water supplies nee'd to be disaggregated and 
described in terms of !'equivalent service" on the basis of both quantity 
and quality factors and for differing uses. The market systeIll can then 
be more accurately based on hOIllogeneity of the product or factor being, 
bought and sold. 
Incentives 
A major need is procedures and Illethods for identifying benefi':' 




the earlier pricing considerations. It is necessary also for conduct of 
various uincentive ll programs. It is basic to provision and design of an 
incentive system that will give the desired level of efficiency and of 
goods and services. 
The basin-firm concept has been advanced as one means to 
internalize the externalities. (See Kneese, 1968.) Through a district 
organization, e. g., Water Conservancy District, or other administrative 
arrangement, the parties involved are brought into a common unit 
thereby a system of charges, incentive payment, or enforcement can 
be utilized to remove the effects of externalities on water use decisions. 
As an example, compensation payments could be made to downstream 
water users for adverse effects on water supply or other cost increases 
through improved water use efficiency by upstream users. 
Another proposal relative to externalities appears directed some-
what more specifically to the individual farm firm (Wantrup, 1965). In 
this case, economic functions would be altered to achieve efficiency by: 
a. Prohibiting certain production functions. 
b. Requiring certain production functions. 
c. IInposing standards of water use. 
d. Providing economic incentives for efficient use through tax 
relief, loans, rebates, grants. 
Compensation payments between areas, while definitely an incen-
tive measure, also is a feasible means of resolving the externalities 
problem. These payments could be made by areas receiving water 
"savedll by efficiency measures in another area or they could be made 
to areas adversely affected ,by measures such as canal lining in another 
area which, e. g., affects return flow. Public agencies or group organ-
izations could be parties to these transfers also. 
Financing 
One group of measures altering the distribution and use of water 
involves major capital investments. These measures relate to evapo-
ration from bodies of water. phreatophytes, canal lining, drains and 
collection channels, and use of groundwater basins for storage purposes. 
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These investments require complex arrangements for administr'ation' 
as well as large amounts of finances. ~b1ic and private ptograms 
exist for some of these purposes although an extensive effort would 
require enlargement of or new sources of funds. 
Credit facilities for farmers and organizations have improved 
substantially over the years for water:"efficiency investments. But 
maximum economic efficiency still requires provisions of credit more 
fully tailored to the profit maximization criteria of lending policies an~ 
programs. Flexible repayments. incentives to investment. and financial 
base all are important considerations in achieving this level of lending. 
Public cost- sharing must be premised on the basis that water 
efficiency measures and investments yield benefits that extend beyon9. 
the individual irrigator or irrigated area. Financing thus ,comes from 
a public revenue source program. usually taxation. Cost sharing can 
take several forms such as interest free loans. matching funds· or grants. 
technical assistance, and a.ctual construction or development by a public 
agency. These kinds of programs are currently available. A possibility 
exists for their enlargement if the public decides on this alternative as 
a desirable means to increase the usefulness of particular water supplies. 
Land Use Adjustments 
This subject, as related to water use efficiency and supplies, carries 
numerous facets. obstacles. deceptions and legal implications. General-
izations are infeasible for the most part. Numerous specific cases. 
arise for separate treatment. 
Frequently. appearances of inefficient use are not inefficient from 
the standpoint of the individual farmer. Heavy applications of water 
during high runoff water periods frequently appear "excessive" because 
of an assumption of homogeneity or uniform value of watet. In other 
instances. maldistribution of water among owners and farrhs prevails 
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because of long- standing rights acquired by earlier settlers or financial 
ability to acquire water along with very little incentive to transfer 
"excess" water to others. 
These considerations along with a relatively low price for water 
can lead to smaller inputs of nlanagenlent and labor, substitution of water 
for labor and capital, extensive farnling including irrigation of poor lands, 
and large applications of water per acre. Programs to alleviate these 
conditions presumably include adjustments in water charges, a market 
conducive to transfers of "exces s" water, and legal clarification of 
ownership of "excess" or "saved ll water. 
Shifts to higher income, lower water requiring crops in irrigated 
areas usually involves crops that are part of a government quota or 
price support program such as cotton and sugar beets. Or these shifts 
could involve crops that are highly price sensitive to small changes in 
supply such as potatoes, citrus fruits, other fruits, and vegetables. 
Political and mark~t elemEmts of programs to achieve these kinds of . 
crop adjustments are complex and highly inflexible. Water costs and 
laws could be revised to discourage expanded production of lower valued 
crops, including irrigation of low quality land for crops and pasture. 
As population and demand expand, water and land could be shifted to 
the higher valued crops. 
Management and Labor (Human Capital) 
Continued and increased investment in human capital (management 
and labor) engaged in irrigated farming and production may alleviate or 
remove some of the obstacles to improved water use efficiency. At 
least three major elements have been identified: (1) quality and quantity 
of management and labor for decision-making and for performing the 
tasks associated with increased efficiency, (2) the mobility of farm 
families in adjusting to new irrigated acres or farms and to new 
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occupations, and (3) public attitudes toward wat~r which tend to restrict 
progr:,ams and actions relative to water use efficiency. 
The investments in human capital of relevance include research 
and ,education. Education comprises two major types: (1) Formal 
education of farm operators and laborers, and (2) Non-formal educational 
programs of extension and vocational agriculture. A major educational 
need possibly relates also to the general public with respect to its 
attitudes toward water as a resource input and as a consumer good. 
One alternative to more and better management and labor is in-
creased substitution of capital for these human resources. The con-
tinued shift to greater use of sprinklers has been discussed as a notable 
example. Of course, both management and capital inputs can substitute 
for water supply and this is one point of the research and education 
thesis. 
Finally, it may be appropriate to examine and analyze the adequacy 
of returns to management and labor utilized for irrigation purposes. As 
water becomes increasingly short in supply in some areas, greater 
inducement to labor and management may be necessary so that these 
inputs will be forthcoming as substitutes for water. 
New Organizations, Legislation, and Administration 
Often when people discover a problem requiring corrective action, 
there is an immediate "there ought to be a lawrt reaction and subsequent 
pressure to change the laws and administering organizations. However, 
people tend to forget that passing a law and providing an organizational 
pattern for administering that law doesn't make it operate. If enabling 
legislation is not followed with adequate provision for acquiring and 
retaining properly trained people and an operating budget adequate to 
administer the new law the problem will remain. 
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Instead of attempting to revise the statutes and to create major 
changes via the legislative route, it might be far better to carefully 
review the problems and evaluate the local means of solving them. 
Most water problems can be handled under existing.laws properly 
interpreted and implemented. Even with the best of water laws. the 
users are faced with the problem that good water administration doesn l t 
just happen; it requires capable people with the necessary tools and 
money. 
As demands and uses of water are ever changing the question 
arises as to whether the "new" users must pay a high premium for their 
water when the "old" users are able to use and waste this public resource 
at very little cost. Should not those people having a first priority be 
expected to do an increasingly better job with "their" waters even though 
there is some increased cost involved? The answer is yes and the 
adjudication process was established to permit a reevaluation of water 
rights as seemed appropriate. An adjudication of water rights should 
never be considered final. The quantity of water allowed under the 
decree should be interlocutory only. The courts should always permit 
periodic review of the amounts of water decreed for a particular us e 
with the statement that these allotments may be changed from time to 
time to meet the changing needs of the public under the current definition 
of beneficial use. 
Multiple goals such as efficiency and income distribution. give 
rise to problems and conflicts in water use and pricing. Nonefficiency 
goals can become obstacles to adjustments which in the private sector, 
at least. have tobe based largely on monetary exchanges. 
Administrative Action 
There is considerable opportunity and need for enforcing better 
standards of beneficial use. More strict interpretations of beneficial 
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use under existing water rights law could be very effective in getting 
better use of existing water supplies. Criteria as to quantities of water 
allowable for different uses should be defined and publicized for a wide 
variety of conditions. Administrators should consciously strive to re-
evaluate diversion entitlements and limit them to "reasonable"beneficial 
use. Users should be required to seek their production and/or' satisfaction 
goals from limited but adequate water supplies even though this may 
require some water management changes. 
High standards of operation would be encouraged by higher stan-
dards of beneficial use. This could trigger consideration of a whole 
host of technological and management possibilities including better water 
measurement, changes in delivery method, recycling, consolidation of 
facilities, and many others. 
Education 
A wide spectrum of educational resources are available to train 
on the wide range of educational needs. To sort out the many formal 
and non-formal modes of information dissemination, and determine to 
what extent they may be aids or stumbling blocks to the adoption of 
improved water use practices, would take more time and effort than 
this study has available. The fact that water users so commonly fail 
to implement improved practices even though they have the necessary 
knowledge, makes it clear that knowledge alone is not the whole answer. 
General public education can provide a superficiaJ but factual 
understanding about the world of water and how it relates to other com-
ponents (biotic and abiotic) of the total ecosystem. Substantialprograms 
of extension education have been introduced to provide specific water 
users with added information with which they are then (supposedly) able 
to upgrade their water husbandry. However, when the complexity of 
the water using system requires an inordinate amount of educational 
background, the same end result may be achieved by incorporating the 
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technical information into a management service. For example, rather 
than train each new generation of irrigation farmers about the complex 
interrelations between crops, soils, climate, and water so that he can 
intelligently calculate· when to irrigate and how much to apply, a 
management service could consider all these factors and provide the 
farmer with an irrigation schedule. 
The point at which educational assistance stops and management 
services begin may be somewhat difficult to ·determine. A good deal 
of in-depth analysis needs to be made with regard to educational 
programs. These should give proper consideration to general and 
area-specific facets, individual and multiple supply and demand relation-
ships, and the proper utilization of the many formal and non-formal 
sources of educational dissemination. 
Effect of Change in Programs 
Economic Consequences 
From an economic standpoint. the greatest opportunities for 
increasing utilities and net incomes from irrigation appear to be adj',lst-
ments to higher and more profitable uses of water. These changes 
could occur within firms, within areas, or between areas. They involve 
achievement or more adequate combinations of production inputs which 
include water, adjustments in cropping pattern, improved irrigation 
management and practices, different kinds of irrigation water application, 
transfers of water on an individual or area wide basis, as well as major 
investments in storage, conveyance, and distribution facilities. 
From an income efficiency standpoint agricultural users of water 
in general have received water from public agencies at less than the 
social cost of providing it. But, this pattern in the past has itself 
benefited some and harmed otherso Some claim that essentially all 
farmers except those receiving water have lost and consumers gained 
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from irrigation developments. The consumer gains in the form of 
lower food costs are offset by tax burdens, higher power costs, and 
higher-costs for other activities if water charges to irrigators do not 
bear the full cost. 
Water rights and their cost structure tend to become attached to 
other investments" Thus, if water is available at a marginal factor 
cost below its marginal value product and if water by itself cannot be 
bought and sold (as if often the case) then an increment of value becomes 
attached to the agricultural land. The land increases in value by the 
amount of the capitalized difference between the marginal cost and 
marginal revenue from the water. 
Opportunities will likely increase in the future to maintain or 
increase agricultural incomes with less water or fewer irrigated acres 
by selection of varieties with high yields per unit of water consumption. 
and by adjusting cropping patterns and land uses. An inverse relation 
tends to exist between gross crop income and consumptive use water 
requirements of individual crops (Blaney and Criddle, 1962). Alfalfa, 
pasture, and other relatively low income forage crops usually require 
large amounts of water. In constrast, fruit, cotton, vegetables, sugar 
beets, potatoes and similar high income crops require relatively less 
water. 
Net water disappearances per dollar of gross income seem to 
support the above points. Thus. in many irrigated areas, the effective 
supply of water and farm incomes could likely be enlarged by changes 
in kinds of crops produced. 
In the Lower Colorado River Basin, gallons of water depletions 
per dollar output in 1960 were estimated at 16. 'Ooo to 23,000 for forage 
and feed crops, about 4,500 for cotton, from 4,000 to 8,000 for citrus 
crops, and about 1,000 for vegetables and melons (Stewart, 1969). This 
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same study showed that if necessary, because of declining water tables 
and larger pumping costs, adjustments to higher income crops could 
maintain farm income with less total depletion of water for irrigation 
purposes. 
These suggested adjustments hinge on markets, demand, and the 
competitive position of irrigated agriculture!, Demands for crops cited 
are projected to increase greatly in the United States over the next SO 
years (USDA, ERS, 1967), including sugar, potatoes, fruits, vegetables, 
and cotton. 
Presumably irrigated agriculture would share in government crop 
quotas related to the enlarged demands projected for the future. Studies 
have indicated also that irrigated agriculture is competitively favorable 
in the production of these intensive, high-income crops. One extensive 
interregional study of cotton production supports this assertion (Mandell 
and Tweeten, 1970). Because of much greater yields. per acre, cotton 
production costs per pound on irrigated land in California compared 
favorably with costs in nonirrigated regions of the country and were 
substantially lower than in some areas. 
It is clear that redistributions in wealth and income would result 
from programs to increase efficiency. It would be necessary for equity 
to be achieved to look carefully at compensation needed to correct the 
human and property rights injustices created. 
The,se incom~ effects would likely occur if prices of water were 
\ 
altered or if incentive payments were made for water-use changes. 
Transfers of water between farms and areas involve income transfers. 
Programs to alter the incidence of benefits or costs and to associate 
more closely costs and payments with beneficiaries win improve the 
position of some persons and lessen the income position of others. So 
while these kinds of programs, if consummated, should yield a net 
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total increase in utility, frequently some persons or com.m.unities will 
be less well off than before; this simply recognizes the situation and 
does not alter the merits of the case. However, some changes may 
need concurrent compensation features. 
Clearly some suggested programs will require large amounts of 
capital investment and credit. This financing would be needed at levels 
of the firm, community, or project depending on the particular invest-
mente 
Some apparent changes could have serious impacts on local public 
services. The trend toward more sprinkler irrigation and associated 
larger farms has been noted. While these larger farms may lead to 
greater individual farm and aggregate incomes, a tradeoff may be made 
with public service facilities. Smaller and dispersed populations are 
one causal element of less adequate services. 
While changes in income and wealth would occur on an individual 
basis as result of program changes, there are also effects on whole 
regions, industries, and kinds of uses for water. 
Certainly any programs that are good for irrigation have positive 
regional implications to the west. However, in giving benefit to western 
farmers, the rest of the country's farmers may be made worse off. 
Cotton farmers of the South are an oftcited example. These direct effects 
also have indirect implications such as on the cotton gins and other pro-
cessors and in turn on all business in the area. Programs which entice 
irrigators to use the same amount of water to obtain mor_~ production 
harm competing producers. But, a program causing farmers to produce 
the same crop with less water would have no effect on competitors unless 
, 
the cost structure were changed. Chances are that increased costs would 
enhance competitors' positions. Programs which impose higher costs 
on irrigation water may not reduce production on irrigated land, but 
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merely cause the price ratio structure among inputs to more nearly 
correspond to marginal productivity. An income transfer away from 
irrigators would' result from this. 
One of the fundamental imbalances among sectors of the economy 
is the disproportionate burden of costs borne by power consumers as 
the reimbursable costs in multiple purpose projects are levied heavily 
against power. This causes public power to be sold at rates higher than 
would occur if costs were allocated on a more equitable basis. Power 
consumers in many areas now subsidize the cost of water to irrigator s. 
Other examples could be cited. Only a very long list would cover 
all of the conditions. It is essential to keep in mind that as one group 
is subsidized, the consumer choices become distorted; and there are 
reverberations forward and backward in the economy which send out an 
endless wave of effects. 
Institutional Effects 
The institution of appropriative water rights has provided a stable 
base for the exploitation and development of water resources, mainly 
for economic purposes. This system should continue to provide the 
basic format for water use in arid areas. However, with changes in the 
population, changes in way of Hfe, and new needs of the society, con-
sideration of changes in some aspects of the institutions of water resources 
is likewise needed. 
With the press of massive population growth and urbanization, rural 
institutions need to be examined in the light of more efficient water use. 
The law since the time of early settlement in some states has included 
the concept that water could be appropriated but was a public good and 
therefore must not be wasted. The recognition of this stipulation in 
future governing policy for water and the prOVision for its implementation 
is needed. The application of known technology in soils, hydrology, 
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agronomy, etc., is needed for closer determination of water needs and 
water use techniques. This may mean the reshaping of present slocial 
institutions, the changing of public concepts. and the diffusion of thh; 
knowledge thr'ough major segments of the public. A somewhat parallel 
institutional change was that of the soil conservation program begun in 
the 1930' s. This involved the development of several new social insti-
tutions, the Soil Conservation Service, adult education programs both 
through the SCS and the Extension Service with concomitant programs 
in universities, local schools, and other places, the development of 
collaborating financing systems, changes in state and federal laws, 
organization of local soil conservation districts, and other complex. 
organizations and actions. This may be the magnitude necessary in 
order to take the next step in changing attitudes and practices in water 
resources use. 
Finally, a careful review should be given to functional contrtol of 
water resources. Flexibility in future water resources control i's needed 
because of a wide variety of needs including agriculture, industry, new 
population sites, rural development, recreation, etc. Some federal 
controls are needed to resolve regional and interstate difficulties and' 
provide for any necessary controls on polJ.~tion, and other problems of 
general public interest. 
On the other hand, state level control is vital for some aspects as 
well. Some of these include the needs of the regional, state, and local 
economies, the peculiar problems and needs of a local area to which the 
national level is notoriously unresponsive. The stifling effect of national 
control of basic resources is illustrated in some cases of federal public 
land holdings which do not permit intensive local development, resulting 





There are several noneconomic factors associated with water 
resources development programs that involve broad aspects of quality 
of life and require thoughtful consideration. 
Water resources planning and development must be responsive to 
many concerns and needs of society. The major use of water in the west 
at the present time and for the forseeable future will likely be for agri-
culture. This is a basic economic function for the region. However, 
other forces in the west as well as in all parts of the country are in-
evitably having their effect upon decisions for development. Population 
growth is a major factor that must be considered. Also, population 
dispersal, the planned development of rural communities, and dispersal 
of industry are all associated with rural uses of water and should be 
considered. 
In addition, recreational needs are growing. Virtually no water 
resource development occurs without a major concern for recreation. 
Trends in leisure time are expected to continue to increase. The 
pattern of leisure time has an important effect on water use. The spread 
of the four -day work-week with long weekends will mean different pat-
terns of use and different facilities needed than for five or six day work-
weeks. Also of importance is the growing direct interest of people in 
all regions of the U. S. in what is being done in other regions far away 
from where they live. For example people in the eastern states are 
becoming highly conscious of the west as a vacation and recreation area 
not only for people in the west but for themselves. Mobility of the 
American population has grown rapidly introducing new horizons of 
thought and interest to people long distances away. Consideration of 
the interest of the general population in public lands and areas of inter-
est should be provided for in water resources planning. 
Beyond recreation. another dimension inhuman values has arisen 
and is growing in importance. This is a concern for aesthetics or enjoy-
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ment of the beautiful, the artistic, the colorful, the spectacular i and 
similar subjective interests. This interest affects water resource 
development in that it requires planning to preserve beauty or points of 
interest in the process of water development. It will likely be harder 
and harder to develop rural water resources that affect the landscape in 
the face of opposition from aesthetic interests. Aesthetic interests 
must be given appropriate weight in planning water resource development. 
These growing noneconomic interests are closely related to 
ecological interests as well. Concern for the effects of water develop-
ment on the physical and biological balance of nature is of real signifi-
cance. This concern has been recognized by government agencies, but 
more attention should be given to extra-agency or outside evaluation 
studies of these effects rather than largely in-house evaluation. To 
some, the latter procedure appears to be only an addition to old justi-
fication procedures which seem to have little effect upon the actual out-
come of the proposed plans. 
Quality of living has become a concern in the evaluation of water 
resource development. This concept may include qualitative as well as 
quantitative factors. Commonly included are employment opportunities. 
income changes, both individual and aggregate, income distribution, 
credit facilities, industrial and agricultural development, economic 
stabilization, and similar factors. Other elements that may be related 
to quality of life, are poverty levels, levels of living, social services, 
commercial services, educational and training facilities, health facilities, 
cultural opportunities. planning resources for growth and amenities as 
well as for avoidance of blight and congestion, functional local govern-
ment to meet growing needs, facilities for control and care of environ-
mental pollution. 
Water resources along with land, space, and clirnate provide the 
fundamental physical ingredients for improvements In quality of living. 
Man must provide the means to use these resources along with the other 
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physical and social factors in order to achieve quality of, living goals. 
He therefore must provide adequate social institutions that will implement 
these goals. Policies, laws, and orgar~ization at all levels of government 
must be designed to implement those institutions which will provide the 
means to achieve the quality of life goals. Policies giving direction to 
water resources should be seen in this broad framework. 
Optimizing Utility--the Planning Process 
Effects of increasing a specific single-use efficiency on the total 
utility of a water resource can only be answered by a comprehensive 
analysis of the results of that action on all other uses or utilities. If 
goals of achieving increased utility are to be realized, the consequences 
of such actions need to be studied and projected into the future. Thus, 
only through the planning process are significant increases in systems 
utility likely to be achieved. Comprehensive planning is still a relatively 
undeveloped art, but evolving techniques of modeling, of evaluation of 
non-tangible and indirect benefits, and of studying and projecting individual 
and social value systems promise significant improvements. These three 
planning elements: modeling, evaluation of intangible and indirect bene-
fits, and values as related to water use need continuing study and research. 
A specific use of water by man may have one or more of the following 
effects on the water resource: 
1. Change the time or place of occurrence 
2. Consume the water 
3. Change its physical quality 
4. Affect contiguous Or related land use 
5. Change its aesthetic quality 
Increasing the efficiency of a single use mayor may not be impor-
tant. It is if the incremental cost of increasing such an efficiency is 
less than all of the incremental benefits (including public and private 
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opportunities previously foregone and reduced social costs) that occur 
a~s a result of the change. 
Given that such an increase in single user efficiency is indeed 
economic, the next question is: "Who pays? II If simple economics 
operate, the single user can afford to pay the savings and direct bene-
fits that such an increase would bring him. But these are less than the 
cost or the action would already have been taken. Similarly, assuming 
the other beneficiaries are willing to pay the user for the benefits 
directly accruing to them, the user could be expected to initiate action 
if the sum of these values and the previous ones exceeds the cost. Sub-
sidies, of course, must be included in the direct benefits and costs. 
This still may not result in a desirable or optimum utility because 
many of the benefits may not occur in either of the foregoing two direct 
forms. There is another important potential source of benefit which the 
foregoing market mechanism may not provide either. A planned system-
atic configuration in space and time will almost certainly result in many 
more opportunities and lessen total costs than an aggregation of ad hoc 
decisions taken randomly or as decision situations arise. 
Adding the time dimension to the configuration greatly increases 
the complexity because future opportunities need to be weighed against 
present ones. This is difficult even for direct and tangible future bene-
fits and costs because a discount rate has to be decided upon. But if 
these are intangible and indirect, dependent upon a changing array of 
values, consideration of the future is difficult indeed. 
Planning is an attempt to arrange a space-time configuration into 
an optimal form. It is a continuous process with a limited look ahead, 
leaving as many options open as possible. It implies that government 
will act in such a way as to achieve the configuration by financing, regu-
lation, and other measures. Whether or not a single-user increase in 
efficiency or even a reaHocation of use is efficient in achieving a socially 
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worthwhile improvement can best be answered using the processes of 
planning. While far better than random and expedient choice, even the 
best of planning has great limitations. Many of the costs and benefits 
cannot be expressed in commensurate terms ~nd the future can be 
foreseen only dimly. Heuristic judgments must be made in the mean-
time. These should always be toward frugality rather than extravagance 
in the use of resources, internalization rather than externalization of 
costs and benefits and presuming rather than foreclosing options. Even 
so such judgments should be approached cautiously. As pointed out by 
Forrester (1961) intuitive judgments imposed on complex social 
systems are apt to be counter productive; this can be true even of 
physical systems.':' For example, federal subsidy of waste treatment 
plants seems like a good way to reduce stream pollution. In the long-
run this is a subsidy on the production of waste and will almost surely 
result in greater waste production than if the polluters bore all of the 
treatment costs. 
Comprehensive planning for non-urban uses of water can hardly be 
separated from planning for urban uses. Water resource planning space, 
if comprehensive, needs to include a total water supply basin; but it also 
needs to be comprehensive at some level of pc>J.itical coIl).munity. The 
most' effective and practical level above individual and project levels is 
the state. The state is in a position to'coordinate plans between basins 
that are within its boundaries and to negotiate plans with states who 
share its river basins. While there must be planning institutions for 
multi-state basins, states clearly must be principal parties to any such 
planning. 
Given plp,nning institutions of such form, much can be accomplished 
toward increasing system utility by such things as choosing an optimal 
>:<Steps taken to reduce the carbon-monoxide in auto exhausts, an 
1I0bvious" step appears to have increased sulphur dioxide, for example. 
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s.equence of uses within a water resources system; by taking advantage 
of location and of scale where developmental or treatment investments 
ar .. e required; by choosing the most optimal set of reservoir sites; by 
utilizing exchange agreements; by utilizing upstre~m subbasin transfers; 
by considering likely future shifts in use and designing means by which 
these maybe a.chieved at least cost; by presuming options;. and by con-
solidating financial arrangements to insure achievement of broad and 
long-range community goals which cannot be met by single project 
financing. These considerations can take into account location and extent 
of such non-urban uses as irrigation, which may eventually be replaced 
or partly replaced by municipal and industrial uses; recreation; and 
preservation, taking into account that there will be shifts in future uses 
and that an optimal time sequence as well as space sequence should be 
sought. 
Modeling 
"Modeling" is a word whose usage has expanded rapidly. In some 
areas there is disappointment or disillusionment with modeling techniques. 
Actually a model is simply a conceptualization which attempts to approxi-
mate reality at some level. It is useful in predicting consequenc.es of. 
various actions or circumstances. Highly sophisticated, computerized 
models may, in some cases, not have yielded all that was expected; but 
this is not an argument for discarding modeling techniques. They are 
literally essential in any meaningful planning. Efforts should be made 
to increase the utility of models in the planning process; conversely, 
modeling needs to become increasingly realistic. Practical utilization 
is a good way to insure this. Models are basically simulations and these 
are useful for studying changes in results occurring from various policies, 
development investments, and administrative actions. If means canbe 
devised for expressing desired results in commensurate quantities, 
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techniques for directly optimizing objectives using "programming" have 
been developed. 
Goals and Objectives 
The first step in any comprehensive planning process is to define 
goals and objectives. Often these may be in conflict with each other or 
may have to be drawn from conflicting interests. Economic develop-
ment has been the primary force in the past; it is also the most simple 
achievement to measure. but there is a strong and increasing interest 
in "quality of life" and environmental preservation. A recent report by 
the Wyoming Water Resources Research Institute (Dobbs et al., 1971) 
suggests the following criteria for goals other than economic efficiency 
for a state water plan: income distribution, security of people, environ-
mental goals I goals concerning population patterns and goals concerning 
growth or preservation of particular industries. The report points out 
that what may be economically efficient from Wyoming's point of view 
may not be so nationally implying a net flow' of resources to Wyoming. 
Among the issues raised by Utah's Planning Coordination Office are: 
\ 
Shall the goal of development be to provide employment only for increases 
of the indigenous population; i. e. I not net immigration? Shall steps be 
taken to insure the economic viability of all depres sed communities in 
the outlying rural areas? Shall a development objective include promotion 
of diversified industry to replace the present large defense- based sector? 
The achievement of objectives arising from such llnoneconomic ll 
goals cannot be measured in the same terms as lIeconomic efficiency, 11 
nor is there a common currency for the other objectives among them-
selves. If choices are to be made among these non-measurable alter-
natives, a means of relative weighting must be found. There is no way 
at present to do this except by the political process. Research is 
needed to articulate more definitively the elements of sound choice and 
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to improve the validity of public decisioh. Good planning \Vh;i.ch implies 
widespread public involvement has the merit of raising issues, and, if 
supported by good modeling, can enunciate the tradeoffs. It can greatly 
accele:rate and enlighten the proces s of choice •. 
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A Clas sification of Water Related Recreation 
Recreational activities can be classified in several ways depending 
on the purpose of the classification. Here the priITlary classification is 
the water requireITlent and the ITlain breakdown is deterITlined by whether 
or not water is directly required (essential) for the activity to exist. A 
tentative classification of the major water-related recreation activities 
is shown in Table A-I. Seventeen general recreation activities are 
classified as directly requiring water and eight type's as being enhanced 
by being associated with water are shown. 
With few definitional exceptions, each kind of recreation activity in 
Table A- 1 can take place or be associated with each kind of recreational 
water. Depending on the needs of the planner or analyst, these classifi-
cations could easily be further subdivided. For each class of recreation, 
it should be possible to specify the ITliniITluITl water and related resource 
requireITlents for the activity to exist at the sITlaUest practical level of 
developITlent. These ITliniITluITl requireITlents are terITled the IIDuty of 
Recre'ational Water. II The duty requireITlents are of three sorts and are 
grouped as follows: 
1. Direct water requireITlents (ITliniITluITls) 
a. Quantity 
b. Quality 
c. TeITlporal distribution 
2. Directly as sodated land and facilities requireITlents (ITlinin1UITl) 
3. Indirectly associated vegetation topographic and spedal require-
ITlents . 
II-l95 
Tahle A-I. A classification of water related recreational activities. 
1. Direct Activities (Water required for activity to exist) 
A. ;:p1tea~ure Boating E. Swimming 
L Paddling or rowing 11. Swimming. 
2. Sailing 
3. Power boating F. Waterfowl Production 
4. Whitewater 12. Nature study or preserves 
B. Fishin$,Freshwater 13. Hunting 
5. Cold water G. WaterfowLHolding, 
6. Warm water 14. Nature study and preserves 
C. Fishing." tidal water 15. Hunting 
7. Cold water H. Aquatic Animal Productiori 
8. Warm water 16. Cold climate species 
Do Fishing, Anadromous fisheries 17. Warm climate species 
9. Gold water 1. Skating and Surface Ice Activities 
10. Warm water 





4. Nature Study 
5. Photography 
6. Scenic Driving 
7. Vacation Honles 
8. Developed Re sorts 
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A check sheet or form for specifying the duty of recreational water 
has been outlined and is shown in Table A-2. 
Use of the "Duty of Recreational Water" ConceEt 
As suming that the minimum duty requirements for all re levant and 
important classes of recreational activity have .been specified, a reason-
ably useful tool for the water resource planner can be established: 
1. A fairly definitive statement of the technological requirements 
for different recreational developments is immediately available. 
2. By reversing the classification in a suitable computerized data 
file, the planner can answer the question: "given a specified water and 
land resource situation, what kinds of recreational activities are possible? II 
3. With additional specification the duty requirements can be 
expanded to state how much and what kinds of water ~ land, and financial 
resources are required to support a potential supply of some standard 
quantity of recreational activity (L e., per 100 man-days per week). 
Given this type of duty specification, the planner can make rough approxi-
mations to the question: "given a quantitative statement as to the amounts 
and kinds of water and land available in a segment of a water system, 
how much and what kinds of recreational opportunities could potentially 
be supplied? II Given some sort of demand estimates, the quantity of 
the different kinds of recreation which would likely be consumed could 
also be estimated. 
4. Finally, given the preceding developments, quantitative esti-
mates of the impact on recreational opportunities of changes in the water 
system can be estimated. 
This discussion was developed primarily to indicate an approach 
to more systematically considered recreational opportunities in water 
resource planning and utilization. It also indicates our present inabil-
ities to quantitatively forecast recreational opportunities. Yet, the 
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Table A- 2. A check sheet for specification of the duty of recreation 
water. 
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY _______ -,,-____ Code No. __ _ 
I. Water Requirements 
fa) Quantity 





Flow Rate (sec. ft. ) 
units water input 
(2) for lakes and reservoirs 
parameter 
Surface Area (acres) 
Shore Gradient 







(b) Water Quality 
unit s water input 


















Table A-2. Continued. 
parameter units water input water output 
ppM. 
) 
(c) Temporal Distribution 
Length of need months 
Period of need (month) from. to 






range of deviation 











duration of deviation 











II. Directly Associated Land and Facilities Requirements 
Point Access number required (number) 
----------------------
distance between (miles) 
.. 'Pu bli c Land (Acres) (acres) minimum 
--------~--------------~----~ 
Length 
(a long bank ) _________________ ..... (..... f e ..... e ..... t ..... )'---'mi nimum 
Width (feet) mini:mum 
Road and Trails Length (miles)minimum 
------------~------~----~ 
Distance 
from bank _____________________ ..... (..... fe_e ..... t ..... )'---'n1inimum 
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T~ble A-2. Continued. 
Facilities 
Item. Minim.um. am.ount 




,of land . 
Level ' 
Type ______ ~ ___ (type gras s ,brush, 
confir) 
Density_~ __ ~ _____ (% ..::::anopy closure) 
Size (ave,. height in feet) 
adjacent within one-half m.ile 
Intermediate ~----~-----------
Steep 
Special Requirements (scenic, background needs, etc.) 
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~., .. , 
expanded recreational use of water is one major way to increase the 
utility of existing water supplies. For these reasons it is recommended 
that the National Water Commission support or urge increased research 
in the quantification of recreation supply parameters, in particular the 
development of systematic planning tools such as the duty of recreational 
water techniques outlined above. 
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